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A Numerical Investigation into the
Effectiveness of Multi-Element
Pressure Screen Rotor Foils
Pressure screening is an efficient way to remove unwanted debris from a pulp stream,
which improves the quality of the end product paper. Past work has found that increased
foil camber and angle-of-attack improve the performance of pressure screen foil rotors by
increasing the magnitude and width of the negative pressure pulse on the screen cylinder
while at the same time reducing the magnitude of the positive pressure pulse on the
screen cylinder. Too large an angle-of-attack or too much camber leads to separation of
the flow over the foil and a loss in rotor performance, however. This study therefore
investigates, using computational fluid dynamics, the ability of multi-element rotor foils
to delay stall over the foil and improve upon the performance of an existing pressure
screen rotor foil. In this study, the effect of foil angle-of-attack, flap angle, the geometry
of the trailing edge of the main foil, and the positioning of the flap relative to the main
foil were studied. A multi-element foil was developed based on the NACA 8312, a foil
used in industrial pressure screen rotors. In general, stall was delayed and a larger
angle-of-attack was obtained than the single-element foil, and increased camber was
added to the foil by deflecting the flap. Positive pressure pulse on the screen cylinder
approached a negligible value with both increasing angle-of-attack and increasing flap
angle, while the negative pressure pulse increased in magnitude with both increasing
angle-of-attack and flap angle before the foil began to separate and the suction was lost.
The x-positioning of the flap was shown to have less of an effect on the foil performance
than the y-positioning. All told, the magnitude of the negative pressure pulse was in-
creased by 15% while at the same time eliminating the positive pressure pulse.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2979002�

1 Introduction
As the most industrial efficient and effective way to remove

shives and contaminants from a pulp stream, pressure screens are
used in paper making worldwide. Screening has a positive effect
on the overall quality of the paper, including its strength, appear-
ance, and optical qualities. Additionally, modern screens are used
to separate the fibers in the pulp by length and flexibility �known
as “fractionating” the pulp�, allowing for long and short fibers to
be processed separately and for the production of high value pa-
per. The ability to efficiently filter and fractionate pulp is making
pressure screens increasingly important to both mechanical and
chemical pulping processes.

A pressure screen is comprised of two major elements, the rotor
and the screen cylinder, and it splits a contaminated feed stream
into accept and reject streams. The feed stream typically enters the
screen tangentially and is passed between the rotor and the screen
cylinder. A pressure drop across the screen cylinder allows for
sufficiently small particles to pass through small apertures �either
slots or holes� in the screen cylinder and on the accept stream.
Oversized particles and the fraction of long fibers that are retained
by the screen cylinder continue down the length of the screen and
leave via the reject stream.

This work is focused upon the performance of the rotor, which
has two main functions within the screen. First, it provides a high
tangential velocity to the flow, inducing turbulence at the screen
plate that helps keep the pulp fluidized. Second, and more impor-
tant, as the foil passes along the feed side of the screen cylinder it
generates a negative pressure pulse that backflushes the apertures,

clearing any debris from the apertures that would cause them to
plug. This action has a dramatic affect on screen performance,
typically measured by three parameters—the fractionation or con-
tamination removal efficiency of the screen; the capacity of the
screen, defined as the amount of pulp in the accept stream; and the
power consumption of the screen. An ideal screen would maxi-
mize efficiency and capacity and at the same time minimize power
consumption.

There are two general types of rotors used in screens: solid core
and foil rotors. Foil rotors are similar to the airfoils used on the
wings of aircraft and allow the flow to circulate around the foil
and are typically used in low consistency fine screening. Solid
core rotors, on the other hand, consist of elements attached to the
outer surface of an inner drum core and allow the flow to only
pass over the outer surface of the element. Solid core rotors are
usually used earlier in the screening process for higher consis-
tency screening, while foil rotors are used later in the process for
fine screening and fractionation. This work will focus on the per-
formance of foil rotors.

In a previous study, Olson et al. �1� found experimentally that
the nondimensional power coefficient is independent of Reynolds
number, with power coefficient defined as

Cpower =
power

� · Vt
3 · D2 �1�

where “power” is the power consumption of the rotor, � is the
fluid density, Vt is the rotor tip speed, and D is the diameter or the
rotor �1�. Reynolds number is based on foil chord length and
defined as

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division of ASME for publication in the
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Re =
�Vtc

�
�2�

where � is the fluid density, Vt is the rotor tip speed, c is the chord
length of the foil, and � is the fluid viscosity. The power con-
sumption of the rotor is therefore proportional to the tip speed of
the rotor cubed and a reduction in the rotor velocity would lead to
a large reduction in the power required.

Additional studies have shown that increasing the magnitude of
the negative pressure pulse generated by the rotor will increase the
capacity of the screen, particularly for slotted screen cylinders
�2–7�. Pinon et al. �8� and Gonzales �9� found that the nondimen-
sional pressure pulse generated by the rotor is also independent of
Reynolds number, with the nondimensional pressure defined by
the pressure coefficient

CP =
P

0.5 · � · Vt
2 �3�

where P is the pressure, � is the fluid density, and Vt is the tip
speed of the rotor, implying that the magnitude of the pressure
pulse generated by the rotor varies quadratically with the rotor
velocity. Since it is desirable to slow the rotor tip speed in order to
reduce power consumption, but this will also reduce the magni-
tude of the pressure pulse, we therefore want to maximize the
pulse generated by the foil at a given tip speed. This is the primary
goal in pressure screen rotor design.

Gonzales �9� and Feng et al. �10� both studied the effect of a
wide range of foil variables on the pressure pulse generated by a
foil rotor. They observed that the magnitude of the negative pres-
sure pulse for a given foil would increase with angle-of-attack to
a maximum value and would then decrease at higher angles-of-
attack �the exception being the NACA 8312 foil, which had a
maximum peak magnitude at 0 deg angle-of-attack�. Niinimaki
�2� made similar observations, showing that increasing foil angle-
of-attack improves the capacity of the screen. Additionally, Gon-
azales �9� and Feng et al. �10� found that the undesirable positive
pressure pulse decreased with increasing foil angle-of-attack.
They also showed that pressure pulse width and magnitude both
increase with increasing foil camber �9,10�.

In order to achieve higher angles-of-attack at lower Reynolds
numbers, it is common practice in the aerospace field to use multi-
element airfoils. Multi-element foils delay stall on the foil by
allowing high energy flow on the lower surface of the foil to pass
through the slot between the main foil and the flap, reenergizing

the boundary layer on the upper surface of the foil. They also have
the added affect of increasing the effective camber of the foil as
the flap deflection is increased �11�.

Therefore, in an effort to reduce the rotor velocity while main-
taining screen performance, the goal of this study is to determine
the effectiveness of multi-element pressure screen rotor foils in
controlling the magnitude and shape of the negative pressure
pulse generated by the foil. The effect of varying the major foil
geometry parameters was studied using computational fluid dy-
namics �CFD�. Specifically, the effects of the flap angle, the foil
angle-of-attack, the main foil trailing edge geometry, and the po-
sitioning of the leading edge of the flap were studied. Validation
of the numerical model was obtained using existing experimental
data for single-element rotor foils.

2 Numerical Method
The FLUENT 6.1 commercial solver was used to numerically

solve the discretized Navier–Stokes equations for this study. The
problem is assumed to be isothermal, two dimensional, and steady
state, allowing the Navier–Stokes equations to be reduced to the
continuity and x- and y-momentum equations. The solver is a
second-order finite volume solver: Control volume averages are
found for each flow variable and the fluxes at the control volume
faces are then found through a second-order spatial interpolation
from the control volume center. All cases included in this study
were solved at steady state with the SIMPLEC algorithm for
pressure-velocity coupling.

Fig. 1 Computational domain and a typical mesh

Fig. 2 Experimental and numerical results for pressure traces on the
screen cylinder for a NACA 8312 rotor foil at Re=5Ã105, an angle-of-attack
of �=0 deg, a chord of c=4 cm, and a gap of g=3 mm
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Turbulence was modeled using the standard k-� turbulence
model with enhanced wall treatment. The k-� model solves addi-
tional transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy k and tur-
bulent dissipation rate � along with the continuity and momentum
equations in order to find closure for the Reynolds stresses. The
k-� model was selected over other available turbulence models as
an adequate balance between the accuracy and computation cost
and because of a history of its use in screening type problems

Fig. 3 Multi-element rotor foil with specific foil parameters
defined

Fig. 4 Pressure contours and streamlines for a multi-element foil with varying main foil trailing edge lip lengths:
„a… l=0.10c, „b… l=0.25c, and „c… l=0.50c. The foil is at �=0 deg and the flap is at �=7 deg for all cases.

Fig. 5 Pressure traces on the screen cylinder for a multi-
element foil with varying main foil trailing edge lip lengths. The
foil is at �=0 deg and the flap is at �=7 deg for all cases.
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�10,12�. Following the results of Mahon and Zhang �12�, the en-
hanced wall treatment for the k-� model was included in the simu-
lations. In essence, with the enhanced wall treatment, the turbulent

quantities are computed directly all the way into the viscous sub-
layer, with the laminar and turbulent laws-of-the-wall being
blended in the near-wall region. While being considerably more

Fig. 6 Pressure contours and streamlines for a multi-element foil at „a… �=0 deg, „b… �=2 deg, „c… �=4 deg, „d… �
=5 deg, „e… �=7 deg, and „f… �=10 deg. The flap is at �=7 deg for all cases.
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expensive computationally, the enhanced wall treatments allowed
for substantial improvement in the accuracy of the solution, espe-
cially for the pressure field, which is the main focus of this study
�13,14�.

3 Computational Domain and Mesh Generation
The cross section of a PSV 2100 pressure screen was modeled,

as shown in Fig. 1. In all cases, 2D hybrid structured/unstructured
multiblock meshes were used, in Cartesian coordinates. A very
fine C-mesh was used around the foils in order to obtain accept-
able boundary layer and wake resolution. As required by the k-�
turbulence model with enhanced wall treatment, the first mesh cell
at the foil surface lies at a nondimensional distance of y+�1. In
order to minimize CPU time, a much coarser structured mesh was
used in the far field and an unstructured block was added to
smoothly blend the fine C-mesh and the coarse far-field meshes.
All meshes were generated using GAMBIT, the commercial prepro-
cessing package for FLUENT.

4 Boundary Conditions
The domain is rotationally periodic in order to simulate a two-

bladed rotor. The periodicity of the flow ensures that it is turbu-
lent, even though typical Reynolds numbers are on the order of
Re=105 based on the foil chord length, as each foil is operating in
the wake of the preceding foil. A rotating computational coordi-
nate system moving at the same speed as the foil is assigned to the
center of the cylinder because the flow is steady when viewed in
this frame. The inner and outer cylinder walls and the foil walls
are all set with no-slip boundary conditions. The inner cylinder
wall and the foil walls are set with zero angular velocity relative
to the spinning computational coordinate system. The outer wall,
which represents the screen cylinder, is stationary and is therefore
set to zero angular velocity in the absolute coordinate system.

The inner cylinder wall has a radius of rinner=0.73router and is
representative of the core of fluid at the center of the screen mov-
ing at the rotor’s angular velocity. It is a simplification that greatly
reduces computational time by allowing us to remove grid points
outside the area of interest. Feng �15� studied the effect of the
inner wall diameter in a simulation of a PSV 2100 and found that
below an inner wall radius of rinner�0.867router, the effect on
measured pressure pulse is negligible. The complex flow through
the screen cylinder is not considered here �i.e., Vslot=0.0 m /s�,
which is equivalent to the critical design case of a plugged screen.

There are a number of other assumptions and simplifications
that have been made in the study that should be noted: Water,

rather than pulp, is used in the simulations �consistency is 0.0%�,
and the flow in the simulations is two dimensional. Gonzales �9�
studied the effect of pulp consistency on the pulse and found that
increasing consistency reduced the magnitude of the pulse, but the
shape and trends remained unchanged. Also, pulp consistency dur-
ing screening is generally very low, on the order of 1–2%, and
turbulent pulp suspensions in this range have been found to be-
have as a Newtonian fluid with the same density and viscosity as
water. Using water rather than pulp is therefore reasonable for this
design problem. Finally, screen rotor foils typically have aspect
ratios of 8 or more with a low relative axial, or spanwise, flow
velocity, making the two-dimensional assumption a valid repre-
sentation of a slice of the foil near midspan.

5 Grid Independence and Model Validation
The experimental data collected by Gonzales �9� and Feng et al.

�10� for a NACA 8312 foil rotor was used to validate the model.
As mentioned previously, in those studies, pressure traces on the
screen cylinder were measured for a variety of single-element
foils under different operating conditions using the cross-sectional
screen �CSS�, a laboratory screen that was designed to represent a
section of a PSV 2100 pressure screen. For this study, the magni-
tude of the negative pressure pulse, measured in terms of nondi-
mensional pressure coefficient CP, as defined in Eq. �2�, was used

Fig. 7 Pressure traces on the screen cylinder for a multi-
element foil at varying angles-of-attack. The flap is at �
=7 deg for all cases.

Fig. 8 „a… Maximum wall pressure coefficient on the screen
cylinder and „b… minimum wall pressure coefficient on the
screen cylinder versus foil angle-of-attack. The flap is at �
=7 deg for all cases.
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to determine both the independence of the solution from the com-
putational grid resolution and the accuracy of the converged solu-
tion.

Grid independence studies were conducted for both the single-
and multi-element foils used in the study. For the single-element
model, five geometrically similar meshes were generated with

Fig. 9 Pressure contours and streamlines for a multi-element foil at „a… �=7 deg, „b… �=15 deg, „c… �
=22 deg, „d… �=29 deg, and „e… �=36 deg. The foil is at �=7 deg for all cases.
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grid resolutions of 65,000–400,000 volumes. The solution was
found to be grid independent for meshes larger than 190,000 vol-
umes. For the multi-element model, three geometrically similar
grids were studied with grid resolutions between 80,000 volumes
and 300,000 volumes. The solution was found to be grid indepen-
dent for grids larger than 160,000 volumes. By removing excess
volumes in the far-field, the grid count for the multi-element
model was reduced around 80,000 volumes without effecting grid
independence. For the optimized meshes, 58% of the control vol-
umes lie within the foil boundary layer and wake regions of the
mesh.

The NACA 8312 was modeled in the PSV 2100 using the nu-
merical model described previously at a Reynolds number of Re
=5�105, an angle-of-attack of �=0 deg, a chord length of c
=4 cm, and a gap between the foil and the screen cylinder of g
=3 mm. These numerical results were compared with experimen-
tal results for the same foil, in the same configuration, operating in
water with no accept flow �9,10�. Figure 2 shows the experimental
and numerical pressure traces along the screen cylinder plotted
together. The minimum CP on the screen cylinder for the foil in
these operating conditions was found to be CP=−0.708, which
matches the experimental data within 5%.

6 Results and Discussion
A multi-element rotor foil based on a NACA 8312 foil was

studied using the aforementioned numerical techniques. The effect
of a number of foil parameters on the pressure pulse generated by
the foil was studied, including foil angle-of-attack, main foil trail-
ing edge geometry, flap deflection, and the positioning of the flap
relative to the main foil.

The NACA 8312 was used as the starting point for our multi-
element foil since it generated the strongest negative pressure
pulse out of the foils studied by Feng et al. �10�. A smooth-splined
slot was placed in the NACA 8312 to create the multi-element foil
so that the flap chord was 35% of the total foil chord �cflap
=0.35c�, as can be seen in Fig. 3. The upper surface was un-
changed from the original NACA 8312’s profile, and the length of
the spline at the trailing edge of the main foil was defined as the
trailing edge lip length l. The angle between the chord line of the
foil with no flap deflection and the horizontal is referred to as the
angle-of-attack ��� of the foil, and the angle between the flap
chord line and the undeflected chord is referred to as the flap
deflection angle ���.

6.1 Lip Length. The effect of the main foil trailing edge de-
sign is shown in Fig. 4, which shows pressure contours and
streamlines for a multi-element foil with varying lip lengths.
There is a small separation bubble at the trailing edge of the main
foil for the lip length of l=0.25c, which is a source of unwanted
pressure drag. As can be seen in Fig. 5, which shows the pressure
trace along the screen cylinder for each trailing edge geometry, the
lip length has a slight effect on the pressure pulse, with the l
=0.50c foil having a slightly wider and stronger negative pulse.
Because the l=0.50c foil has a slightly stronger pulse and no
separation at the lip, this lip length was used for the rest of the
study.

6.2 Angle-of-Attack. Figure 6 shows the pressure contours
and streamlines as angle-of-attack is varied for a multi-element
foil with no flap deflection. The negative pressure pulse between
the upper surface of the foil and the screen cylinder widens until
an angle-of-attack of �=4 deg, an improvement over the single-
element NACA 8312, which was shown to lose suction strength at
any angle-of-attack greater than �=0 deg for these operating con-
ditions. The multi-element foil is able to delay stall relative to the
NACA 8312 by allowing the flow from the lower surface of the
foil to pass through the slot and re-energize the boundary layer on
the upper surface of the foil. Additionally, as the stagnation point
at the leading edge of the foil rotates more toward the lower
surface of the foil with increasing angle-of-attack, the positive
pressure pulse emanating from the stagnation point to the screen

Fig. 10 Pressure traces on the screen cylinder for a multi-
element foil at varying flap angles. The foil is at �=0 deg for all
cases.

Fig. 11 „a… Maximum wall pressure coefficient at the screen
cylinder and „b… minimum wall pressure coefficient at the
screen cylinder versus flap angle for various angles-of-attack
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cylinder dissipates. After �=4 deg, the boundary layer begins to
thicken and the negative pressure region starts to shrink. At �
=10 deg, the main foil has started to stall and the beginnings of a
separation bubble can be seen. The results of this flow separation
are a reduction in suction and an increase in pressure drag on the
foil, as mentioned previously.

A clearer picture of how angle-of-attack affects the pressure on
the screen cylinder due to the foil can be seen in Figs. 7 and 8.
Figure 7 shows the wall pressure traces for a multi-element foil
with constant flap angle at various angles-of-attack, and Fig. 8
shows the peak positive and negative pressures on the wall at each
angle-of-attack. The peak negative pressure can be seen at �
=4 deg with a value of CP=−0.78. Beyond �=4 deg, the effect
of the flow separation can be seen in an increasing loss in peak
suction magnitude and pulse width. The reduction in the positive
pressure pulse on the wall due to the stagnation point as the angle-

of-attack is increased, as mentioned previously, can also be seen.
This phenomenon was also observed by Feng et al. �10� and is
believed to be favorable, as a positive pulse would have the effect
of pushing unwanted debris through the screen cylinder and re-
duce the efficiency of the screen.

6.3 Flap Angle. Figure 9 shows the pressure contours and
streamlines and Fig. 10 shows the pressure traces on the screen
cylinder for a multi-element foil at varying flap angles with a
constant angle-of-attack of �=0 deg. As can be seen, deflecting
the flap, which is effectively an increase in the camber of the foil,
causes the pressure pulse to widen and strengthen until �
=19 deg, after which the flow over the flap begins to separate and
suction at the screen cylinder diminishes. At �=36 deg, the flap
has stalled fully and the beginnings of vortex shedding can be

Fig. 12 Surfaces of „a… maximum wall pressure coefficient and „b… minimum
wall pressure coefficient versus foil angle-of-attack and flap angle
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Fig. 13 Pressure contours and streamlines for a multi-element foil with varying x-positions for the flap leading edge. The
flap leading edge is at „a… x=0.00c, „b… x=−0.02c, „c… x=−0.03c, „d… x=−0.05c, „e… x=−0.06c, and „f… x=−0.08c. In all cases, the
flap leading edge is at y=−0.05c, �=1 deg, and �=15 deg.
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Fig. 14 Pressure contours and streamlines for a multi-element foil with varying y-positions for the flap leading
edge. The flap leading edge is at „a… y=−0.04c, „b… y=−0.05c, „c… y=−0.07c, „d… y=−0.09c, and „e… y=−0.11c. In
all cases, the flap leading edge is at x=0.04c, �=1 deg, and �=15 deg.
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seen. Interestingly, increasing the flap angle also has the effect of
forcing the stagnation point toward the lower surface of the lead-
ing edge of the foil, diminishing the positive pulse on the screen
cylinder.

Figure 11 shows the peak positive and negative CP values on
the screen cylinder versus � for a series of angles-of-attack be-
tween �=−1 deg and �=3 deg. Varying the flap angle has a
similar effect at each of the angles, with a clear optimum existing
for minimum CP and with maximum CP approaching a negligible
value. At lower angles-of-attack, however, the foil is more resis-

tant to stall and the optimal minimum CP value occurs at higher
values of �.

The �- and �-sweep data were combined to make surfaces of
minimum and maximum CP values versus both � and �, as shown
in Fig. 12. The surfaces were created from 37 cases using the
two-dimensional cubic interpolation functions contained in MAT-

LAB �16�. Minimum CP is shown to have a strong dependence on
flap angle for angles-of-attack at which the flow is fully attached,
creating a “troughlike” shape with a clear minimum of CP=
−0.82 at �� ,��= �1.2,16�. The gradients close to the optimum are

Fig. 15 Surfaces of „a… maximum wall pressure coefficient and „b… minimum wall
pressure coefficient versus flap leading edge x- and y-positions. The foil is at �
=1 deg, and �=15 deg for all cases.
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relatively low, however, allowing for flexibility in the foil design.
Beyond �=7 deg, any deflection of the flap causes the foil to stall
and the pressure is not dependent on flap angle. Maximum CP
behaves differently and approaches CP=0 everywhere except at
small angles of both � and �.

6.4 Flap Positioning. The effect of the positioning of the flap
foil with respect to the main foil was also studied. There is a
special interest in the effect of flap positioning due to the concerns
that if the gap between the flap and the main foil is too small, it
will become plugged with pulp, shives, or contaminants in the
pulp stream. Figures 13 and 14 show the effect of varying the x-
and y-position of the leading edge of the flap, respectively, at an
angle-of-attack of �=1 deg and a flap angle of �=15 deg. In
both cases, the flap leading edge position is measured from the
trailing edge of the main foil in percent chord.

As can be seen in Fig. 13, the x-positioning of the flap has little
effect on both the negative and positive pulses except for at x
=0.0c, where the negative pulse diminishes and the positive pulse
increases. Figure 14 shows a stronger correlation between the
y-position of the flap and both the positive and negative pressure
pulses, however. At y=−0.04c, the gap between the flap and the
main foil is too small and not enough fluid is able to pass through
the slot, causing the flap to lose its effect. As the gap is increased
to too large of a value, the flap and the main foil lose the ability to
interact with each other, causing an increase in positive pulse and
a loss of suction.

Once again, surfaces of maximum and minimum CP were cre-
ated, this time versus flap foil x- and y-positioning, as shown in
Fig. 15. Note that, as previously mentioned, minimum CP was
shown to have a strong dependence on y-position, while the gra-
dients in the x-direction were much smaller. A peak minimum CP
value of CP=−0.81 was found to be at �x ,y�= �−0.050,−0.052�c.
On a typical industrial screen with a chord length on the order of
100 mm, this would correspond to a gap of 2 mm, which, being an
order of magnitude larger than the slots in the screen cylinder, is
not likely to clog with the debris and fibers being filtered by the
screen. Since all maximum CP are between CP=7�10−3 and
CP=1.2�10−2, maximum CP is determined to be close to zero
and independent of the flap positioning for this foil configuration.

7 Conclusions
We have studied the ability of multi-element pressure screen

rotor foils to provide greater control over the shape and magnitude
of the pressure pulses generated by the rotor. Both the negative
and positive pressure peaks were shown to have a strong depen-
dence on both angle-of-attack and flap angle. Maximum CP ap-
proached values close to a negligibly small value with increasing
� and/or �. Minimum CP reached an optimum value with both

increasing � and � before the foil began to separate and suction
was lost. The x-positioning of the flap was shown to have little
effect on foil performance, while the y-positioning had a large
effect on both maximum and minimum CP values.

In general, the multi-element foil outperformed the single-
element NACA 8312 on which it was based. It was able to reach
a positive angle-of-attack without stalling, allowing for the posi-
tive pressure pulse to be eliminated. Also, the deflection of the
flap allowed for a significant increase in the effective camber of
the foil, which provided a stronger and wider negative pulse. The
minimum negative CP for the multi-element foil was 15% stron-
ger than that of the single-element NACA 8312. Additionally, the
gradients in minimum negative CP were low near the optimum for
the multi-element foil, allowing for flexibility in the design of the
foil.
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Maximum Drag Reduction
Asymptote of Polymeric Fluid
Flow in Coiled Tubing
This study experimentally investigates the drag reduction characteristics of the most
commonly used polymer fluids in coiled tubing applications. The flow loop employed
consists of 12.7 mm straight and coiled tubing sections. The curvature ratio (a /R, where
a and R are the radii of the tubing and the reel drum, respectively) investigated is from
0.01 to 0.076, which covers the typical curvature ratio range encountered in the oil and
gas industry applications. Fluids tested include xanthan gum, guar gum, and hydroxypro-
pyl guar at various polymer concentrations. It is found that the drag reduction in coiled
tubing is significantly lower than that in straight tubing, probably due to the effect of
secondary flow in curved geometry. The onset of drag reduction is also found to be
delayed as the curvature ratio was increased. A correlation for the maximum drag re-
duction (MDR) asymptote in coiled tubing is developed. When the curvature ratio is set
to zero, the new correlation reduces to the well-known Virk’s MDR asymptote for dilute
polymer solutions in straight pipes. A new drag reduction envelope is proposed for the
analysis of drag reduction behavior of polymeric fluids in coiled tubing. Application of
the new drag reduction envelope is also discussed. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3026578�
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drilling

Introduction
Frictional pressure in turbulent pipe flow can be drastically re-

duced by adding small quantities of certain long-chain polymers
or surfactants to the solvent, such as water. This phenomenon is
called drag reduction. Credit is generally given to Toms �1� for
being the first to observe this phenomenon. There have been tre-
mendous studies of drag reduction in a straight pipe. Several au-
thors have provided extensive reviews on this topic, including
Lumley �2�, Hoyt �3,4�, Virk �5�, and Berman �6�. Although the
drag reduction phenomena have been extensively investigated in
recent decades, the underlying mechanisms producing drag reduc-
tion are not yet fully understood. Many tentative explanations
have been offered to explain the phenomenon, but none of them is
entirely convincing. Kostic �7� summarized these theories or hy-
potheses of drag reduction, which include shear thinning, vis-
coelasticity, molecular stretching, decreased turbulence produc-
tion, etc.

In recent years there has been a renewed interest in understand-
ing the mechanisms of drag reduction. In spite of numerous recent
studies, a detailed explanation on how minute concentrations of
polymer molecules can generate large reductions in turbulent drag
still remains a mystery. The development of robust methods for
direct numerical simulation �DNS� of viscoelastic turbulent flows
has without doubt helped provide better physical understanding.
In such simulations, the boundary conditions or governing equa-
tions are modified in a controlled manner to elucidate physical
patterns.

Housiadas and Beris �8,9� investigated the effects of flow elas-
ticity and inertia in polymer-induced drag reduction through nu-
merical simulations of a turbulent channel flow of dilute polymer
solution. In addition, the role of nonconstant viscosity on the

modification of the proper wall scaling needed to represent the
boundary structure is addressed. Terrapon et al. �10�, through
Brownian dynamics simulations, reported that polymers experi-
ence significant straining around vortices, which results in stretch-
ing of polymer molecules. It is postulated that extraction of energy
from near-wall vortices by polymer molecules occurs as they are
pulled around vortices by upward or downward fluid motion. Du-
bief et al. �11,12� performed numerical simulations to characterize
the action of polymers on turbulence in drag reducing flows. It
was found that polymers store and release energy to the flow in a
systematic way. As anticipated, the storage of energy occurred
around near-wall vortices, while coherent release of energy was
observed in the very-near-wall region. The polymer molecules are
shown to reduce drag by damping near-wall vortices and to sus-
tain turbulence by providing energy onto the streamwise velocity
component in the very-near-wall region. Dimitropoulos et al. �13�
investigated the drag reduction in the turbulent boundary layer
flow of inhomogeneous polymer solutions using direct numerical
simulations. It is found that polymer mixing acts as a relaxation
mechanism for drag reduction. The drag reduction, in addition to
the elasticity and extensibility of the polymer molecules, depends
on the evolution of the near-wall concentration, which enhances
an advective transport in the streamwise direction and additive
segregation between the wall-layer streaks.

Information in literature on drag reduction in coiled pipes is
very scarce. Kelkar and Mashelkar �14� ran tests on aqueous so-
lutions of polyacrylamide through a single coiled tube of 1.25 cm
inside diameter and proposed a correlation of reduced friction
factor �defined as the ratio of friction factor of polymer solution
and friction factor of the purely viscous solvent� as a function of
Deborah number. Another relevant research effort was reported by
Yokoyama and Tomita �15�, who performed tests on dilute aque-
ous solutions of polyethylene oxide in 360 deg bends with curva-
ture ratios of 0.021, 0.029, and 0.053. It was found that the drag
reduction was reduced with increase in curvature ratio.

Recently, Shah and Zhou �16� investigated the drag reduction
behavior of polymer fluids in coiled tubing using a full-scale
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coiled tubing test facility. Interesting and useful observations on
the effects of polymer concentration and coiled tubing curvature
on drag reduction were provided.

Recent experimental work has indicated that the maximum drag
reduction of polymer fluids in coiled tubing is affected by the
curvature ratios. The objective of this paper is to present the re-
cent experimental results of drag reduction in coiled tubing and
the development of the correlation of the maximum drag reduc-
tion asymptote of polymer fluids in coiled tubing.

Experiment

Experimental Setup

Flow Loop. The schematic of the laboratory scale flow loop is
shown in Fig. 1. It mainly consists of four coiled tubing reels, one
3.048 m straight tubing �ST� section, fluid mixing and pumping
equipment, and data acquisition system.

Coiled Tubing Dimensions. Four coils of 12.7 mm diameter
coiled tubing were used in this study. The tubing is 12.7 mm OD
and 11.05 mm ID and is made of stainless steel. Their dimensions
are given in Table 1. The coils were made by spooling straight

stainless steel tubings onto drums with various diameters. Since
the tubing diameter is fixed, decreasing the coil diameter �from
Coil 1 through Coil 4� increases the curvature ratio. These four
coils cover a wide range of curvature ratio from 0.01 to 0.076. The
typical range of curvature ratio encountered in the field applica-
tions is well within the range of the four coils. The wide curvature
ratio range of the present coils helps to investigate the effect of
curvature ratio on friction pressure losses in coiled tubing. During
flow tests, the four coils can be interchanged through quick con-
nections.

Fluid Mixing and Pumping Equipment. Fluid mixing and stor-
age vessels include a 3.785 m3 polyethylene storage tank and a
0.757 m3 ribbon blender. The 3.785 m3 storage tank serves as a
large volume source of test fluid. Pumping is achieved by a Model
6P10 Moyno progressive cavity pump and a Model 5M Deming
centrifugal pump. The Moyno pump with its indefinitely variable
speed drive can deliver up to approximately 0.53 m3 /min at
4.137 MPa. The centrifugal pump serves to boost the suction of
the Moyno pump.

Measurement Instruments and Data Acquisition. A Micro Mo-

Fig. 1 Schematic of laboratory-scale flow loop

Table 1 Dimensions of four 12.7 mm OD coils

No.
Coil diameter

�m�
Tubing length

�m� No. of turns
Curvature ratio

�a /R�

1 1.100 11.015 3 0.010
2 0.572 5.739 3 0.019
3 0.356 7.090 6 0.031
4 0.146 4.139 7 0.076
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tion mass flowmeter �Model CMF050M320NU� was used to mea-
sure the flow rate, fluid density and temperature. It measures flow
rate in the range 0–0.114 m3 /min, fluid density with accuracy of
�0.0005 g /cc, and temperature with accuracy of �1°C or
�0.5% of reading in °C. Honeywell differential pressure trans-
ducers �Model STD130� were used for the measurement of fric-
tional pressure losses in a straight tubing section and in coils.
Various measurement ranges can be selected between 0 kPa and
689 kPa. The measurement accuracy is �0.075% of the calibra-
tion span. An absolute pressure transducer �Model STG98LC�
measures the entry pressure of the system. The flow loop has a
working pressure limit of 6.895 MPa.

The data measured by the flowmeters, pressure transducers, as
well as pressure gauges were collected and transmitted to a com-
puter, where the data were displayed and saved for later analysis.
This task was accomplished by the Fluke Hydra data acquisition
system �Model 2625A, Fluke Corporation, Everett, WA�. The
Fluke Hydra system contains two hydras, each having 21 analog
measurement channels. The sample rate is up to 10 samples /s.
The Hydra data logger communicates with a host computer via a
wireless modem radio link. The wireless tool can allow up to
365.8 m distance between the remote logger and the receiving
computer. The data collected are transmitted to a personal com-
puter in the control room and displayed live on computer screen.
This helps monitor the test and ensure quality data acquisition.

Fluids Tested. Table 2 shows three polymers, and their concen-
trations, used in the experiments with the laboratory scale flow
loop. A brief description of each fluid is given in the following.

Xanthan. Xanthan gum is a high-molecular-weight biopolymer
and is produced by bacterial fermentation of micro-organism Xan-
thamonas compestris. Xanthan gum solutions display remarkable
shear-thinning properties. Its major application in drilling fluids is
as a suspending agent due to its high viscosity at low shear rate.
This shear-thinning property also makes it useful as completion
and stimulation fluids. The xanthan polymer used in this study is
Xanvis® L of Kelco Oil Field Group �Houston, TX�. It is a cream-
colored fluid suspension.

Guar and HPG. Guar is a long-chain natural polymer com-
posed of mannose and galactose sugars. Guar gum comes from
the endosperm of guar beans. The beans are removed from the
bean pod, processed to separate the endosperm from the bean hull
and embryo, and ground into a powder. Hydroxypropyl guar
�HPG� is obtained by the reaction of propylene oxide with the
guar molecules, creating a more temperature stable polymer. It
was developed primarily to reduce the residue obtained from guar
gum. Guar gum and HPG are the most widely used viscosifiers for
water-based fracturing fluids. The guar polymer tested in this

study is WG-19 and is a product of Halliburton Energy Services.
Table 2 also shows the rheological parameters when a power-

law model ��w=Kp�8vm /d�n� is used.

Testing Procedure

Fluid Preparation. The fluids were prepared and stored in the
3.785 m3 polyethylene tank. The mixing procedure recommended
by the polymer product supplier was followed. Adequate time was
allowed for the gel to hydrate in the mixing tank for proper gela-
tion. Samples of fluid were collected and measured using a Model
35 Fann viscometer to check fluid viscosity.

After the polymer solution was prepared, water was first circu-
lated through the flow loop to conduct a system check. This en-
sured that the pressure transducer settings and parameter settings
of the data acquisition computer were set properly. Water was
pumped through both straight and coiled tubings at various flow
rates and corresponding pressure drop readings were recorded.
The results of water tests were used as the baseline for gel flow
data analysis.

Water in the flow loop was then displaced by pumping the test
fluid �gel�. Once the system was filled with polymer fluid, the
drain valve was closed and thus the fluid was pumped in a recir-
culation mode—from tank to the pump, then through the straight
and coiled tubings, and back to the tank. The flow rate was set at
a desired value and steady state pressure drop data across straight
and coiled tubings were recorded. The flow rate was changed and
corresponding pressure drops were recorded. At each flow rate,
adequate time was allowed for the flow to achieve a steady state
condition. This was confirmed by monitoring the live display of
measured flow rate and pressure drop signals.

Fluid samples were collected from the mixing tank at the start
of each test. Another sample was collected at the end of the test.
The rheology of the samples was evaluated using a Model 35
Fann viscometer. By comparing the samples taken before and af-
ter the test, any change in rheology due to polymer degradation
and viscous heating can be detected.

After testing with the first coil, the coil was replaced by another
coil with a different curvature ratio. A similar test procedure was
followed to obtain pressure drop data at various flow rates for all
four coils.

Results and Discussion

Drag Reduction and Onset of Drag Reduction. In this study,
we followed the original definition of Savins �17� and defined the
drag reduction DR as follows:

DR = 1 − �dp

dl
�

p
��dp

dl
�

s

�1�

in which �dp /dl�p and �dp /dl�s are the frictional pressure gradi-
ents for a polymer solution and the solvent under the same flow
conditions, respectively. Assuming that the density of the polymer
solution is the same as the density of the solvent �it is a fair
assumption for the fluids used in this study�, the following equa-
tion is applicable:

DR = 1 − fp/fs �2�

in which fp and fs are the Fanning friction factors of the polymer
solution and the solvent, respectively. DR is usually expressed in
percentage. The Fanning friction factors, fp and fs, can be calcu-
lated from Eqs. �3� and �4�.

The Fanning friction factor was calculated from the following
relationship:

f =
�w

1
2�vm

2
�3�

in which the wall shear stress �w is calculated from

Table 2 Power-law model rheological parameters of fluids
tested in the 12.7 mm OD flow loop

Fluids
Concentration

�kg /m3� n
Kp

Pa sn

Xanthan 1.198 0.717 0.0394
1.797 0.403 0.3616
2.397 0.365 0.6240
3.595 0.310 1.4860

Guar 1.198 0.819 0.0092
2.397 0.619 0.1282
3.595 0.482 0.5592

HPG 1.198 0.805 0.0171
2.397 0.598 0.1609
3.595 0.485 0.6082
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�w =
d�p

4l
�4�

where d is the tubing inside diameter and �p is the frictional
pressure drop over a tubing length of l. Therefore, once the fric-
tional pressure drop for a certain tubing length at a pump rate is
obtained from a flow test, the DR can be calculated with the above
equations.

Kostic �7� termed the definition given by Eq. �1� as the
pressure-drop drag reduction and the definition given by Eq. �2� as
the friction factor drag reduction. There has been confusion about
these two definitions in the drag reduction literature �4,7�. There
could be confusion if the friction factors, fs and fp, are calculated
at the “same Reynolds number.” As pointed out by Kostic, if DR
is calculated at the same Reynolds number using Eq. �2�, the two
definitions will not be the same unless in the case of very dilute
polymer solutions with the viscosity of solutions equal to that of
the solvent. In this study, we want to stress that the definitions
given by Eqs. �1� and �2� are consistent as long as the friction
factors, fs and fp, are calculated at the “same flow rate.”

Figures 2–4 show the plots of drag reduction versus generalized
Reynolds number for 1.198 kg /m3, 2.397 kg /m3, and
3.595 kg /m3 �1200 ppm, 2400 ppm, and 3600 ppm� HPG solu-
tions in the four coils and straight section of 12.7 mm diameter.
The effect of curvature ratio on drag reduction can be seen clearly.
The drag reduction in a straight tubing is significantly higher than
in a coiled tubing. The tighter the coil was spooled, the lower the
drag reduction in that coil. In literature we found only the results

of Yokoyama and Tomita �15� to be comparable with our results.
Their results of drag reduction in a coiled tube are shown in Fig.
5. The fluids they used were 1–100 ppm aqueous solutions of
polyethylene oxide. They used a single turn �360 deg bend� of
copper pipes of 1.4 cm inside diameter. The curvature ratios were
a /R=0.021, 0.029, and 0.053 or R /a=47.3, 34.3, and 18.7. Their
results show that as curvature ratio �a /R� is increased, the drag
reduction is decreased. But, compared to our results, their data are
less systematic and quite limited.

Another value that can be derived from plots such as Figs. 2–4
is that they can provide information about the onset of drag re-
duction. This can be understood better by examining the results of
Figs. 3 and 4. The interceptions of the data with the zero-drag
reduction line should correspond to the generalized Reynolds
number at the onset of drag reduction. Figures 3 and 4 clearly
indicate that as curvature ratio increases, the onset of drag reduc-
tion is obviously delayed.

In contrast, the drag reduction in a straight tubing has always
been present in these tests, even at the lowest flow rate and more
concentrated polymer solutions. Therefore, drag reduction in
straight tubing occurs much earlier than in coiled tubing. Table 3
summarizes the generalized Reynolds number at the onset of drag
reduction for the three types of polymer solutions in a 12.7 mm
tubing. In Table 3, the values of critical Reynolds number pre-
dicted for the Newtonian laminar-turbulent transition in a coiled

Fig. 2 Drag reduction of 1.198 kg/m3 HPG in 12.7 mm OD
straight and coiled tubing

Fig. 3 Drag reduction of 2.397 kg/m3 HPG in 12.7 mm OD
straight and coiled tubing

Fig. 4 Drag reduction of 3.595 kg/m3 HPG in 12.7 mm OD
straight and coiled tubing

Fig. 5 Effect of curvature ratio on drag reduction studied by
Yokoyama and Tomita „Ref. †15‡…
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tubing are also included for comparison. These were calculated
using the following correlation of Srinivasan et al. �18� for critical
Reynolds number for Newtonian fluids in a coiled pipe:

NRe c = 2100�1 + 12� a

R
�0.5	 �5�

It can be seen that the generalized Reynolds number at the
onset of drag reduction is higher than the critical Reynolds num-
ber for Newtonian turbulent flow in coiled tubing �except for
2.397 kg /m3 �2400 ppm� xanthan in the coil with a /R=0.01�.
Based on the data in Table 3 empirical correlation was obtained
for the critical generalized Reynolds number at the onset of drag
reduction for the flow of a polymer fluid in a coiled tubing:

N
Re g
* = c1 −

c2

�a/R�0.5 �6�

where c1=13,172, c2=835.33, and a /R=curvature ratio.
The above correlation for predicting Reynolds number at the

onset of drag reduction is compared with the results of tests in the
field-size flow loop. The detailed description of the field-size flow
loop can be found elsewhere �16,19�. We chose the test data of
guar fluids in a 60.33 mm tubing for our analysis, since flow in
smaller tubing sizes does not show onset of drag reduction �drag
reduction is always present even at low flow rates�. Figure 6
shows the plots of drag reduction versus generalized Reynolds
number for guar solutions in a 60.33 mm tubing. From the inter-
ception of data points with the zero-drag reduction line, the onset
Reynolds number for guar fluids in this tubing size is roughly
estimated as N

Re g
* =7900, which is close to 7031, as predicted by

Eq. �6�. Therefore, Eq. �6� can be used to predict the onset of drag
reduction in other coiled tubing sizes.

Maximum Drag Reduction Asymptote in Coiled Tubing. For
turbulent flow of dilute polymer solutions in straight pipes, Virk et
al. �20� proposed an ultimate drag reduction asymptote as given
by

1/
f = 19.0 log10 NRe

f − 32.4 �7�

This correlation is a mean curve of maximum drag reduction data
from nine sources with a total of 235 data points. The maximum
scatter of the data is �15%. This maximum drag reduction corre-
lation has been referenced by numerous authors in literature on
drag reduction or has been used as a reference line for friction
pressure analysis of drag-reducing fluids.

Data analysis of friction behavior of polymeric fluids has indi-
cated that the friction factor in straight tubing can be close to or
even below the Virk asymptote �19�. The friction factor of more
concentrated polymer solutions in straight tubing can be below the
Virk asymptote because they are more shear-thinning than the
dilute polymer solutions. But, it is evident that the friction factor
in coiled tubing never reaches the Virk asymptote. As a matter of
fact, the friction factor in coiled tubing is bounded by lines that
are functions of the curvature ratio. These bounding lines are
called the drag reduction asymptotes in coiled tubing. Virk’s as-
ymptote is just a limiting case of the curved tubing asymptotes. In
the following, we develop equations for these asymptotes in
coiled tubing.

Development of Maximum Drag Reduction Asymptote for
Coiled Tubing. First, for each curvature ratio �corresponding to
each coil in the laboratory-scale tests�, the friction factor data of
all fluids at all concentrations were plotted on the same plot as the
Fanning friction factor versus generalized Reynolds number.
Then, the data points were compared and those data points that
showed high friction factor were removed, while those that
showed minimum friction factor were kept. This procedure was
repeated for other curvature ratios and thus, four data sets of mini-
mum friction factor corresponding to four curvature ratios were
obtained. Then, these four data sets were plotted on the Prandtl–
Karman coordinates, as shown in Fig. 7.

Clearly, these data sets are straight lines and are curve-fitted
with the following equation:

1

f

= A log�NRe g

f� + B �8�

The values of correlation constants A and B are given in Table 4.
The correlation constants of the Virk asymptote are also in-

cluded in Table 4 as a special case with a /R=0 for straight tubing.
Constants A and B have strong correlations with curvature ratio
and are correlated as follows:

Table 3 Generalized Reynolds number at onset of drag reduction in a 12.7 mm OD coiled
tubing

Fluid

Curvature ratio

0.01 0.019 0.031 0.076

2.397 kg /m3 xanthan 3700 6800 7300 9200
3.595 kg /m3 xanthan 5800 8000 9300 11,500
2.397 kg /m3 HPG 4800 7500 9000 11,000
3.595 kg /m3 HPG 5200 6400 7300 9300
2.397 kg /m3 guar 4800 7200 8500 10,500
3.595 kg /m3 guar 4800 7100 8000 10,000
NRe c by Srinivasan et al.a 4620 5574 6537 9047

aReference �18�.

Fig. 6 Drag reduction of guar fluids in 60.33 mm OD straight
and coiled tubing „a /R=0.0185…
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A = �c1 + c2� a

R
�0.5	−1

�9�

where c1=0.053109965 and c2=0.29465004 with correlation co-
efficient R2=0.9814.

B = �c3 + c4� a

R
�0.5	−1

�10�

where c3=0.0309447 and c4=0.245746 with correlation coeffi-
cient R2=0.9924. Therefore, the maximum drag reduction asymp-
totes for coiled tubing can be written as

1

f

=
1

0.05311 + 0.29465� a

R
�0.5 log10�NRe g


f�

+
1

0.03094 + 0.24575� a

R
�0.5 �11�

When a /R=0, A=18.83 and B=32.32. These values of A and B
are very close to Virk’s constants of 19.0 and 32.4, respectively,
for straight tubing. Therefore, Eq. �11� reduces to the Virk asymp-
tote for straight tubing.

Drag Reduction Envelope for Coiled Tubing. Parallel to the
work of Virk �5�, we constructed the drag reduction envelope for
coiled tubing as follows. Drag reduction in coiled tubing is
bounded by three lines—the laminar flow correlation, the maxi-
mum drag reduction �MDR� asymptote for coiled tubing �CT�,
and the zero-drag reduction line which is represented by the cor-
relation of Srinivasan et al. �18� for Newtonian turbulent flow in
coiled tubing. For the laminar flow regime, we chose the correla-
tion of Liu and Masliyah �21� based on its performance in pre-
dicting the laminar friction factor in coiled tubing �22�. Figure 8
shows an example of drag reduction envelope for coiled tubing. It
should be noted that all three bounding lines in the drag reduction

envelope are functions of the curvature ratio. This is different
from the Virk drag reduction envelope where the bounding lines—
Hagen–Poiseuille law, Prandtl–Karman law, and Virk
asymptote—are fixed.

Application of CT Drag Reduction Envelope

Effect of Curvature Ratio. As an example, Figs. 9 and 10 show
the drag reduction behavior of 1.198 kg /m3 and 3.595 kg /m3

HPG fluids on the drag reduction envelope of coiled tubing. Simi-
lar drag reduction plots for xanthan fluids in the 12.7 mm tubing
system are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. In constructing these enve-
lopes, a curvature ratio of a /R=0.019 was used with the correla-
tion of Srinivasan et al. �18�, Liu–Masliyah �21� correlation, and
the new MDR asymptote for CT. Several observations can be
made based on the results of Figs. 9–12. First, the data exhibit a
more or less straight line trend. The slopes of these lines increase
slightly with decreasing curvature ratio. The smaller the curvature
ratio, the closer the data lines are to the maximum drag reduction
asymptote. Second, the intersection points of the data lines with
the zero-drag reduction line represent the onset of drag reduction.
It can be seen that increasing the curvature ratio delays the onset
of drag reduction. Careful observation of Figs. 9 and 10 indicates
that the onset points from these plots are consistent with what
were shown in Figs. 2 and 4.

Effect of Polymer Concentration on Drag Reduction. Figures
13 and 14 show the effect of polymer concentration on the drag

Fig. 7 Friction factors at maximum drag reduction for CT on
Prandtl–Karman coordinates, 1/
f versus NRe g


f

Table 4 Correlation constants of the maximum drag reduction
asymptotes in CT

a /R A B

0 19.0 32.4
0.010 11.893 18.184
0.019 10.014 14.544
0.031 9.094 12.814
0.076 8.277 11.115

Fig. 8 Drag reduction envelope showing the drag reduction
behavior of 3.595 kg/m3 xanthan in 12.7 mm OD CT

Fig. 9 Effect of curvature ratio on DR of 1.198 kg/m3 HPG in
12.7 mm OD coiled tubing
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reduction behavior of xanthan fluids in a straight tubing and a
coiled tubing with a curvature ratio of 0.019, respectively. For
xanthan fluids in coiled tubing, xanthan concentration has little
effect on the slopes of the data lines. We only see a slight decrease
in slope in the case of a /R=0.019. It can be observed from Fig. 13
that as xanthan polymer concentration increases, the slopes of the
data also increase. This is in agreement with Virk’s �5� study for

drag reduction in a straight pipe. Further decrease in xanthan con-
centration below 2.397 kg /m3 reduces the slopes and the vertical
position of the data lines of 1.198 kg /m3 and 1.797 kg /m3 xan-
than solutions. This implies that to minimize the friction factor in
straight tubing, xanthan concentration should be higher than
1.797 kg /m3, whereas for coiled tubing, lower xanthan concentra-
tion seems to be more favorable in reducing friction factor. There-
fore, the drag reduction envelope can serve as a useful tool in
selecting the optimum polymer concentration for drag reduction.

To further illustrate the application of the drag reduction enve-
lope, we can examine the friction results of xanthan fluids tested
using the field-size flow loop. Figures 15 and 16 show the results
of 1.198 kg /m3, 2.397 kg /m3, and 4.793 kg /m3 �1200 ppm,
2400 ppm, and 4800 ppm� xanthan fluids in 25.4 mm and
60.33 mm coiled tubings, respectively. For 1.198 kg /m3

�1200 ppm� xanthan in 60.33 mm tubing, the data slope is
changed when �NRe sf

1/2� is increased. At low flow rate �low
NRe sf

1/2�, the slope is greater, implying that higher drag reduction
can be achieved by increasing flow rate. But beyond a certain
value of NRe sf

1/2, the data points of 1.198 kg /m3 xanthan fluid
turn toward the zero-drag reduction line. This behavior is even
more pronounced in the smaller tubing size �25.4 mm�. In the
case of 25.4 mm coiled tubing, the slope of data points of
1.198 kg /m3 xanthan fluid approaches almost zero. Therefore,
there would be no further gain in drag reduction for 1.198 kg /m3

xanthan fluid with increased rate. The practical value of the drag

Fig. 10 Effect of curvature ratio on DR of 3.595 kg/m3 HPG in
12.7 mm OD coiled tubing

Fig. 11 Effect of curvature ratio on DR of 1.198 kg/m3 xanthan
in 12.7 mm OD coiled tubing

Fig. 12 Effect of curvature ratio on DR of 3.595 kg/m3 xanthan
in 12.7 mm OD coiled tubing

Fig. 13 Effect of xanthan concentration on DR in 12.7 mm OD
straight tubing

Fig. 14 Effect of xanthan concentration on DR in 12.7 mm OD
coiled tubing with curvature ratio a /R=0.019
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reduction analysis in this case is that the maximum drag reduction
could not be reached with 1.198 kg /m3 xanthan fluid. Employing
xanthan fluid with higher concentrations should be considered.

Conclusions
The polymer fluids �xanthan, guar, and HPG� tested in this

study displayed significant drag reduction properties in both
straight and coiled tubings. It was found that the coiled tubing
curvature reduces the drag reduction and also delays the onset of
drag reduction of polymer fluids in coiled tubing.

Based on the drag reduction data of a 12.7 mm laboratory-scale
flow loop, a new correlation of MDR asymptote for polymeric
fluids in coiled tubing has been developed. When the curvature
ratio is set to zero, this new correlation reduces to Virk’s MDR
asymptote for dilute polymer solutions in straight pipes. There-
fore, this new correlation is more universal than the well-known
Virk’s MDR asymptote for a straight pipe.

A new drag reduction envelope for polymeric fluid flow in
coiled tubing is also proposed. It has been demonstrated with
examples that the drag reduction envelope is a useful tool for
analyzing the drag reduction behavior of polymer fluids in coiled
tubing.
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Nomenclature
a � radius of tubing
A � correlation constant Eq. �8�
B � correlation constant Eq. �8�

c1–c4 � correlation constants
d � inside diameter of tubing

DR � drag reduction Eqs. �1� and �2�
f � Fanning friction factor

fp � Fanning friction factor of polymer solution
fs � Fanning friction factor of solvent

Kp � consistency index of power-law fluid from pipe
viscometer data

l � tubing length over which �p is measured
n � flow behavior index of power-law model

NRe � Reynolds number
NRe c � critical Reynolds number
NRe g � generalized Reynolds number
N

Re g
*

� generalized Reynolds number at onset of drag
reduction

NRe s � Reynolds number based on solvent viscosity
�p � frictional pressure drop over tubing length of l

�dp /dl�p � frictional pressure gradient of polymer solution
�dp /dl�s � frictional pressure gradient of solvent

R � radius of curvature of the coiled tubing reel
Re* � Reynolds number based on non-Newtonian

viscosity of solution �Ref. �15��
vm � mean velocity
�w � wall shear stress
� � fluid density
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PIV Investigation of Flow Behind
Surface Mounted Detached
Square Cylinder
The flow field behind surface mounted detached square ribs under the approaching flat
plate turbulent boundary layer has been experimentally studied using the particle image
velocimetry (PIV) (two-component and stereo) technique in both streamwise and cross
stream measurement planes. An oil film visualization study has been carried out for
correlating the surface flow patterns to the flow structures. The Reynolds number based
on the rib height is equal to 11,075. The ratio of the gap height to the square rib size is
set equal to 0.2, 0.37, 0.57, and 1.0. The ratio of approaching boundary layer thickness
to rib height is equal to 0.2. The mean and rms velocity fields, streamwise and spanwise
vorticity fields, velocity gradient and velocity vector fields, turbulent kinetic energy bud-
gets, and stream trace results are reported. The second invariant of the velocity gradient
tensor results are presented to distinguish between the rotational and shear contribution
of the vorticity field. The recirculation bubbles with a focilike structure are observed
behind the detached ribs. These structures are displaced upward, i.e., away from the wall
surface with an increase in gap size of the detached cylinder. The size of the recirculation
bubble also drops with an increase in the gap size. The stream traces in the cross stream
plane show node-saddle patterns, whose near wall concentration is high for a lower gap
size detached cylinder. The oil film visualization images show saddle patterns at the
meeting point between the flow through the gap and the reattaching shear layer for the
lower gap size detached cylinder. The v-velocity magnitude distribution shows greater
wall-normal motion across the wake for the detached cylinder of lower gap size. There is
a significant near wall velocity fluctuation for the lower gap size detached cylinder. The
higher velocity fluctuation due to the near wall flow structures contributes toward an
increase in the near wall mixing of a detached cylinder geometry. Overall, the present
study clearly demonstrates the flow structures behind detached ribs, which are respon-
sible for effective near wall mixing. The results from this study provide useful understand-
ing for the design of turbulators in various practical applications.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3026721�

Introduction

The flow around a bluff body placed near a plane wall is of
practical significance due to the presence of similar geometrical
configurations in many practical applications. Detached cylinders
have the potential to act as effective turbulators for the modifica-
tion of turbulence in various energy devices. The placement of
bluff bodies near a plane wall may act toward the modification of
near wall mixing, leading to effective heat/mass transfer enhance-
ment. Taniguchi and Miyakoshi �1� experimentally investigated
the flow around a circular cylinder placed close to the wall. They
observed the formation of Karman vortex streets behind the cyl-
inder, which abruptly get suppressed when the bottom of the cyl-
inder come into contact with the outer region of the boundary
layer developing on the bottom wall. Durao et al. �2� reported
detailed laser doppler velocimetry �LDV� measurements of a
square cylinder placed above a plane wall for a gap to cylinder
size range between 0.25 and 0.5. They observed the suppression
of regular vortex shedding for a gap to cylinder size ratio less than
0.35. The time averaged separation region length increases due to
the proximity of the cylinder from the wall surface. The magni-
tude of turbulent stresses decreases due to the proximity of the

cylinder to the wall. Buresti and Lanciotti �3� carried out experi-
mental investigations of a circular cylinder placed near a plane
wall. They reported the critical gap to height ratio for suppression
of vortex shedding to drop from 0.4 to 0.3 for a smaller wall
boundary layer thickness �� /d=0.1� compared to larger boundary
layer thicknesses �� /d=0.45 and 1.1�.

Liou and Wang �4� studied heat transfer in a developing rect-
angular duct with a detached square rib array for wall gap to rib
height ratio equal to 0.58. The gap size was selected based on
earlier results of a detached circular cylinder, at which heat trans-
fer augmentation was most effective. For the detached rib array, a
maximum of 40% heat transfer augmentation compared to the
attached rib was observed at equal pumping power constraints.
The problem of deterioration in heat transfer immediately behind
the attached ribs was alleviated for the detached rib configuration.

Bosch et al. �5� studied flow behind a square cylinder near a
wall using LDV. They observed suppression of vortex shedding
below a critical gap height. This suppression of vortex shedding is
not abrupt, and there is a transition range of gap size in which
shedding is quasiperiodic in nature. The vortices shed from the
bottom side of the cylinder get elongated, vortex trajectories move
away from the wall, and the wake becomes oblique in nature.
Bailey et al. �6� reported the three dimensional nature of vortex
shedding using spanwise surface pressure measurements for a
square cylinder near a solid wall as a function of gap size. They
observed the relationship between oblique vortex shedding angle
and probability of vortex dislocation. The dislocation occurs less
frequently for gap heights close to that of vortex suppression and
below.
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Liou et al. �7� carried out LDV measurements in a rotating
two-pass square duct with detached square ribs. The gap to rib
height ratio was set equal to 0.38. They reported that the wall jet
emitted from the rib-wall gap effectively removes the rib-duct
wall corner vortex for the detached ribs compared to the attached
ribs for both rotating and stationary ducts. Their results showed a
dominant peak in the bottom rib shear layer due to the interaction
with the wall shear layer and a separate frequency peak in the rib
top shear layer corresponding to the shedding frequency. Liou et
al. �8� also reported local heat transfer, velocity, and wall pressure
fluctuations of a rotating two-pass square duct with detached
square ribs for gap to height ratio equal to 0.38 using transient
liquid crystal thermography, LDV, and pressure transducer mea-
surements. They attributed the overall superior effectiveness of
the detached ribs to the combined convection effect of the wall jet
and downwash effect of the rib top shear layer. The parameter
�V−U� /U characterizing the relative importance of flow down-
wash and convection correlates to the local Nusselt number. The
standard deviation of the local Nusselt number distribution is less
for detached ribs compared to the attached rib, indicating greater
heat transfer uniformity for the detached rib configuration.

Martinuzzi et al. �9� studied the aerodynamic behavior of a
square cylinder located near a wall using surface pressure distri-
bution, LDV, and hot wire anemometry measurements. They iden-
tified four different flow regimes based on the nature of flow
between the bottom cylinder face and the wall. For gap to height
ratio greater than 0.9, back pressure, drag coefficient, and strength
of shed vortices are insensitive to the gap height. For the gap to
height ratio range between 0.6 and 0.9, the strength of shed vor-
tices and fluctuating lift decrease, while the base pressure in-
creases with a reduction in the ratio of gap to cylinder size. For a
gap to height ratio range between 0.3 and 0.6, the flow reattaches
intermittently on the bottom face and the shedding of vortices
becomes increasingly irregular. For gap to height ratios less than
0.3, the lower shear layer reattaches permanently on the bottom
face and periodic fluctuations are completely suppressed.

From the above literature survey, it is evident that most of the
earlier investigations on flow past a detached bluff body have

primarily concentrated on the nature of vortex shedding. The ef-
fectiveness of detached ribs compared to attached ribs for heat
transfer enhancement has been established. However, a detailed
discussion on flow structures responsible for better effectiveness
of detached rib configurations is not available in the literature. The
present study reports the detailed flow field behind the detached
square cylinder at different gap size to cylinder height ratios. The
gap to cylinder height ratio has been set equal to 0.2 �suppressed
vortex shedding zone�, 0.37 �intermittent vortex shedding zone�,
0.57 �regular vortex shedding�, and 1.0 �no influence of the gap
between the cylinder and the bottom wall�. The present study
provides a complete characterization of the mean and fluctuating
flow fields behind the detached cylinder at different gap heights
from the bottom wall. The two component �2C� and stereo particle
image velocimetry �PIV� measurements in both streamwise and
cross stream planes and surface oil film visualization have been
used. The flow structures responsible for superior heat transfer of
detached cylinder with smaller gap size are clearly demonstrated.

Description of Experiments
The experiments were carried out in the low turbulence wind

tunnel of DLR Goettingen �Fig. 1�. The details of the experimen-
tal setup have been presented earlier in Panigrahi et al. �10�. The
test section is of 0.3�1.5 m2 cross section and 6.25 m length.
The air enters through a contraction section �contraction ratio
=16:1�, settling chamber of 5�1.5 m2 cross section, honey
comb, and series of wire mesh. The average turbulence intensity
of the wind tunnel is about 0.05%. A flat plate with a 6:1 elliptical
leading edge, 300 mm wide and 1180 mm long, mounted between
the sidewalls of the wind tunnel acts as the test model �Fig. 2�.
The square cylinder of size 15 mm mounted at different gap
heights from the flat plate surface acts as the detached cylinder.
The experiments have been conducted at freestream velocity equal
to 10 m /s, and the corresponding Reynolds number based on rib
height is equal to 11,075.

The neodymium doped yttrium aluminum garnet �Nd:YAG� la-
ser system �Quantel, France� with an output energy of

Fig. 1 The schematic of the experimental setup
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180 mJ/pulse at a wavelength �=532 nm was used as the light
source for PIV measurements. One biconcave lens �f
=−150 mm�, one biconvex lens �f =300 mm�, one cylindrical lens
�f =40 mm�, and four mirrors have been used to generate a light

sheet of about 1.0–1.5 mm thickness. The synchronization be-
tween laser light pulses and the camera is accomplished by
transistor-transistor logic �TTL� pulses from the synchronizer
�PivTec, GmbH, Germany�. Cylindrical lens and mirror positions

Fig. 2 „a… The schematic of the detached rib mounted over flat plate and „b…
different measurement zones „streamwise and cross stream planes… for the
PIV measurements
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are adjusted for controlling the light sheet position and its orien-
tation with respect to the mean flow �streamwise or cross stream�.
Two PCO Sensicam camera �Kelheim, Germany� of 1280
�1024 pixels with Zeiss �Jena, Germany� makro planar objec-
tives �f-number=2.8, f =100 mm� have been used for image ac-
quisition. A Laskin nozzle has been used to introduce the seeding
particles at the entrance of the settling chamber. As tracer par-
ticles, diethylhexylsebakat �DEHS� supplied by Palas, Germany
was used in the seeding generator.

The laser pulse separation time �range of 60–90 �s� is adjusted
to optimize both the maximum cross-correlation value and dy-
namic range. The absolute value of dynamic range during mea-
surement is typically between 0.5 and 15.5 pixels. The frequency
of image pair acquisition is 3.3 Hz. The PIVVIEW software pro-
vided by PivTec was used for the PIV data analysis. For the cal-
culation of mean and fluctuating velocity field statistics, 1200 im-
age pairs were acquired at each measurement plane. The raw PIV
images are high pass filtered prior to the PIV cross-correlation
calculation. The background seen by the two cameras for stereo
PIV measurements are different from each other because of dif-
ferent background light contributions due to the angular arrange-
ment of the two cameras. Therefore, an additional background
subtraction of each camera image was carried out during the pre-
processing stage. Multigrid correlation from an initial interroga-
tion zone size of 64�64 pixels to a final grid size of 16
�16 pixels along with local window shifting and subpixel image
deformation �B-spline interpolation� was implemented to improve
the dynamic range and accuracy. The Whitaker subpixel correla-
tion peak fit algorithm was used for the fractional displacement
estimation. The interrogation zone overlap of 50% was used for
improving the number of velocity vectors in the flow field. The
spurious vectors calculated based on the local median filtering and
maximum displacement differences are less than 1%. The velocity
fields from high resolution measurements �0.49 mm� and low res-
olution measurements �0.82 mm� have been compared using two
sets of experiments conducted at different times. There is negli-
gible difference in velocity magnitude between these two experi-
ments, indicating correct implementation of PIV measurement and
data analysis procedure. This comparison is not shown here due to
space limitation.

Fiesta-fluo tracer mixed with petrol has been used for oil film
visualization study. The oil film is applied on the test surface by a
roller coating device. The flow was subsequently introduced in the
wind tunnel. The resulting surface pattern images on the test sur-
face are captured by a digital camera, which are attributed to the
signature of flow structures above the test surface.

The partial derivatives of instantaneous velocities are required
for the calculation of turbulent kinetic energy budget terms, vor-
ticity, and the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor. The
uncertainty in the calculation of the partial derivative has two
components, i.e., positioning and truncation errors. The position-
ing error is associated with accuracy in the positioning of the
probes. The truncation error depends on the scheme used for finite
difference calculation. The positioning error is very small for PIV
measurements due to very accurate optical calibration procedure
adopted in PIV measurements. The partial derivatives were calcu-
lated using Richardson’s finite difference formula, with error mag-
nitude of the order of ��3, where �� is the resolution of the
vector field.

Results and Discussions
The effectiveness of detached rib configuration on mixing/heat

transfer enhancement can be studied by investigating mean and
instantaneous velocities, velocity fluctuation, mean and instanta-
neous vorticities, and coherent structure distribution in the flow
field. The distribution of wall-normal velocity indicates motion of
near wall fluid toward the outer flow region and vice versa. The
flow structures observed using stream traces from the velocity
field in the streamwise and cross stream planes indicate the nature

of mean flow motion. Velocity vectors and vorticity distributions
demonstrate the interaction between these flow structures. The
generation and interaction of coherent structures contribute to
fluctuations in the flow field and hence different mixing levels for
different detached rib configurations.

The results of the present study are discussed under the follow-
ing headings: �a� Mean velocity, �b� Stream traces, �c� Velocity
fluctuation, �e� Instantaneous velocity, vorticity and velocity gra-
dient, �f� Oil film visualization, �d� Coherent structures, and �g�
Turbulent kinetic energy budget. There is specific emphasis on
flow structures responsible for effective near wall mixing in de-
tached rib configuration.

Mean Velocity. The mean velocity distribution provides infor-
mation on bulk motion of fluid, i.e., convection of fluid particles
and relative mixing between different regions in the flow field.
Figure 3 shows average u- and v-velocity fields normalized by the
freestream velocity for different gap to height ratios of the de-
tached square ribs. The strong dependence of the mean velocity
field on the gap size is clearly evident in Fig. 3. The flow field
behind the detached ribs can be broadly classified into two parts,
i.e., flow through the gap and the wake region behind the cylinder.
The u-velocity field behind the gap shows a strong correlation to
gap size. The velocity distribution immediately behind the gap
shows similarity to developing Poiseuille flow. For lower gap size
�G /h=0.2�, the average u-velocity magnitude of flow through the
gap is less compared to that at higher gap height. This may be
attributed to the larger pressure drop inside the smaller gap region.
The size of the recirculation zone �negative u-velocity region�
behind the detached cylinder decreases with increase in gap size
�Fig. 3� due to the increase in strength of flow through the gap.
This can be attributed to a greater pressure gradient across the
wake resulting in higher v-velocity magnitude from the gap region
to the recirculation zone for the larger gap size detached cylinder
�see Fig. 3�.

The nature of the v-velocity distribution, i.e., wall-normal flow
component, shows significant dependence on the detached rib ge-
ometry. The mean v-velocity in the wake region is negative, i.e.,
directed toward the wall for G /h equal to 0.2 and 0.37. At G /h
=0.2 and 0.37, fluid from the outer mean flow region is trans-
ported downward and the fluid from the wall region is carried
outward. This is an ideal scheme for generation of cross flow
across the wake, which is crucial for enhanced heat transfer and
mixing. For G /h=0.57, the negative v-velocity zone is clearly
seen immediately behind the cylinder, which is followed by both
positive and negative v-velocity zones at both sides of the cylin-
der centerline. At G /h=1.0, the negative v-velocity zone observed
immediately behind the cylinder almost disappears, and two sym-
metric positive and negative v-velocity zones similar to the char-
acteristic of a regular wake behind a cylinder in freestream are
seen. The cross stream mixing region with higher v-velocity mag-
nitude extends further downstream for the low gap size detached
cylinder �G /h=0.2 and 0.37� compared to that of the higher gap
size �G /h=0.57 and 1.0�. In summary, detached rib geometries
significantly contribute toward manipulation or modification of
the v-velocity field, which is primarily responsible for cross
stream mixing.

Stream Traces. Stream traces provide information on fluid par-
ticle motion in the flow field. Figure 4 presents the time averaged
stream traces in the x-y plane at the centerline �z=0� using the u-v
components of velocity. The total velocity magnitude has been
superposed on the stream traces. There are two recirculating
bubbles at both sides of the cylinder centerline. The total velocity
magnitude shows a separating streamline with zero velocity in
both upper and lower shear layers at both sides of the cylinder
centerline. The streamwise x-location of the merging point be-
tween the top and bottom separating streamlines is dependent on
the gap size; i.e., it drops from x /h=3.4 to 0.6 with increase in
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Fig. 3 The normalized u-velocity field „top… and v-velocity field „bottom…

behind detached ribs for gap to rib height ratio: „a… G /h=0.2, „b… G /h=0.37,
„c… G /h=0.57, and „d… G /h=1.0
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gap size from G /h=0.2 to 1.0, respectively. There is a corre-
sponding drop in the size of the recirculation zone with increase in
gap size �Fig. 3�. The recirculating stream trace patterns in Fig. 4
are similar to that of regular foci �F�. The direction of rotation
�clockwise and anticlockwise� is opposite for the lower and upper
recirculating bubbles. The shape and orientation of the recirculat-
ing bubble are also a function of the gap size. The core of upper
foci �F+� is located at different y-distances from the cylinder cen-
terline compared to that of lower foci �F−�, and this offset is a
function of the gap size. The streamwise �x� location correspond-
ing to the core of foci �F+ and F−� also shifts closer to the rib with
increase in gap size.

Figure 5 shows the time averaged stream traces using the v-w
component of velocity superposed on the u-velocity field at the
cross stream �y-z� plane �x /h=0.5 and 1.5�. The u-velocity field
distribution does not show any significant variation in the span-
wise �z� direction. This indicates negligible influence of the side-
wall because of high aspect ratio of the cylinder and high Rey-
nolds number of the present study. It may be noted that end plates
have not been used in the present study to provide optical access
for successful near field PIV measurements. The u-velocity field
at the central plane �Z /h=0� of Fig. 5 correlates well with the
u-velocity distribution of Fig. 3, indicating a successful imple-
mentation of the stereo PIV technique

Kolar �11� observed that the critical point concept provides
qualitative insight into the mechanism of vortex formation process
and vortical flows. The critical points are the salient features of a
flow pattern, where the streamline slope is indeterminate. The
critical points provide valuable insight into the three dimensional
nature of the flow. Zhou and Antonia �12� used critical points to
explain the turbulent flow patterns in the wake of a circular cyl-
inder. The inter-relationship between critical points in the two

orthogonal planes provides possible insight into the three dimen-
sional nature of the flow. All possible flow patterns close to criti-
cal points can be derived and classified, where the sectional
streamline patterns form saddles, nodes, or foci. Once the position
and type of these patterns are known, the rest of the pattern can be
deduced qualitatively. The stream traces in cross stream planes
show different node-saddle combinations �N-S�, which are depen-
dent on gap height �see Fig. 5�. The y-location of the node-saddle
line is correlated to the location of the recirculation bubbles
shown in Fig. 4. One N-S structure is observed at the boundary
between the two recirculation zones �Fig. 4�, i.e., at about y /h
=0.95, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.6 for G /h=0.2, 0.37, 0.57, and 1.0 respec-
tively �x /h=0.5, Fig. 5�. The direction of stream traces from these
node-saddle locations �N-S−� are outward for G /h=0.2, 0.37, and
0.57. In contrast, the direction of stream traces at the N-S line is
inward at G /h=1.0. The direction of these stream traces from the
v-w component of velocity �Fig. 5� correlates to that of stream
traces based on the u-v component of velocity at the correspond-
ing x-plane location �x /h=0.5� �Fig. 4�. This can be explained
based on the location of the x /h=0.5 plane with respect to the
streamwise extent of the recirculation zone. The x /h=0.5 plane is
at the downstream side of the recirculation bubble for G /h=1.0
contrary to that at G /h=0.2, 0.37, and 0.57. A separate node-
saddle pattern �N-S+� is observed at the near wall region for gap
to height ratios equal to 0.2, 0.37, and 0.57. The direction of
stream traces is toward these node-saddle locations �N-S+� con-
trary to that between the recirculation bubbles �N-S−�. The
y-location of these node-saddle patterns increases with increase in
gap size. At x /h=1.5, similar node-saddle combinations are seen
as that at x /h=0.5 with differences in their y-location. This can be
attributed to the different relative location of the cross stream

Fig. 4 The time averaged stream traces superposed on the normalized ve-
locity magnitude for detached ribs of gap size to rib height ratio: „a… G /h
=0.2, „b… G /h=0.37, „c… G /h=0.57, and „d… G /h=1.0
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Fig. 5 The stream traces using the y and z components of velocity
„v ,w… superposed on the normalized streamwise „u… velocity in the cross
stream „y-z… plane at x /h=0.5 „top… and x /h=1.5 „bottom… for detached
ribs with gap size to rib height ratio: „a… G /h=0.2, „b… G /h=0.37, „c…
G /h=0.57, and „d… G /h=1.0
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plane �x /h� inside the recirculation zone.
In summary, the streamline patterns show foci- and node-

saddle-like flow structures in both streamwise and cross stream
planes, respectively. The location, shape, and size of these struc-
tures are dependent on the gap size. The presence of these flow
structures may be responsible for superior mixing in detached rib
configuration.

Velocity Fluctuation. Figure 6 compares the urms fluctuation
field behind different detached rib configurations. The urms distri-
bution shows greater wall-normal �y� extent for the upper shear
layer than that of the lower shear layer for the detached cylinder
with G /h=0.2 and 0.37. This may be attributed to the wall effect;
i.e., the wall limits the transverse growth of the lower shear layer.
The urms distribution of the lower shear layer is concentrated ad-
jacent to the wall surface, indicating greater near wall fluctuation
for these detached rib geometries �G /h=0.2 and 0.37�. For higher
gap to height ratios �G /h=0.57 and 1.0�, the urms magnitude in
both upper and lower shear layers is higher compared to that of
the lower gap size, indicating the presence of strong vortical struc-
tures. However, both these high fluctuation zones are located
away from the bottom wall and therefore do not contribute to the
near wall fluctuation.

Figure 7 compares the normalized urms, vrms, wrms, and urms
+vrms+wrms fluctuating velocity field in the cross stream �y-z�
plane at the x /h=0.5 location. There is negligible variation in the
fluctuating velocity field distribution in the spanwise �z� direction,
indicating insignificant influence of the sidewall. The high fluc-
tuation intensity �urms and wrms� zone located near the wall surface
for G /h=0.2 shifts away from the wall with increase in gap size.
The overall fluctuation intensity is higher for the larger gap size
�G /h=0.57 and 1.0� detached cylinder compared to that of the
lower gap size. However, the higher gap size is not beneficial for

near wall mixing in comparison to the lower gap size because the
high fluctuation intensity zone is located away from the wall sur-
face. In summary, the average near-wall fluctuation level of lower
gap size detached cylinder is high, resulting in superior near wall
mixing.

Instantaneous Velocity, Vorticity, and Velocity Gradient.
Figure 8 shows the instantaneous velocity vectors and correspond-
ing instantaneous spanwise vorticity ��z� for different detached
rib configurations. The velocity vector field clearly demonstrates
the nature of flow through the gap. The velocity vectors immedi-
ately behind the gap are initially aligned with the wall, but later
change their direction outward, i.e., away from the wall. The ve-
locity vector field distribution shows rotational motion of fluid
particles in the upper and lower shear layers indicating the pres-
ence of vortical structures. The total number and size of vortical
structures present inside the shear layer depend on the gap size.
The instantaneous vorticity field shows the vorticity contribution
of these vortical structures. These vortical structures are deflected
upward, leading to their interaction inside the wake region. The
vorticity content of the lower shear layer is due to the velocity
difference between the wake region and the flow through the gap,
while the vorticity content of the upper shear layer is due to the
velocity difference between the wake and the freestream. There-
fore, the vorticity content inside the upper and lower shear layer
region is not identical. As the lower shear layer is close to the wall
surface for small gap size �G /h=0.2 and 0.37� detached cylinder,
the instantaneous vorticity is concentrated in the near wall region.
The strong instantaneous vorticity region moves away from the
bottom wall with increase in gap size. Higher concentration of
instantaneous vorticity in the near wall region indicates superior
mixing effectiveness of smaller gap size detached cylinder.

For complete information on the rotational component of fluid

Fig. 6 The normalized urms/Uo velocity behind the detached ribs in the x-y
plane for gap size to rib height ratio: „a… G /h=0.2, „b… G /h=0.37, „c… G /h
=0.57, and „d… G /h=1.0
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particle motion, information on all components of vorticity ��x,
�y, and �z� is essential. The spanwise vorticity ��z� results are
presented in Fig. 8. The y-component of vorticity ��y =�u /�z
−�w /�x� cannot be calculated due to the unavailability of instan-
taneous w-velocity data as a function of the streamwise �x� coor-
dinate from the stereo PIV measurement in the cross stream plane.
However, the velocity gradient �u /�z can be evaluated, which can
provide qualitative information about the �y vorticity distribution.
For complete information about all components of vorticity, the
instantaneous streamwise velocity �u�, streamwise vorticity ��x�,
and streamwise velocity gradient in the wall-normal ��u /�y� and
spanwise ��u /�z� directions are presented in Fig. 9 for different
detached rib configurations at the cross stream plane �x /h=1.5�.

The significant magnitude of streamwise vorticity ��x� distribu-
tion in Fig. 9 indicates appreciable cross stream mixing due to the
streamwise vorticity. The �x vorticity is primarily concentrated
inside the wake region with relatively higher magnitude inside the
shear layer region. The spatial averaged magnitude of �x vorticity
is higher for larger gap size detached cylinder compared to that of
the lower gap size. However, the higher vorticity magnitude re-
gion is located away from the wall surface for larger gap size
detached cylinder. As the near wall vorticity is beneficial for mix-
ing, the smaller gap size detached cylinder is more beneficial than
that of larger gap size based on the �x vorticity distribution. The
�u /�y velocity gradient distribution indicates the dominant effect
of wall-normal gradient of u-velocity on the spanwise vorticity

Fig. 7 The normalized urms, vrms, wrms and total rms velocity behind detached ribs in the cross stream y-z plane „x /h
=0.5… for gap size to rib height ratio: „a… G /h=0.2, „b… G /h=0.37, „c… G /h=0.57, and „d… G /h=1.0
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��z� distribution. The significance of the �u /�z value inside the
shear layer region �Fig. 9� indicates importance of �y vorticity
distribution. The u-velocity gradient distributions in both stream-
wise and cross stream planes for different detached rib configura-
tions correlate well with corresponding vorticity distribution.

In summary, combined contribution of all vorticity components
��x, �y, and �z� is high in the near wall region of detached ribs
with lower gap size �G /h=0.2 and 0.37�, indicating superior near
wall mixing.

Oil Film Visualization. The surface oil film visualization pic-
tures for different detached rib configurations are presented in Fig.
10. The flow through the gap �see Figs. 3 and 4� is seen as streak-
like structures in the near field of detached ribs �Fig. 10�. These
streaklike structures in the near field region end at a stagnant
region, which is seen as a straight line parallel to the rib for the
small gap size �G /h=0.2 and 0.37� detached cylinder case. The
location of this stagnant line �saddle line� shifts downstream with
increase in gap size from G /h=0.2 to 0.37. This behavior corre-
lates to the streamwise extent of bulk flow through the gap �Fig.
4�; i.e., flow through the gap extends further downstream for

G /h=0.37 compared to that of G /h=0.2. At this saddle location,
mean streamwise flow through the gap meets the reverse back
flow from the reattaching shear layer. The saddle line in Fig. 10 is
similar to the reattachment line seen in the visualization images of
a surface mounted square rib of Panigrahi et al. �10�. In a reat-
taching shear layer of surface mounted rib, the shear layer bifur-
cates at the reattachment point and flows in the opposite direction.
However, in a detached rib configuration, the streamwise mean
flow through the gap balances the back flow from the reattaching
shear layer at the saddle location. At this meeting line, the mo-
mentum of flow through the gap is neutralized by the back flow,
and the flow gets deflected upward �see Fig. 8�. For higher gap
size �G /h=0.57 and 0.60�, the saddle line is not visible compared
to that of lower gap size �G /h=0.2 and 0.37�. This is due to the
fact that the reattaching shear layer flow is not strong enough in
comparison to the flow through the gap for higher gap sized de-
tached cylinder, resulting in balance between these two flows and
a definite saddle point. In summary, the oil film visualization im-
ages clearly demonstrate the modification of near wall flow pat-
terns for the lower gap sized detached cylinder.

Coherent Structures. The coherent structures play an impor-
tant role in understanding entrainment, mixing, drag, heat transfer,
and aerodynamic noise generation. The understanding of coherent
structures holds the key to turbulence management and control.
Therefore, there is a need to identify the large scale vortical re-
gions in turbulent flows. Brown and Roshko �13� showed distinct
large scale coherent structures in mixing layer using shadowgraph
technique for the first time. Subsequently, many researchers pro-
posed numerous types of coherent structures, i.e., horseshoe vor-
tex, hairpin vortex, vortex rings, burst, ejection, arrowhead vorti-
ces, etc., to explain their experimental observations. The vortex
structures present in a flow field can interact with each other,
leading to either amplification or attenuation of instability modes.
Jeong and Hussain �14� outlined different vortex identification
schemes, i.e., �a� pressure minimum, �b� closed or spiraling
streamlines and pathlines, �c� isovorticity surface, �d� complex
eigenvalues of the velocity gradient tensor, and �e� second invari-
ant of the velocity gradient tensor. Calluaud and David �15� used
the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor for the defini-
tion of vortex, where large Q values suggest the presence of a
vortex and negative values indicate a straining motion. Wang et al.
�16� used the Galilean decomposition scheme for visualization of
vortices in a channel with periodic ribs. The generation and inter-
action between the vortex structures of detached rib configuration
have been explored in the present section. The coherent structures
are identified based on both vorticity and the second invariant of
the velocity gradient tensor magnitude. Figure 11 compares the
average vorticity field ��z� and the second invariant of the veloc-
ity gradient tensor �Q2D−z� for different detached rib configura-
tions. The details on their calculation procedure have been de-
scribed in Panigrahi et al. �10�.

The vorticity magnitude indicates the combined influence of
both velocity shear and rotational motion of the vortical struc-
tures. In contrast, the second invariant of the velocity gradient
tensor �Q2D−z� magnitude is primarily influenced by the contribu-
tion from the rotational motion of vortical structures. The �z vor-
ticity field �Fig. 11� is significant inside both the upper and lower
shear layers with opposite signs for all detached rib configura-
tions. The streamwise extent of the high vorticity zone reduces
with an increase in gap size, which correlates to the size of the
recirculation zone in Figs. 3 and 4. It is mostly assumed that
vorticity contributes to the turbulent fluctuation. However, the
high vorticity zone of the lower shear layer for smaller gap size
�G /h=0.2 and 0.37� detached cylinder �Fig. 11� does not correlate
to the fluctuation distribution of Fig. 6. This may be explained as

Fig. 8 The instantaneous velocity vector „with three data
points skipped in both x and y directions… and instantaneous
vorticity „�z… plots behind detached ribs for gap size to rib
height ratio: „a… G /h=0.2, „b… G /h=0.37, „c… G /h=0.57, and „d…
G /h=1.0
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follows. Vorticity is due to the combined contribution from shear
and rotational motion of the fluid element. The lower value of
turbulence in the near wall region for smaller gap size detached
cylinder may be attributed to the smaller rotational motion. The
vortices generated by the lower shear layer get diffused by the
viscous effect of the wall boundary layer. The second invariant of
the velocity gradient tensor is small in the near wall region �Fig.
11�, indicating lower value of rotational motion in the near wall
region for the smaller gap size detached cylinder �G /h=0.2, 0.37,
and 0.57�. This explains the corresponding lower value of turbu-
lent fluctuation in Fig. 6. The Q2D−z distribution shows greater
magnitude in the upper shear layer compared to the lower shear
layer for the detached ribs with G /h=0.2, 0.37, and 0.57, indicat-
ing larger rotational contribution of the vortical structures. The
vortical structures in the lower shear layer are expected to be
diffused and annihilated by the viscous effect in the near wall

region. The symmetry of the Q2D−z distribution for higher gap size
�G /h=1� detached cylinder can be attributed to insignificant wall
effect on the vortex shedding. The overall contribution of rota-
tional motion in the near wall region is marginally superior for
lower gap size detached cylinder compared to that of higher gap
size, indicating better effectiveness of lower gap sized detached
ribs for near wall mixing enhancement.

Turbulent Kinetic Energy Budget. The production of turbu-
lent kinetic energy and its transport can explain the fluctuation
distribution inside a flow field. The transport mechanism respon-
sible for the distribution of turbulent fluctuation behind different
detached rib configurations has been discussed in this section us-
ing the budget terms of the turbulent kinetic energy transport
equation:

Fig. 9 The instantaneous u-velocity, �x-vorticity, and velocity gradients „�u /�z and �u /�y… in the y-z plane „x /h=1.5…
behind detached ribs for gap size to rib height ratio: „a… G /h=0.2, „b… G /h=0.37, „c… G /h=0.57, and „d… G /h=1.0
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where Sij and sij are the mean rate of strain and fluctuating rate of
strain, respectively, and the turbulent kinetic energy �Kt� is given
by

Kt = 1
2 �u�u� + v�v� + w�w��

The left hand side of the above turbulent kinetic energy trans-
port equation is the rate of change of turbulent kinetic energy, and
the right hand side terms are different budget terms responsible
for the temporal change in turbulent kinetic energy. The first, sec-
ond, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth terms of the right hand side are,
respectively, advection, production, turbulent diffusion, dissipa-
tion, viscous diffusion, and pressure transport. The details of the
simplification of the turbulent energy transport equation for the
calculation of individual budget terms were presented in Panigrahi
et al. �17�.

Figure 12 presents the distribution of normalized turbulent ki-
netic energy and its production. The turbulent kinetic energy pro-
duction is significant inside both the upper and lower shear layer
regions. For the lower gap size case �G /h=0.2, 0.37, and 0.57�,
the production in the lower shear layer is less than that of the
upper shear layer, and correspondingly the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy is higher for the upper shear layer. At higher gap size �G /h
=1.0�, the turbulent production is identical in both the shear lay-

ers, indicating minimal wall influence on the turbulent production.
The turbulent production is higher for the larger gap size case with
corresponding larger value of turbulent kinetic energy compared
to that of the lower gap size detached cylinder. The turbulent
production immediately behind the gap is smaller than that inside
the shear layer. The high turbulent kinetic energy zone extends
further downstream compared to that of the turbulent production.
The above difference in behavior of turbulent kinetic energy and
turbulent production indicates importance of other budget terms,
which has been described in the following paragraphs.

The budget terms, i.e., convection, diffusion, dissipation, and
pressure transport for different detached rib configurations, are
shown in Fig. 13. The influence of gap size on different turbulent
kinetic energy budget terms is clearly evident in Fig. 13. The
turbulent energy convection distribution shows difference in the
relative magnitude inside the two shear layers, which correlates to
the turbulent production magnitude shown in Fig. 12. For the
lower gap size case, the convection term is concentrated in the
near wall region. There is a significant difference in the turbulent
diffusion distribution of upper and lower shear layer regions for
all gap size cases. This indicates greater influence of turbulent
diffusion on turbulent kinetic energy distribution for the detached
rib geometries. The dissipation distribution shows higher value in
the region where the turbulent production is high. The pressure
transport term is primarily high in the upper shear layer region for
all detached rib configurations.

The total drag due to the flow past bluff bodies is due to the
combined contribution from the pressure difference, momentum
difference, and Reynolds stress across the control volume. The

Fig. 10 The oil film visualization pictures of different detached rib configu-
rations for gap size to rib height ratio: „a… G /h=0.2, „b… G /h=0.37, „c… G /h
=0.57, and „d… G /h=1.0
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higher average turbulent kinetic energy for larger gap size de-
tached cylinder is expected to increase the overall drag compared
to the lower gap sized detached cylinder. In addition, the turbulent
kinetic energy is higher in the near wall region compared to that
away from the wall for the smaller gap sized detached cylinder.
Thus, the detached ribs with smaller gap size are expected to be
superior from both near wall mixing enhancement and drag pen-
alty point of view.

Summary

The present study has focused on a detailed investigation of the
flow field behind detached ribs. Four gap heights to cylinder size
ratios have been considered: G /h=0.2 �complete suppression of
vortex shedding�; G /h=0.37 and 0.57 �transition zones�; and
G /h=1.0 �freestream flow without wall effect�. The Reynolds
number based on the rib height is equal to 11075. The objective of

Fig. 11 The average coherent structure evaluation parameters, i.e., vorticity „�z… and invariance of
the velocity gradient tensor „Q2D-Z… behind detached ribs for gap size to rib height ratio: „a… G /h
=0.2, „b… G /h=0.37, „c… G /h=0.57, and „d… G /h=1.0
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the present study is more toward a detailed characterization of the
flow field with specific interest on the near wall mixing. The 2C
PIV, stereo PIV, and oil film visualization measurements have
been carried out. The flow structures responsible for the effective-
ness of detached rib configurations have been discussed based on
velocity, vorticity, velocity gradient, stream traces, turbulent fluc-
tuation intensity, turbulent kinetic energy budget terms, and oil
film visualization results. The understanding obtained from this
study is expected to benefit the design of turbulators for various
practical applications. Some of the salient observations from this
study are summarized below.

The detached rib configurations with smaller gap size to cylin-
der height ratio are beneficial from near wall mixing consider-

ation. The flow structures and the turbulent fluctuation intensity
behind the detached ribs are significantly influenced by the size of
the gap between the bottom face of the cylinder and the wall
surface. The v-velocity results show strong wall-normal motion in
the near wall region for detached ribs of small gap size. The
instantaneous vorticity is concentrated more in the near wall re-
gion for smaller gap size case compared to that of larger gap size.
The coherent structure identifiers, i.e., the second invariant of the
velocity gradient tensor �Q2D� successfully distinguishes the rota-
tional contribution of the vorticity distribution. The coherent
structure distribution is not identical in both the lower and upper
shear layer regions. The vortex structures in the lower shear layer

Fig. 12 The normalized total turbulent kinetic energy and the normalized production of turbulent
kinetic energy behind detached ribs for gap size to rib height ratio: „a… G /h=0.2, „b… G /h=0.37, „c…
G /h=0.57, and „d… G /h=1.0
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region are influenced by the combined effect of wall boundary
layer and flow through the gap. The turbulent kinetic energy dis-
tribution in the wake region of the detached ribs is a function of
the gap size, and its distribution is influenced by various mecha-
nisms, i.e., convection, diffusion, dissipation, and pressure trans-
port. The stream traces, whose size and shape depends on the gap
size, in the streamwise �x-y� plane show recirculation bubble
�foci� at both sides of the cylinder centerline. In the cross stream
�y-z� plane, node-saddle �N-S� flow patterns are present, whose
y-locations are a function of the gap size. Additional node-saddle
patterns are observed in the near wall region for detached ribs of
smaller gap size.
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Nomenclature
x, y, z 
 spatial coordinates

u, v, w 
 mean velocity components
u�, v�, w� 
 fluctuating velocity components

G 
 y-separation between the cylinder bottom and
flat plate surfaces

Fig. 13 The normalized turbulent kinetic energy budget terms behind detached ribs for gap size to
rib height ratio: „a… G /h=0.2, „b… G /h=0.37, „c… G /h=0.57, and „d… G /h=1.0
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h 
 rib height
V 
 velocity vector magnitude
Q 
 second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor
K 
 turbulent kinetic energy

Uo 
 freestream velocity
� 
 boundary layer thickness
� 
 vorticity

rms 
 root mean square
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Experimental Study of the Flow
Induced by a Sinusoidal
Dielectric Barrier Discharge
Actuator and Its Effects on a Flat
Plate Natural Boundary Layer
Since the mid-1990s, electrohydrodynamic actuators have been developed for modifying
on subsonic airflows. The principle of plasma action is the use of the direct conversion of
electrical energy into kinetic energy in order to act on the flow boundary layer. This
paper presents our contribution to such an investigation concerning an electrohydrody-
namic actuator consisting of several sinusoidal dielectric barrier discharges. First, the
ionic wind induced by this actuator was measured with a pressure sensing probe. The
induced flow velocity increased with the applied voltage and frequency. The particle
image velocimetry system without external airflow showed the presence of induced swirls,
generated by the ion movement in plasma. Then the action of this actuator on a flat plate
boundary layer in parallel flow at zero incidence was studied in a subsonic wind tunnel.
Experiments were performed for 15 m/s and 22 m/s. They showed that electric discharges
(�8 kV, 1 kHz) acting on a laminar flow tripped the laminar-to-turbulent transition.
Moreover, higher applied voltages (up to �12 kV, 1 kHz) were necessary for modifying
turbulent boundary layers. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3026722�

Keywords: boundary layer, dielectric barrier discharge, electrohydrodynamics, plasma
actuator

1 Introduction
The subsonic flow control can have an important impact on

industry. Main objectives are to remove the negative effects of a
flow as the reduction of noise or drag decreases, and to improve
the positive effects as the lift or fluid mixture increases. It could
improve aerodynamic performances of transport vehicles to have
higher velocities for lower energy consumption. For example, in
the case of military aircrafts, stall angle delay may improve ma-
neuver possibilities. Turbulent boundary layer presents a high ve-
locity gradient on the wall. Then it allows the flow to better resist
unfavorable pressure gradients, and thus to not separate from the
wall. Thus classical methods of flow control are based on actions
on the boundary layer laminar-to-turbulent transition and modifi-
cations of the wall friction. Two kinds of action are investigated.
Passive methods consist of modifying the wall conditions for pro-
moting transition, such as riblets �1� and vortex generators �2�.
Active methods of flow control consist of inducing flow perturba-
tions in the vicinity of the wall, such as moving surface �3�, blow-
ing, and suction with periodic excitation �4� among others.

For this purpose, nonthermal plasmas have been studied since
the mid-1990s for their use in aerodynamics �5�. Several experi-
mental and numerical investigations have shown the ability of
plasma actuators for modifying subsonic airflows. The principle is
to use the ionic wind induced by electric discharges �6�, with a
direct conversion of electrical energy into mechanical energy. The
advantages of plasma actuators are no mechanical parts and a
short response time. dc corona discharges in steady mode were
developed by several authors �7–14� for airflow control. It enabled

reductions of flow separation on a NACA 0015 airfoil up to Re
=267 K and angles of attack up to 17.5 deg �15�. More efficient
actuations were obtained by using different working modes, other
electric sources, and/or other geometrical configurations. Indeed,
plasma actuators based on dielectric barrier discharge �DBD�, sup-
plied by an ac electric source, were developed in Refs. �16–22�.
These references used a steady actuation on the flow and signifi-
cantly acted on airflows, but better effects were achieved with
unsteady actuation. Sosa et al. �23� employed a dc corona dis-
charge working in an unsteady mode for delaying the flow sepa-
ration. By adjusting the applied signal frequency, they acted for
Reynolds numbers of up to 333 K. Corke and co-workers �24,25�
and Post et al. �26� used ac unsteady DBDs to delay the airfoil
stall for Reynolds numbers of up to 584 K. Opaits et al. �27� acted
up to 75 m/s on an 8-cm wide airfoil. Plasma actuator placed at
the airfoil leading edge has similar effects to leading edge slats,
and similar to flaps when it is placed at the trailing edge �25�. A
review of the main reported works was done by Moreau �28�.
Most authors estimate that the effect of plasma actuators on an
airflow is mainly due to the ionic wind, but thermal effects �gas
heated by discharges� may also affect the physical properties of
the air �29�.

However, the plasma-airflow interaction and the effects on
boundary layers are not clearly fixed. Therefore, in order to have
a better understanding of how to act with plasma on wall-bounded
flows, we present in this paper the investigation of a typical natu-
ral evolving boundary layer on flat plate and its modifications by
an actuator based on multi-DBDs working in steady mode. For
this purpose, Velkoff and Ketcham �30� used four successive
wires generating corona discharges and shifted the laminar-to-
turbulent transition at about 50 m/s. Grundmann and Tropea �31�
also delayed transition on a 1.6-m long flat plate at 6 m/s, with
two successive DBD actuators. Moreau et al. �32� modified veloc-
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ity profiles and induced a drag reduction on a 30-cm long flat plate
with a dc surface corona discharge of up to 25 m/s. Porter et al.
�33� used a single DBD for tripping the laminar-to-turbulent tran-
sition of a flat plate boundary layer at 4 m/s and 6.5 m/s. Numeri-
cal investigations of boundary layer control by electric discharges
have shown the ability to strongly modify velocity profiles
�34,35�. The investigated plasma actuator in the present study con-
sisted of successive DBDs. The plasma process of this kind of
electric discharge was developed by Enloe et al. �19�, Van Dyken
et al. �36�, and Likhanskii et al. �37�. First, the flow induced by
this actuator was studied without external flow with the particle
image velocimetry �PIV� system for various applied voltages and
frequencies. In order to act on laminar then turbulent natural
evolving boundary layers, this actuator was then mounted on a
1-m long flat plate and acted at �8 kV and 1 kHz in various
positions. Inlet airflow velocities were 15 m/s and 22 m/s. Veloc-
ity profile measurements were performed in numerous positions
along the flat plate at zero incidence and evolution of characteris-
tic boundary layer parameters were deduced.

2 Experimental Setup

2.1 Plasma Actuators and Power Supply. The plasma actua-
tor consisted of several dielectric barrier discharges established on
a dielectric material �160�115�0.8 mm3�. The actuator was re-
alized with a printed circuit board �PCB�. Each DBD was created
between two thin copper electrodes �width of 1 mm, thickness of
35 �m� separated by a dielectric panel in epoxy, see Fig. 1. These
electrodes had an asymmetric design with a 1 mm gap between
the upper and lower electrodes. The gap between two pairs of
electrodes was 5 mm. Measurements with the particle image ve-
locimetry system, shown in Sec. 3.2, were performed with an
actuator consisting of 12 successive single DBDs. Induced veloc-
ity profiles and action on a flat plate boundary layer were studied
with 15 single DBDs. The plasma power consumption was be-
tween 7 W and 60 W for the entire actuator �see Table 1�. Para-
metric studies of this kind of actuator geometry were done by
Borghi et al. �38�, Forte et al. �39� and Magnier et al. �40�.

The upper electrodes were connected to an ac power supply,
described in Fig. 2. A sound amplifier �Crown®, Xs1200, 0.022–

22 kHz, 2.3 kW� magnified the sine waveform delivered by a
function generator. Voltage of amplitudes of up to �20 kV �i.e.,
40 kV peak to peak� was obtained with a high voltage transformer
�90 V/20 kV, up to 20 kHz�. The power supply output voltage was
measured with a high voltage probe Tektronix P60115A. Outputs
were visualized with a fast digital oscilloscope LeCroy Wave-
Surfer 454. The lower actuator surface, with electrodes connected
to the ground, was covered with a thin layer of Kapton®, in order
to inhibit discharges on the grounded side. Plasma actuators
worked in steady mode. The typical behavior of the discharge
current versus time for a sine high voltage is shown in Fig. 3
��5 kV, 1 kHz�. It shows that the positive discharge consists of
successive streamers whereas the negative discharge is more
homogeneous.

2.2 Flat Plate. In order to investigate modifications of the
boundary layer due to the plasma actuator, we used a 1-m long,
300-mm broad, and 30-mm thick flat plate made entirely of poly-
vinyl chloride �PVC� �Fig. 4�. It was divided into three parts, fixed
with electrically insulating screws �Nylon®�. The flat plate leading
edge was a NACA 0015 leading edge �0–30% chord, 60 mm long�
since it presents no bubbles at 0 deg for the investigated veloci-
ties. The flat plate trailing edge was a NACA 0015 trailing edge
�30–100% chord, 140 mm long�. Four plasma actuators, each one
constituted of 15 single DBDs, were placed in slots separated 13
mm away from the medium part, as described in Fig. 4. The flat
plate surface was then quasismooth �the electrode thickness of
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0.8 mm thick VHV
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Fig. 1 Actuator with several dielectric barrier discharges

Table 1 Maximum induced flow velocity for various active
powers, 1 mm behind the last electrode

�8 kV
P

�W�
Up

�m/s�

0.5 kHz 10.56 1.48
1 kHz 22.99 2.38
2 kHz 42.53 3.06

1 kHz
P

�W�
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�m/s�

�6 kV 7.40 1.53
�8 kV 22.99 2.38
�10 kV 38.80 2.95
�12 kV 61.48 3.25
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Fig. 2 Power supply for the DBD actuator
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35 �m was negligible �41��. All plasma actuators were oriented
in order to generate an ionic wind in the same direction as the
main flow.

The curvilinear abscissa s is used for determining positions on
the flat plate, in order to take into account of the leading edge
curvature. The y-axis origin is the flat plate surface, and the s-axis
origin is the flat plate leading edge.

2.3 Subsonic Wind Tunnel. Experiments with the flat plate
were performed in a subsonic open-circuit wind tunnel with a 2-m
long square test section �50�50 cm2�, described in Fig. 5. The
nozzle has a section contraction ratio of 1:16. The maximum ve-
locity is about 50 m/s, generated by a 30 kW electric fan. Flow
characterization with a hot wire probe indicated that the mean
turbulence ratio was 0.4% in the beginning of the test section,
without an obstacle, and the flow was bidimensional over 85% of
the wind tunnel test section height and width. The 1-m long plate
with actuators was placed between two vertical plates �1.5 m
�50 cm�15 mm� in order to limit tridimensional effects.

2.4 Flow Measurements

2.4.1 Particle Image Velocimetry System. Flow velocity fields
were determined using the PIV system. A laser sheet was gener-
ated from a laser beam �wavelength of 532 nm, Nd:Yag laser, Big
Sky Laser� using mirrors and lenses, and illuminated smoke par-
ticles, which seeded the airflow. A charge coupled device camera
PowerView Plus TSI �model 630159� captured images of illumi-
nating particles �2048�2048 pixels2�. Displacement vectors of
each particle were then calculated by InSight™ using two succes-
sive images recorded for two successive laser pulses �200 mJ
each, time delay of 10 �s�. The velocity fields presented in this
paper are the mean vector fields of 500 pairs of such recorded
images.

2.4.2 Pressure Sensing Probe. In order to avoid unwanted
electrical arcs, a total pressure probe made of glass was used
�external diameter of 0.6 mm, internal diameter of 0.4 mm�. The
lower vertical measurement position was thus 0.3 mm on the
y-axis. In order to have velocity measurements, a static pressure
probe was fixed to the glass probe. This pressure measurement
system was calibrated with a classical Pitot tube in a subsonic
wind tunnel. The error made in pressure measurements is under
0.5% for a probe rotation of �7.5 deg.

For the induced flow velocity measurements in Sec. 3, the pres-
sure measurement system was connected to a differential low-

pressure transducer Druck™ LPM 9481 with a short pressure
brand of 0–20 Pa �output voltage 0–5 V� in order to precisely
measure low velocities. For flat plate boundary layer investiga-
tions in Sec. 4, the pressure measurement system was connected
to a differential pressure transducer Druck™ LPM 9381 with a
wider pressure brand of 0–500 Pa �output voltage of 0–5 V�. The
measurement accuracy of these transducers was 0.1% of the full
range. Measurements were acquired on a PC using a 16-bit acqui-
sition card �resolution of the output voltage measured at 8
�10−5 V, i.e., �0.008 Pa�, over a 1 s interval at a 3 kHz sam-
pling rate. Velocity profiles were obtained from time-averaged
pressure measurements.

This velocity measurement system was fixed to a computer
controlled two-dimensional traversing system Isel® Automation
LF 5 �displacement precision of �0.02 mm�.

2.4.3 Test Procedure. Without external airflow, because of
plasma inhibition on the grounded side, an important part of the
applied power was dissipated into the dielectric material. The tem-
perature on the actuator surface increased from 22°C to 66°C
after an activation duration of 14 min �+200%�, as shown in Fig.
6 �measured with a surface thermometer TESTO, from −50°C to
250°C�. A test procedure was chosen in order to verify that di-
electric surface heating did not produce a notable effect on the
flow. It consisted of measuring a velocity profile without activated
plasma in a position s, and then velocity profile measurement was
performed in the same position with the working actuator. Since
the duration of each velocity profile measurement was about 8
min, a velocity profile without discharge was measured and com-
pared with the natural boundary layer after each measurement
with plasma. There was no difference between these two profiles
without plasma. Therefore dielectric surface heating does not pro-
duce a notable effect on the flow.

During these experiments, velocity profiles were measured ev-
ery 16 mm along the s-axis until the fourth actuator, and every 50
mm downstream. Their heights were measured up to 20 mm in the
y-axis.

Temperature in the test section, atmospheric pressure, and rela-
tive humidity were recorded for each velocity profile �thermohy-
grometer Kimo®, HD 100�, for determining air density � and dy-
namic viscosity �.

3 Flow Induced by the Plasma Actuator
First, this actuator was studied without external airflow in order

to characterize the flow induced by the successive DBDs.

3.1 Induced Flow Velocity Profiles. The velocity of the in-
duced ionic wind was measured for various voltages �from
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�6 kV to �12 kV� and frequencies �0.5 kHz, 1 kHz, and 2 kHz�
of the applied signal. Induced flow velocity profiles, without ex-
ternal airflow, were performed 1 mm behind the last 15th single
DBD. Figure 7 shows the measured curves and maximum veloci-
ties Up of induced flow are reported for each case in Table 1.

For a given frequency, the maximum velocity of the plasma-
induced flow increased with the voltage amplitude. Indeed, the
phenomenon of ionization was more important, therefore more
ions moved in the interelectrode space. The momentum transfer
with the neutral molecules was more important, and the flow re-
sulting from it was thus faster. Moreover for a given voltage, the
velocity was more important when the frequency of the signal
increased. Thus to obtain the maximum velocity for this actuator,
the frequency and the voltage must be the highest possible voltage
according to the power supply limitations.

3.2 Induced Flow Topology. In order to study the induced
flow topology on the actuator, measurements with the PIV system
were performed without external airflow. The measurement win-
dow in Fig. 8 shows the flow streamlines above the last six single
DBD �12 couples, gap of 8 mm between two DBD�, for 1 kHz and
two voltage amplitudes, �5 and �12 kV.

This figure shows swirls in space between two pairs of elec-
trodes. The position and the rotation direction of these swirls in-
dicate the way in which the neutral molecules of gas are involved.
For each DBD, ions generated by the high voltage move in the
interelectrode gap. This movement is very close to the actuator
surface �the ion sheath size is up to 50 �m �42��. Some neutral
molecules of gas in the direct vicinity of the plasma are thus
involved by momentum transfer with ions in the interelectrode
space �model of “porous piston” by Likhanskii et al. �37��. These
molecules are strongly accelerated near the plasma and induce a
flow. It pulls down above the plasma and goes down toward the
anode. The global flow movement, resulting from positive and
negative half-cycles, is directed from the exposed anode toward
the “virtual” cathode �placed on the other side of the dielectric
panel�. Downstream of the cathode, there is neither more plasma
nor ions to keep on involving the flow. Thus its velocity close to
the wall decreases due to the wall friction �null velocity�. This
induced flow downstream of the first DBD is involved toward the
wall by the flow induced by the next DBD since the same flow
topology is generated by the next plasma, in particular the flow
going down toward the anode. Then this could explain the swirl
generation between two DBD �Fig. 9�.

A part of the flow induced by the first DBD is accelerated by
the second one. The flow is then faster downstream this second
DBD and is less affected by the flow induced by the next plasma.
The size of the swirls is then increasingly reduced along the lon-
gitudinal axis. The flow is accelerated after each couple of elec-
trodes, which confirms the observations made by Forte et al. �39�.

Moreover, more ionized plasma �generated by the higher ap-
plied voltage� induces a faster flow compared with lower applied
voltages. The size of swirls for �12 kV is thus reduced in com-
parison with �5 kV.

4 Action of the Plasma Actuator on a Boundary Layer

4.1 Curves and Results. Experiments with external airflow,
in the subsonic wind tunnel described in Sec. 2.3, were performed
on a 1 m flat plate at zero incidence with four plasma actuators
�Fig. 4�. Natural boundary layers developed along the plate were
modified by one of these actuators working at �8 kV �i.e., 16 kV
peak to peak� and 1 kHz. Time-averaged velocity profiles were
measured with the pressure sensing probe without and with the
actuator working. Each result presented in this paper was vali-
dated by comparison with theoretical curves. The action of the
third actuator is not shown here because the results are comprised
between the results shown for the second and the fourth ones.

Velocity profiles in three positions �s=155 mm, 187 mm, and
427 mm, which showed different kinds of velocity profiles� for
two airflow velocities �15 m/s and 22 m/s�, without and with
activated actuator 1, are shown in Fig. 10. These curves are com-
pared with the Falkner–Skan solutions �laminar boundary layers�
and Prandtl’s turbulent solution �law in 1/7�. Mean airflow veloc-
ity, noted U�, was determined from the velocity profile in each
position.

We consider the nondimensionalized variables u+ and y+

defined by the relations u+=u /u� and y+=yu� /� with u as the
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measured velocity at height y. The friction velocity is therefore
u�=���w /��, and the wall shearing-stress is �w=���u /�y�y=0. The
nondimensional mean velocity profiles are plotted on a semiloga-
rithmic scale in Fig. 11, for both velocities and for the three pre-
vious positions. These curves are compared with the logarithmic
law for turbulent flow �41�: u+=5.75 log�y+�+5.5.

From each measured velocity profiles, some characteristic prop-
erties were determined as follows:

• the boundary layer thickness �99,
• the displacement thickness �1=�y=0

� �1−u /U��dy,
• the momentum thickness �2=�y=0

� u /U��1−u /U��dy,
• the shape factor H=�1�s� /�2�s�,
• and the drag per unit width D=��y=0

� u�U�−u�dy.

These parameters are plotted along the flat plate in Figs. 12–16,
respectively, for each case of actuation. The natural evolving
boundary layer parameters are compared with the theoretical lami-
nar evolution �Blasius�, and the boundary layer parameters under
the action of actuator 1 are compared with the theoretical turbu-
lent evolution �Prandtl�. As shown in these figures, the theoretical
and experimental curves are similar. But for clearer figures, the
theoretical curves are not all plotted. The beginning of the bound-
ary layer turbulent zone st is determined for all studied cases by
the intersection of the Prandtl turbulent curve with the s-axis on
the �99-graph.

4.2 Effects on a Laminar Boundary Layer. Considering the
beginning of the turbulent zone for 15 m/s �st15=580 mm� in Fig.
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4, plasma actuators acted on a natural laminar boundary layer. For
22 m/s �st22=255 mm�, the first actuator acted on a laminar
boundary layer and the other ones on a turbulent boundary layer.

From Fig. 10, we notice that the boundary layer profiles are
modified near to the wall by action of the first actuator in s
=155 mm, for both velocities. Then downstream of this position,
the velocity gradient on the wall continues to increase along the
flat plate, and the forced velocity profiles tend toward the theoret-
ical turbulent solution. We did not notice a clear momentum added
by the induced ionic wind on the velocity profiles, as observed for
the lower airflow velocity and more powerful discharges by
Moreau et al. �32� or Porter et al. �33�. The only visible effect of
the plasma actuator on the laminar boundary layer was to make
the profiles more turbulent, as shown in Fig. 11. These graphs
show that velocity profiles became more turbulent along the plate
whereas the natural boundary layer was laminar. Although there
was no plasma at position s=427 mm �when actuator 1 was con-
sidered�, the boundary layer was still turbulent at this position
showing that the flow modification was not limited to the place
where the actuator was located. Therefore the boundary layer tran-
sition was prematurely tripped by the action of the plasma.

The observation of the boundary layer parameters along the flat
plate confirms this result. Figures 12–14 show a strong early in-

crease in �99, �1, and �2 when actuators are activated. The action
of the first actuator on laminar boundary layers for 15 m/s and 22
m/s promoted the transition above this actuator, as shown in Table
2. Moreover the transition was advanced for 15 m/s when the
second and fourth actuators were activated. The shape factor H in
Fig. 15 strongly decreased above the actuator from the laminar
theoretical value �2.59� until the turbulent theoretical value �about
1.4 �41��. This figure clearly shows the beginning of the transition
area and the beginning of the boundary layer turbulent zone for
each studied case.

Finally, each single DBD of an activated actuator induced an
ionic wind, and the effect on a laminar boundary layer was to trip
the transition. Each DBD acted as a small turbulator �such as grit
paper�, which amplified boundary layer instabilities. This succes-
sion of disturbances promoted early transition. This remark con-
firms the experimental results of Porter et al. �33� and the numeri-
cal results of Visbal et al. �35�. The main consequence of an
earlier turbulent flow on a flat plate was the drag increase, as
shown in Fig. 16. Indeed drag was more than tripled �+213%� in
s=682 mm for 15 m/s, by action of the first actuator.

4.3 Effects on a Turbulent Boundary Layer. When a
plasma actuator acted in a position where the unforced boundary
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layer was turbulent �s=463 mm�, there was no significant effect
on the flow for �8 kV and 1 kHz. For example, boundary layers
were not significantly modified above the second plasma actuator
when this one was activated. As shown in Fig. 17, nondimensional
mean velocity profiles were slightly modified for 22 m/s when the

second or the fourth plasma actuator acted on a turbulent flow.
In order to modify a turbulent boundary layer, several high

voltages were applied to the actuator, from �6 kV to �12 kV
and 1 kHz. The boundary layer was mechanically tripped by a
turbulator placed in s=100 mm, and the boundary layer for 15
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m/s was consequently turbulent above the third actuator. The com-
parison of velocity profiles measured in s=446 mm, 1 mm behind
the last pair of electrodes of this actuator �same position as the
induced velocity profiles in Sec. 3.1�, is shown in Fig. 18. The
various boundary layer parameters are reported in Table 3 where

the difference in percentage is calculated between the cases with-
out and with a working actuator.

From this experiment, we expected a momentum addition on
the velocity profiles related to a decrease in the momentum thick-
ness �2, since we increased the actuator active power and then the
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ionic wind velocity �as shown in Table 1�. However we noticed an
increase in this parameter, as well as an increase in the boundary
layer thickness �99. The natural turbulent velocity profile was
modified in the first millimeter, as shown in Fig. 18, since the
plasma induced a momentum addition very close to the wall �Fig.
7�. As the values of �99, �1, and �2 increased, the effect of plasma
actuation was to enhance turbulence in the boundary layer. More-
over, for higher discharge voltages the modified boundary layer
was increasingly turbulent. Indeed, as shown in Sec. 3, more ion-
ized plasma induce faster and thicker ionic wind. Therefore the
more that the thickness of the plasma influence is large and strong,
the more that its action on a velocity profile is important.

Finally, our plasma actuator with a too low momentum addition
cannot significantly modify a turbulent boundary layer. A higher
voltage of �12 kV was applied to the actuator but was too im-
portant for this actuator configuration. After a few minutes of
activation, the powerful plasma generated electric arcs, which
damaged the dielectric and occurred a very short actuator lifespan.

Table 2 Position of the turbulent boundary layer for 15 m/s
and 22 m/s, without and with activated actuators 1, 2, or 4
„±8 kV, 1 kHz…

15 m/s
st

�mm�

Without 580
Actuator 1 110
Actuator 2 330
Actuator 4 500

22 m/s
st

�mm�

Without 255
Actuator 1 100
Actuator 2 250
Actuator 4 240
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5 Conclusion
In the present investigation, a plasma actuator with successive

single dielectric barrier discharges was developed. With a pressure
sensing probe and PIV visualizations, the ionic wind induced by
the actuator was characterized. The higher the frequency and the
applied voltage were, the faster was the induced flow downstream
of the last pair of electrodes. After each single DBD, the induced
velocity increased, and swirls observed between two pairs of elec-
trodes decreased.

Effects of this actuator on a natural evolving boundary layer at
zero incidence were studied on a 1-m long flat plate for 15 m/s
and 22 m/s. For a moderate applied voltage ��8 kV, 1 kHz�, this
actuator acted on laminar boundary layers. Flow instabilities were
promoted by the ionic wind induced by the DBDs, and the
laminar-to-turbulent transition was precociously tripped farther
upstream of the unforced case. However, with these applied elec-
tric signal conditions, the actuator had no significant effect on
turbulent boundary layers.

Higher applied voltages �up to �12 kV� were applied for
modifying turbulent boundary layers. Velocity profiles were modi-
fied by the action of the plasma. Thickness and velocity maximum
values of the ionic wind are parameters, which are to be consid-
ered for an optimization of the actuator effects in the case of
turbulent boundary layers.

From these experiments and considering this actuator setup,
two kinds of action on wall-bounded subsonic flows can be con-
sidered. The first one is to add momentum on the boundary layer.
One can thus act everywhere on the surface, whatever the flow

regime. However, this type of action requires important applied
voltage and power, limiting the lifespan of actuators. The second
kind of action is to operate on the laminar-to-transition boundary
layer such as in Ref. �15�. In this context, if several actuators are
successively mounted along the body surface, boundary layer
transition could be tripped everywhere on the surface. Moreover,
this last control strategy involves moderate power consumption.
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Nomenclature
A 	 anode
D 	 drag
H 	 shape factor
K 	 cathode

Re 	 Reynolds number
s 	 curvilinear abscissa
st 	 position of the turbulent zone
u 	 velocity

u+ 	 nondimensionalized wall velocity
u� 	 friction velocity

Up 	 induced flow maximum velocity
U� 	 inlet velocity

y 	 height
y+ 	 nondimensionalized wall height
�1 	 displacement thickness
�2 	 momentum thickness

�99 	 boundary layer thickness
� 	 air density

�w 	 wall shearing-stress
� 	 dynamic viscosity
� 	 cinematic viscosity
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Aero-Acoustic Coupling Inside
Large Deep Cavities at
Low-Subsonic Speeds
Aero-acoustic coupling inside a deep cavity is present in many industrial processes. This
investigation focuses on the pressure amplitude response, within two deep cavities char-
acterized by their length over depth ratios (L /H�0.2 and 0.41), as a function of
freestream velocities of a 2�2 m2 wind tunnel. Convection velocity of instabilities was
measured along the shear layer, using velocity cross-correlations. Experiments have
shown that in deep cavity for low Mach numbers, oscillations of discrete frequencies can
be produced. These oscillations appear when the freestream velocity becomes higher than
a minimum value. Oscillations start at L /�0�10 and 21 for L /H�0.2 and 0.41, respec-
tively. The highest sound pressure level inside a deep cavity is localized at the cavity floor.
A quite different behavior of the convection velocity was observed between oscillating
and nonoscillating shear-layer modes. The hydrodynamic mode of the cavity shear layer
is well predicted by the Rossiter model (1964, “Wind Tunnel Experiments on the Flow
Over Rectangular Cavities at Subsonic and Transonic Speeds,” Aeronautical Research
Council Reports and Memo No. 3438) when measured convection velocity is used and the
empirical time delay is neglected. For L /H�0.2, only the first Rossiter mode is present.
For L /H�0.41, both the first and the second modes are detected with the second mode
being the strongest. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3026725�

1 Introduction
Turbulent flow over a rectangular cavity may lead to aero-

acoustic couplings between the cavity shear-layer oscillations and
the acoustic modes of the installation. This phenomenon is studied
in this paper for particularly deep and large cavities �L /H=0.2 and
0.41�.

Large and deep cavity configurations at subsonic velocities can
be found in many industrial processes, ranging from windows and
sunroofs in automobiles to space between a two-vehicle train or
between buildings in civil engineering. The aero-acoustic cou-
pling in these cavities results in resonance of high pressure level
as well as strong vibrations and structural fatigue.

In most cavity flows, the incident turbulent boundary layer
�TBL� separates at the cavity leading edge. This separation is
followed by a roll-up leading to coherent structures into the cavity
shear layer. Before their impingement at the cavity downstream
corner, these structures are convected from the leading to the trail-
ing edge of the cavity. The number of these shear-layer vortical
structures depends on both the TBL thickness ��0� and the cavity
length �L�. The coherent structures of the shear layer impinge
on the downstream edge of the cavity generating acoustic
disturbances.

The pressure oscillation features inside, and around cavities,
have been treated by many authors �Rossiter �1�, Tam and Block
�2�, Rockwell and Knisely �3�, Rockwell et al. �4�, and others�.
The Rossiter model �1� was used in most of the publications con-
cerning this phenomenon. In this model, the determination of peak
frequency where high distinguished amplitude occurs is important
in quantifying pressure variations inside and around the cavity.
This frequency depends on the oscillating mode order, the cavity
length, and the convection velocity �uc� of coherent structures in
the shear layer.

The number of structures in the cavity shear layer depends on
the mode order of cavity oscillation �5,6�. The flow visualizations
done by Gharib and Roshko �5� showed that for mode 2 of the
oscillation, two wavelengths �or vortical structures� exist along
the shear layer of the cavity, while in mode 3 there are three
waves �or vortical structures�. In our study �5�L /�0�24�, only
the first Rossiter mode is present for L /H=0.2. However, modes 1
and 2 are detectable for L /H=0.41.

Sarohia �7� defined the minimum cavity length for the onset of
oscillations. The determination of this minimum length is based
on three flow parameters: U0 �freestream velocity�, �0 �thickness
of the TBL just upstream from the cavity�, and � �kinematic vis-
cosity of fluid�. Rockwell and Knisely �3� showed that the varia-
tion in the cavity length leads to multiple peaks in the pressure
spectrum. Knisely and Rockwell �8� varied the cavity length for
constant U0. They found a slight amplitude change of the pressure
level at the fundamental frequency.

A comparison between two large deep cavities that present the
same depth and different lengths under the same flow conditions
is made in the present paper.

For shallow cavities, the flow exhibits strong three-
dimensionality. The choice of small L /H values leads to a two-
dimensional organization of the flow �6�. Therefore, two small
geometric aspect ratios �L /H=0.2 and 0.41� are studied in this
paper.

The present research shows the effects of both acoustic modes
and Rossiter-type shear-layer resonances in large deep cavities.
This study improves our knowledge of cavity oscillation phenom-
enon. New aspects are summarized as follows.

1. As proposed by Rossiter �1�, the convection velocity was
considered in most of the previous studies as an empirical
parameter uc /U0=0.57, where U0 is the freestream veloc-
ity�. In the present study, the convection velocity of struc-
tures was experimentally obtained from velocity cross-
correlations. Convection velocity distribution of structures
along cavity shear layer is discussed for both cavity configu-
rations and for different freestream velocities.
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2. The incoming TBL characteristics affect the amplitude of
events as was shown numerically by Gloerfelt et al. �9� and
experimentally by Grace et al. �10� and Camussi et al. �11�.
The long and large test section of the present investigation
leads to a fully developed turbulent boundary layer, charac-
terized by a large thickness ��0�. The boundary layer thick-
ness of the present study �90 mm��0�210 mm� is greater
than those of all previous studies concerning cavity oscilla-
tion phenomenon.

3. East �12� found that for small working section dimensions,
the tunnel and the cavity interact acoustically. However,
with greater test section dimensions, no interference was dis-
cerned. This phenomenon was predicted as highly probable
in many previous studies. This has motivated our choice of
large test section dimensions.

4. Although the L /H=0.41 configuration was previously stud-
ied at M=0.8 �6,13�, different flow conditions of the present
study aim at enlarging database related to this cavity con-
figuration. Indeed, in the present study, Mach numbers are
very low and the flow regime is low-subsonic. In addition,
convection velocity of structures was measured with differ-
ent freestream velocities and exhibits a quite different be-
havior between oscillating and nonoscillating regimes.
Moreover, the maximum spectra pressure level was obtained
at different cavity walls �leading edge, trailing edge, and the
cavity bottom�.

5. Particularly deep cavity �L /H=0.2� is being studied. El Has-
san et al. �14� found that this cavity configuration affects
both the incident turbulent boundary layer and the skin fric-
tion velocity. The current study aims at showing how this
particular deep cavity could affect shear-layer oscillations.

2 Apparatus and Experimental Procedures

2.1 Wind Tunnel and Cavity Model Details. The experi-
mental measurements have been conducted in the closed circuit
low speed wind tunnel of the Mechanics and Energetic Laboratory
of Valenciennes. The test section is 2�2 m2 in cross section and
10 m long. The maximum outlet velocity along the centerline of
the test section is 60 m/s. The relative turbulence level at 30 m/s is
about 0.5%. Pressure measurements were made at freestream ve-
locities covering the range 1–56 m/s. The dimensions of the first
cavity configuration were L=104 mm in length, H=520 mm in
depth, and W=2000 mm in width. Aspect ratios were L /H=0.2
and L /W=0.052. The second cavity configuration had the same H
and W as the first one, with L=213 mm. Its ratios were L /H
=0.41 and L /W=0.107. A three-dimensional view of the cavity is
shown in Fig. 1. Each cavity was installed on the lateral wall of
the test section, with the leading edge located 8 m downstream

from the test section inlet. The boundary layer was characterized
just upstream of the cavity leading edge. Hot-wire measurements
of velocity profiles at this location showed that for a low velocity
�U0=2 m /s� the boundary layer was fully developed. These mea-
surements, at low freestream velocities, show that the boundary
layer thickness ��0=18 cm� corresponds to that found in a fully
developed boundary layer.

2.2 Pressure Measurements. Kulite pressure transducers
were employed with a nominal sensitivity of 275 mV/bar. The
outputs from the transducers were connected to a multichannel
signal conditioner. Data acquisition of pressure signals is accom-
plished using an analog-to-digital �A/D� board with 12 bit reso-
lution. A gain adjustment was used in order to meet the required
voltage input levels of the A/D board. Data were sampled at 6 kHz
typically for 180,000 samples from each channel. The acquired
pressure signals were low-pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of
3 kHz to avoid aliasing effects. Wall pressure measurements were
made by using three flush-mounted kulite sensors. The sensitive
region of the probes is a small circle 2.5 mm in diameter. One
sensor �PS1� was set on the leading edge at y=−30 mm. The
second sensor �PS2� was positioned at the cavity bottom at x
=80 mm and 130 mm for L /H=0.2 and 0.41, respectively.
The third sensor �PS3� was located on the trailing edge at
y=−30 mm. The locations of sensors are indicated in Fig. 2.

Figure 3 shows two pressure spectra obtained for U0=46 m /s.
This figure confirms that for the two cavity configurations no in-
teresting physical features exist in the present flow at high fre-
quencies. Oscillating modes and their harmonics are detected at
low frequencies. Therefore, f =500 Hz will be the maximum fre-
quency of interest for all pressure analyses.

Fig. 1 Three-dimensional view of the cavity

Fig. 2 Kulite sensor positions

Fig. 3 Pressure spectrum from PS3 „kulite sensor at the lead-
ing edge…
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2.3 Hot-Wire Measurements. Experiments were carried out
using a DANTEC 90C20 constant temperature hot-wire anemom-
etry �CTA� system. The output signal was transferred by an A/D
card connected to a PC. The STREAMLINE software supplied by
DANTEC was used to acquire and store data. A boundary layer
type probe was used for the boundary layer measurements up-
stream from the cavity. Two single wire probes DANTEC 55P15
were used for cross-correlation measurements in the cavity shear
layer. The sensors of both probes consisted of platinum-tungsten
wires. Streamwise time-space correlations between velocity sig-
nals were performed in order to calculate the convection velocity
of structures. These cross-correlation measurements were obtained
using two single hot-wire sensors placed in the shear layer at y
=0 close to the center in the spanwise direction. The space be-
tween the two probes was made using a manually controlled
mechanism with an accuracy of 10 �m. The longitudinal space
between the two hot-wires was then fixed to 8 mm �see Sec. 3.2�.
A small shift �about 1 mm� of the two hot-wire probes was per-
formed in the spanwise direction in order to avoid a streamwise
wake interaction between probes. The relative turbulent level
�RTL� was measured along the shear layer for each freestream
velocity. In all cases, RTL is below 15% rendering the adopted
cross-correlation technique feasible. A traversing system was used
to move the probes in the streamwise direction. A traverse grid
was defined for each cavity configuration. For each freestream
velocity, data are acquired along the shear layer. The signals from
the CTA were filtered and amplified to give signals that covered
most of the �10 V range of the A/D converter.

3 Results

3.1 Incident Turbulent Boundary Layer. Single hot-wire
measurements were taken 20 mm upstream from the cavity lead-
ing edge in order to lay down the characteristics of the incident
boundary layer. Figures 4 and 5, respectively, show the mean
streamwise velocity profiles and its root-mean-square turbulent
level for U0=2 m /s. These figures illustrate the turbulent and
fully developed aspect of the incident boundary layer. The low
subsonic velocity �2 m/s� allows measurements in the viscous
layer and gives accurate estimation of the skin friction velocity
�u	�. In Fig. 4, u+ and y+ are normalized using u	. The log-law fits
the data well for 30�y+�300. Turbulent boundary layer param-
eters are deduced from the velocity profile. At U0=2 m /s the
boundary layer upstream of the cavity had a shape factor H
=�1 /�0=1.32 where �1=22.5 mm �displacement thickness� and
�0=17 mm �momentum thickness�. The Reynolds number is
Re�0

=2267.

3.2 Structure Advection Along the Shear Layer. Structures
or instability waves present in the cavity shear layer are convected
from the leading to the trailing edge of the cavity with a charac-
teristic convection velocity uc. To predict the oscillating modes of
the cavity shear layer, Rossiter �1� proposed the equation

St =
fL

U
=

n − 


M +
1

�

�1�

where n is the cavity mode order, � is the ratio of the convection
velocity of structure over the freestream velocity, and 
 the lag
time between the impact of a structure on the cavity downstream
corner and the emission of an acoustic wave. This last parameter
was always taken as an empirical value and was adjusted to fit
experimental data �as done by Rossiter �1��. At moderate Mach
number there is an acoustic time delay 
=0.25 �15�.

The ratio �=uc /U0 of the Rossiter formula �1� was often con-
sidered by authors as empirical and taken as a constant value ��
=0.57� along the shear layer �16,17�.

This part of our study deals with the experimental measurement
of the convection velocity of structures at different positions along
the cavity shear layer. The convection velocity was obtained from
velocity cross-correlations using two single hot-wire sensors.

The two single hot-wire sensor positions were along the con-
stant y=0 line of the shear layer. This y position was chosen
considering that in shear-layer mode, the vortical structures travel
in the streamwise direction along the cavity shear layer and are
detected by the first then the second hot-wire sensor. Although the
trajectory of the vortical structures could be influenced by the
acoustic waves, Gloerfelt et al. �18� asserted that well-aligned
vortices are present in the cavity shear layer with a slight growth
of vortices when approaching the downstream corner of the cav-
ity. Moreover, Rowley et al. �15� noted that the interaction of the
flow inside the cavity with the shear layer is relatively weak.
Preliminary measurements were made with different distances �e�
between the two hot-wires. Similar distributions �not shown in
this paper� of the convection velocity were obtained for e
=4 mm, 6 mm, 8 mm, and 11 mm. This allowed us to choose a
fixed space �e=8 mm� for all measurements of the convection
velocity along the shear layer for both cavity configurations.

Figure 6 shows three cross-corrrelation plots obtained for three
different distances �e=4 mm, 6 mm, and 8 mm� between hot-wire
probes. These plots have particular peaks at relatively high ampli-
tudes. This reflects a high interdependency between information
obtained from the two single hot-wires. Peaks occur with a time

Fig. 4 Mean streamwise velocity profile upstream of the cavity
Fig. 5 Streamwise root-mean-square profile upstream of the
cavity
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delay T+, which represents the time for structures to travel from
the first to the second hot-wire in the streamwise direction.

Figures 7 and 8 show the distribution of the convection veloc-
ity, normalized by the freestream velocity, plotted against x /L
with x being the longitudinal position of the structures along the
mixing layer. These figures show a constant coherent structure
acceleration in the upstream part of the shear layer with a more
pronounced acceleration for higher freestream velocities. In the
relaxation region, the convection velocity uc remains almost con-
stant. In the downstream part of the shear layer, the structures
decelerate and the convection velocity decreases.

More physical interpretation could be obtained from measure-
ments of the spreading rate along the shear layer. Indeed, the
spreading rate of the shear layer given by the derivation of the
momentum thickness in the longitudinal direction is often used to
characterize the shear-layer growth. Most researchers found a
spreading rate that increases linearly �5,7,19�. Rowley et al. �15�
used the vorticity thickness as a measure of the shear-layer thick-
ness. Their data also indicate approximately linear growth of the

spreading rate. In our study, the choice of different regions is only
based on the behavior of the convection velocity of the structures.

The acceleration of the structures in the shear layer could be
related to the “collective interaction mechanism” described by Ho
and Huang �20�. At the upstream corner of the cavity, the vorticity
must be thin with the presence of small and highly concentrated
vortices that emanate from this location. In one part of a period of
the wavy shear layer the vortices are drawn together, developing a
stronger induced field that causes their rotation around each other
and their coalescence into a large vortex �21�. This large vortical
structure will have a constant convection speed �region 3 in Figs.
7 and 8� before its deceleration when approaching the downstream
corner of the cavity.

Figures 7 and 8 show a quite different behavior with respect to
shear-layer oscillations. Indeed, in the upstream part of the shear
layer and for L /H=0.2, structure acceleration is lower in the
nonoscillating case. This could be explained by the fact that the
energy level increases with high velocities.

Fig. 6 Velocity cross-correlation obtained from two single hot-wires placed
in the cavity shear layer

Fig. 7 Convection velocity distribution along the cavity shear layer „L /H
=0.2…
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The convection time scale �Tc� taken by structures to cross the
cavity length was calculated by integrating the convection veloc-
ity along the shear layer as shown in Eq. �2�. uc values corre-
sponding to x /L=0 and x /L=1 were estimated by extrapolation of
plots.

Tc =�
0

L
dx

uc�x�
�2�

Therefore, a mean convection velocity was obtained as the ratio
of the cavity length over the time �Tc�.

The semi-empirical parameter �=uc /U0 was thus obtained for
different freestream velocities. The results are shown in Fig. 9. It
should be stressed that for different freestream velocities, the mea-
sured � is lower than that proposed by Rossiter �1� ��=0.57�.

The convection velocity obtained for each freestream velocity
was used with the Rossiter formula �1� for both 
=0 and 

=0.25. This was applied to modes 1 and 2 of cavity oscillations.

Accurate determination of peak frequencies from spectrum analy-
sis allowed comparison between our experimental results and
those obtained from two analytical models. The results are shown
in Figs. 10 and 11. These plots show that the results obtained from
Rossiter formula �1� with 
=0 are in good agreement with our
data. Indeed, this value of 
=0 adequately predicts the modes of
the cavity oscillation in both cavity configurations of the present
study. While for 
=0.25, plots depart from our experimental find-
ings. Rossiter �1� suggested that 
 decreases with L /H. Moreover,
Larchevêque et al. �13� proposed that the extension of the Rossiter
model �1� to the deep cavity accurately predicts the peak fre-
quency when 
 is adjusted. From their measurements, these au-
thors found that agreement is achieved for 
=0.038. The main
difference between the two studies is the Mach number value,
which was 0.8 while in the present study it is less than 0.17.
Chatellier �22� suggested that for low Mach numbers, the feed-
back due to the interaction of the shear layer with the impinge-
ment corner is instantaneous. He considered that the related pa-

Fig. 8 Convection velocity distribution along the cavity shear layer „L /H
=0.41…

Fig. 9 Mean convection velocity of structures in the cavity shear layer
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rameter �
� should be negligible. This hypothesis leads to a
correct application of the Rossiter formula �1� on his results when
adjusting �.

The correct prediction of oscillation frequencies by the Rossiter
formula �1� confirms the existence of a feedback process leading
to global instability.

Recently, Nørstrud and Øye �23� proposed a modified Rossiter
formula �1� �Eq. �3�� for low Mach numbers by applying the
Prandtl–Glauert similarity rule for two-dimensional subsonic
flows. Our results are compared with this prediction of shear-layer
oscillations �Figs. 10 and 11�.

StL,M�0.453 = 0.508�1 − M2�1/2�m − 
�; m = 1,2,3 �3�

Figures 10 and 11 show that the Rossiter formula �1� is more
appropriate for prediction of both the first and the second oscillat-
ing modes of the cavity shear layer. Despite the fact that the first
mode could be well predicted by the formula proposed by Nør-
strud and Øye �23�, experimental results of the second mode de-
viate from those given by this formula.

3.3 Aero-Acoustic Couplings of Deep Cavity Flow. The
purpose of the measurements presented in this section was to

Fig. 10 Oscillating frequencies for L /H=0.2

Fig. 11 Oscillating frequencies for L /H=0.41
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characterize the flow-acoustic coupling for the two cavity configu-
rations of the present study. The pressure signals are obtained
from PS3 located at the trailing wall of the cavity �Fig. 2�.

Standard 2D representations of pressure spectra are illustrated
in Figs. 12 and 13. These 2D plots are useful for a better under-
standing of the energy content of different modes and their har-
monics. Each spectrum has a sharp spectral peak corresponding to
a shear-layer oscillation frequency. The most energetic peak cor-
responds to the first Rossiter mode for L /H=0.2 and the second
Rossiter mode for L /H=0.41. The low energetic peaks in Fig. 12
should be the harmonics of the first oscillating mode.

By increasing the incoming velocity sequentially �U0=1.9n−1;
n is an integer covering the range 1–30�, a total of 30 spectra were
acquired. An interpolation of the pressure spectra was used to
build spectrograms that show the pressure amplitude on the plane
view of freestream velocity versus frequency.

Figures 14 and 15 represent spectrograms for L /H=0.2 and
L /H=0.41, respectively. It is seen that the pressure sound pressure
level �SPL� presents a broadband of increased intensity at low
frequencies. This could be explained by reflections of the acoustic
waves of the longitudinal modes at the contraction and the rotat-
ing propeller of the wind tunnel. As suggested by Bergmann et al.
�24�, the contraction area and the rotating propeller cannot be seen
as a solid wall. Therefore, the spectrum does not show one dis-
crete peak but a rather broadband of increased intensity at the
frequencies corresponding to the reflection lengths.

For each U0, the oscillation is always associated with the pres-
ence of a distinct fundamental frequency in the spectrogram. The
fundamental frequency was identified as the one that has the high-
est peak in the power spectrum.

Figures 14 and 15 show that for small freestream velocity U0
�U0 min, oscillations are not present in the cavity shear layer. A
self-sustained oscillation appears when U0 reaches U0 min.

The flow tones produced inside the cavity are due to a flow-
acoustic coupling when the instabilities of the shear layer excite
acoustic proper modes of the cavity. When the frequencies of
hydrodynamic and acoustic phenomena coincide, the excited fre-
quency crosses the acoustic mode and the amplitude of the pres-
sure fluctuations reaches a local maximum.

The cavity depth mode is represented by a quarter wave that
forms a standing wave along the cavity with its pressure node at

Fig. 13 Pressure spectra for L /H=0.41

Fig. 12 Pressure spectra for L /H=0.2

Fig. 14 Spectrogram for L /H=0.2
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the open end and a pressure antinode at the dead end. These
acoustic resonance modes have been computed for the two cavity
configurations �L /H=0.2 and 0.41�, using the numerical method
described by Koch �25� and Duan et al. �26�. This method allows
computation of Neumann modes, which are the only one present
in cavity wind-tunnel tests �1,19�, with the cavity located only on
one side of the duct. The real and imaginary parts of the dimen-
sionless frequency K=h /c0 are obtained from the computations;
with K /2� being the Helmholtz number and h the reference
length, which in our case is double the channel height �h=4 m�.
The real part of the nondimensional frequency, Re�K /2��, corre-
sponds to the resonant frequency and the imaginary part,
Im�K /2��, is a measure for the radiation loss. The cut-on frequen-
cies of the duct are also given by the computations. Relevant
acoustic resonances, which correspond to flow-acoustic couplings,
are mentioned in Table 1.

The depth mode frequencies could be obtained via East’s em-
pirical formula �12�

f = �1

4
+

n

2
� c0

H

1

1 + 0.65� L

H
�0.75 �4�

where c0=340 m /s is the sound speed inside the cavity. The depth
mode �n=0� frequencies of our cavities are about 137 Hz �when
L /H=0.2� and 123 Hz �when L /H=0.41�. These results are close
to those obtained from the resonance computations �Table 1�.

Tam �27� computed the acoustic mode frequencies of a two-
dimensional cavity. For U0=40 m /s, depth mode frequencies ob-
tained from Tam’s model �27� for L /H=0.2 and 0.41 are, respec-
tively, 156 Hz and 260 Hz. These values do not correspond to any
flow-acoustic coupling on the spectrograms. Tam �27� studied
cavities in a free space. In our case, the cavity is confined in the

wind tunnel with acoustically reflecting walls and the cavity can
no longer radiate freely in all directions. This could explain the
difference between our results and Tam’s �27� computational
resonances.

Oshkai et al. �28� studied acoustic resonance for shallow cavi-
ties. They found that no single model provides a universal fit for
all modes of their data and that each of the multiple hydrodynamic
modes may be distorted somewhat due to the necessity of lining
up with the acoustic resonant modes of the pipe-cavity system.

Figure 14 shows that around f =139.7 Hz, the amplitude of the
SPL becomes significantly high and a cavity tone occurs accord-
ingly. This is related to the excitation of the first depth mode �f
=139.7 Hz� by the hydrodynamic oscillating mode of the shear
layer. Moreover, a lock-in should exist between the oscillating
mode and the second duct cut-on frequency close to f =170 Hz.
Around this frequency and for a large interval of freestream ve-
locity �44 m /s�U0�56 m /s�, very high amplitudes are
discernible.

The second depth modes listed above �Table 1� are highly
damped and therefore would not show up in the spectrograms, but
the first are weakly damped and seem to be the dominating fre-
quencies in Figs. 14 and 15.

Mode 1 �n=1 in the Rossiter formula �1�� of oscillation ob-
served on the spectrogram for L /H=0.2 is formed by a succession
of two stages �stages I and II� with abrupt jump associated. This
jump concerns not only the fundamental frequency but also its
harmonic. The frequency jump occurs at U0=44 m /s for L /H
=0.2. When decreasing the freestream velocity, the jump will oc-
cur at the same location. This indicates the absence of hysteresis
when the velocity is first increased and then decreased. Rockwell
and Knisely �3� showed similar frequency jump with the variation
in the freestream velocity. However, these authors noted that the
velocity at which the frequency jump occurs was different be-
tween the data acquired with increasing and decreasing the
freestream velocity. This indicates the occurrence of strong hys-
teresis in their case.

The role of the frequency jumps is to allow the oscillation of
the flow to remain locked-in with an acoustic mode over a wide
range of flow velocity �29�. A similar frequency jump is discern-
ible for L /H=0.41 at U0=41 m /s and also concerns the lock-in

Fig. 15 Spectrogram for L /H=0.41

Table 1 Neumann cavity resonances

L /H=0.2 L /H=0.41

First depth mode frequency �Hz� 139.7 132.5
Second depth mode frequency �Hz� 456 469
Second duct cut-on frequency �Hz� 170 170
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between the second Rossiter mode and the second duct cut-off
frequency �around f =170 Hz�.

For L /H=0.2, the amplitude evolution of the sound pressure
level �Fig. 14� with the freestream velocity shows that the first
hydrodynamic mode �mode 1� is dominant for all of Mach num-
bers where a cavity oscillation occurs. This could confirm that the
low energetic peaks are the harmonics of the first mode and not a
second Rossiter mode. These harmonics are related to the nonlin-
ear behavior of instabilities �30�. The highly energetic peaks ob-
served for L /H=0.41 illustrate the existence of modes 1 and 2 in
this configuration. This result confirms that greater cavity length
leads to higher hydrodynamic mode order.

For L /H=0.2, the freestream velocity when oscillations start is
approximately 35 m/s �Fig. 14� while it is around 31 m/s for
L /H=0.41 �Fig. 15�.

Schachenmann and Rockwell �29� defined a minimum normal-
ized cavity length �L /�0� value from which cavity flow tones ap-
pear. In the present study, both cavity configurations have the
same depth and width. Therefore, for greater cavity length �L
=213 mm�, one could expect shear-layer oscillations and cavity
flow tones to occur at lower freestream velocity.

For the case of purely hydrodynamic oscillations in the absence
of acoustic resonance, the onset of a detectable instability in the
cavity shear layer occurred at a minimum L /�0 value of 50 fol-
lowing the investigation of Knisely and Rockwell �8�. Gharib and
Roshko �5� required L /�0=80 as the lower limit below which the
cavity oscillations were completely suppressed. In the present
study, oscillations start at L /�0�10 and L /�0�21 for L /H=0.2
and L /H=0.41, respectively. These L /�0 values are lower than
those predicted by Knisely and Rockwell �8� and Gharib and
Roshko �5�. The strong aero-acoustic coupling could explain this
large difference. This hypothesis is confirmed by the presence of
flow tones.

All these observations indicate that the geometry of both the
cavity and the test section, both the laminar or turbulent features
of the incoming boundary layer, and the acoustic modes of the
cavity model are predominant factors of aero-acoustic coupling
presence.

3.4 Maximum Spectra Pressure Level on the Cavity Walls.
Comparison between the maximum pressure fluctuation levels of
different cavity walls is shown in Figs. 16 and 17. It should be
stressed that the measured wall pressure fluctuating signals con-
tain both the hydrodynamic and the acoustic pressure contribu-
tions, which cannot be separated �31�.

The maximum spectra pressure level �SPL� is obtained from the
analysis of the whole data for each location. For L /H=0.2 �Fig.
16�, this maximum is higher at the cavity bottom than at the
downstream corner of the cavity. This could be related to the

influence of the acoustic depth mode and its interaction with the
hydrodynamic mode, which leads to a more significant resonance.
For L /H=0.41 configuration, the resonance due to amplification
of acoustic mode by the shear-layer oscillation is less important
than that of the L /H=0.2 configuration.

For the two cavities, maximum SPL is greater at the position
near the top of the forward-facing step �PS2 location� than that at
the leading edge �PS1�. This observation could be explained by
the impingement of the structures of the shear layer near the PS2
location and then the increase in the overall fluctuating pressure
level. Therefore, the trailing edge is more effective in emitting
noise than the leading edge. Camussi et al. �11� found a similar
behavior of the pressure fluctuations and SPL distribution with
shallow cavities. The influence of the freestream velocity can be
observed on all the maximum SPL plots of both configurations. It
can be seen that for all measurement locations, the maximum SPL
increases with the freestream velocity. A slight increase in the
maximum SPL is observed at the transition from nonoscillating to
oscillating modes.

4 Conclusion
Experimental characterization of the inside pressure fluctua-

tions at low Mach numbers has been conducted in two deep cavity
models. Measurement of the convection velocity of structures,
along the cavity shear layer, has been performed using hot-wire
cross-correlation. The main conclusions could be summarized as
follows.

�a� Instabilities in the shear layer are convected from the
leading edge to the trailing edge of the cavity with a
nonconstant convection speed �uc�. This convection ve-
locity depends on both the position of structures along
the shear layer and the freestream velocity. The behavior
of uc is quite different insofar as the cavity shear layer
oscillates or not.

�b� Rossiter formula �1� correctly predicts the hydrodynamic
modes of deep cavities with a convection velocity ob-
tained from velocity cross-correlations and with 
=0 �the
modes are pure harmonics�. This implies that the genera-
tion of acoustic feedback at the downstream corner is
instantaneous for low Mach numbers.

�c� The first Rossiter mode exists for L /H=0.2 and both the
first and the second modes are present for L /H=0.41.
The pressure amplitudes show a stronger lock-in between
hydrodynamic and acoustic resonances for L /H=0.2 than
L /H=0.41. This leads to a more significant maximum
SPL in the first configuration.

�d� With an aspect ratio of L /H=0.2, oscillations of the shear
layer excite acoustic modes of the cavity, leading to a

Fig. 16 Maximum pressure level distribution for L /H=0.2 Fig. 17 Maximum pressure level distribution for L /H=0.41
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generation of flow tones. This aero-acoustic coupling is
less obvious for L /H=0.41. Moreover, as flow velocity is
increased, upward jumps in oscillation frequency are ob-
served in the two cavity configurations.

�e� The maximum SPL distributions at different locations on
cavity walls highlighted that the SPL maximum magni-
tude is reached at the cavity bottom and reveals a strong
excitation of the depth mode by the shear-layer oscilla-
tion at this location.

�f� For L /H=0.2, shear-layer oscillations begin at L /�0
�10, which is much lower than values found in previous
studies. This difference is attributed to both the charac-
teristics of the incident boundary layer as well as the
acoustic depth mode of the cavity.
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Nomenclature
L � cavity length �104 mm and 213 mm�
H � cavity depth �520 mm�
W � cavity width �2000 mm�

U0 � freestream velocity
H � shape factor of the incident boundary layer
�0 � thickness of the incoming turbulent boundary

layer
�0 � momentum thickness of the boundary layer

just upstream from the cavity
� � kinematic viscosity of the fluid

uc � convection velocity of structure along the shear
layer

St � Strouhal number
c0 � sound speed=340 m /s
M � Mach number=U0 /c0

 � lag time between the impact of a structure on

the cavity downstream corner and the emission
of an acoustic wave

T+ � time for structures to travel from the first to
the second hot-wire
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Dynamic Analysis of a Slender
Body of Revolution Berthing to a
Wall
A slender body of revolution berthing to a wall is studied by extending the classical
slender body theory. This topic is of practical importance for a ship berthing to a quay
wall. The flow problem is solved analytically using the method of matched asymptotic
expansions. The lateral force and yaw moment on the body are obtained in a closed form
too. The translation and yawing of the body are modeled using the second Newton law
and coupled with the flow induced. Numerical analyses are performed for the dynamic
lateral translation and yawing of a slender spheroid, while its horizontal translation
parallel to the wall is prescribed at zero speed, constant speed, and time varying speed,
respectively. The analysis reveals the interesting dynamic features of the translation and
yawing of the body in terms of the forward speed and starting angle of yaw of the body.
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Keywords: ship berthing, slender body theory, matched asymptotic expansions, confor-
mal mapping, dynamic motion, potential flow theory

1 Introduction
A ship berthing to a quay wall is an interesting phenomenon.

When a steady ship is pushed by tugboats toward a quay wall, the
ship experiences a large repellence due to the wall. In contrast,
when a ship berths to a wall with a forward velocity parallel to the
wall, the ship experiences a large attraction due to the wall and
accelerates toward the wall. Even in a well-executed berthing, a
large ship possesses enormous kinetic energy that can seriously
damage the berthing structure as well as the ship itself �1�.

The empirical formulas based on the added mass approxima-
tions are widely used for a rough estimation of the kinematic
energy of a berthing ship, but this approach is invalid when the
ship is near the quay wall �2�. Tuck and Newman �3�, Yeung and
co-workers �4,5� and Cohen and Beck �1� analyzed a slender body
moving at a constant speed near a wall using the slender body
theory, assuming that the clearance between the body and wall is
comparable to the body length. Tuck and Newman �3� studied the
close interaction of two ships using the gap flow model by assum-
ing that the clearance between them is small compared with ship
drafts. This is similar to a wing in extreme effect �6�. Chen and
Liu �7� simulated the transient flow of a ship approaching a wall at
constant speed based on the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
equations, for the case where the clearance is not small.

This paper deals with the dynamic motion of the body at the
last stage of berthing when the clearance between the ship and
wall is small. This work is based on the potential flow theory,
since it provides a good approximation for high Reynolds number
flows. We assume that the Froude number is small and the free
surface can be treated as “rigid,” since a ship usually moves
slowly as it is berthing �4,5�. A ship berthing to a quay wall can
thus be approximated by a slender body, consisting of the wet
surface of the ship and its image to the water surface, berthing to
a wall. Other applications of this topic includes a submarine mov-
ing close to the seabed, a missile skimming over the sea surface,
and high-speed trains moving in very close proximity to the
ground.

Owing to the difficult mathematical treatment for arbitrary
shaped bodies, we only consider a slender body of revolution.
First, the analytical flow solution is obtained for the body in un-
steady translation and yawing near a wall, by extending the work
for the steady translation of the body parallel to a wall by Wang
�8�. The formulas for the lateral force and yawing moment acting
on the body are then obtained using the control volume approach.
The translation and yawing of the body are further modeled using
the second Newton law and coupled with the flow induced. Last,
numerical analyses are performed for a slender spheroid pushed to
a wall by a constant force and the dynamic lateral motion and yaw
of the body with prescribed horizontal velocities near a wall.

2 Mathematical Modeling
Consider the dynamic motion of a slender body of revolution

near a flat wall of infinite extent, as shown in Fig. 1. A Cartesian
coordinate system O-xyz fixed to the body is defined, with its
origin located at the gravity center of the body, the x-axis being
opposite to the horizontal moving direction of the body, the y-axis
is along the contrary direction of the gravity, and the O-zx plane at
the plane of symmetry. Denote the body length as L, horizontal
velocity component as U�t�, angle of yaw as ���t�, and lateral
distance of the body center to the wall as h0�t�. The body surface
can be expressed as

r = �y2 + �z + ��x�2 = a�x�, − L/2 � x � L/2 �1�

where r=a�x� is the radius of the cross section of the body, which
is a smooth function required to vanish at the nose and to vary
slowly along the body.

We assume that the radius and the angle of yaw of the body,
and the clearance beneath the body are the same order small quan-
tities, as compared with its length.

a�x�, h0, ���t� = O��� �2a�
or

�a�x�,h0�t�,���t�� = ��A�x�,H0�t�,��t�� �2b�

with A�x�, H0�t�, and ��t�=O�1�, where � is chosen as the ratio of
the maximum radius of the body to the length of the body.

We further assume that the fluid is inviscid and incompressible,
and the flow is irrotational. A disturbance velocity potential
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��x ,y ,z , t� thus exists in the fluid domain, bounded by the body
and wall, and satisfies the Laplace equation in the fluid domain, as
follows:

�xx + �yy + �zz = 0 �3a�

subjected to the following boundary conditions. � vanishes at in-
finity and satisfies the impermeable boundary conditions on the
wall and body surface:

�z = 0, on z = − h0 �3b�

− �n = Uax + wc sin � + O���� as r = a�x� + O��2� �3c�

where

wc = h0t − x�t
� − U�� �4a�

r = �y2 + �z + ��x�2, � = arctan� z + ��x

y
� �4b�

and n in Eq. �3c� is the unit outward normal vector of the fluid
domain on the body surface.

The above assumptions appear reasonable for flow problems of
large ships in berthing, with the high Reynolds numbers �8,9�. In
addition, we assume that the Froude number in the problem is
small, since a ship usually moves slowly as it is berthing. As the
Froude number Fr=U /�gL→0, where g is the gravitational ac-
celeration, the dynamic condition on the free surface becomes z
=0 �cf. Appendix�. Consequently the free surface can be approxi-
mately as rigid �4,5�. A ship berthing to a quay wall can thus be
approximated by a slender body, consisting of the wet surface of
the ship and its image to the water surface, berthing to a wall.

3 Analytical Flow Solution
We first consider the flow in the outer region far away from the

body, where x ,y ,z=O�1�. In the outer region, the flow disturbance
can be regarded as the repulsion of the fluid due to the body and
its reflected image to the wall z=0. Both of them shrink to the line
segment of �x��L /2 and y=z=0, as observed from the outer re-
gion. The velocity potential in outer region �o can thus be ex-
pressed by the line source along the segment.

�0�x,y,z,t� = �2	
−L/2

L/2
F���d�

��x − ��2 + y2 + z2
+ o��2� �5�

where 4�F��� is the strength of the line source. F��� can be ob-
tained, as follows, using the Van Dyke matching principle �10�:

F�x� = U�t�A�x�Ax�x� �6�

We next consider the flow in the inner region, where x=O�1�, and
y, z=O���. Introduce the inner variables

x = x, Y = y/�, Z = �z + ��x�/� �7�

The inner limit of the outer expansion ��o�i can be obtained from
Eq. �5�.

��o�i = �2G�x� − �2F�x�ln�Y2 + Z2� + o��2�
�8�

G�x� =	
−L/2

L/2

F����ln�2� − 2x�d�

The inner expansion of the velocity potential �i can be conjec-
tured from the inner limit of the outer expansion of Eq. �7� as
follows:

�i = �2G�x� − 2�2 ln �F�x� + �2��x,Y,Z,t� + o��2� �9�

where ��x ,Y ,Z , t� satisfies the Neumann boundary value problem
of the two-dimensional Laplace equation in the cross-flow plane.

�YY + �ZZ = 0 �10a�

− �n = Ax�x�U�t� + Wc�t�sin � on �Y2 + Z2 = A�x�
�10b�

�Z = 0 on Z = − H�x,t� �10c�
where

Wc = H0t�t� − �U�t� − �t�t�x �11a�

H�x,t� = H0�t� − ��t�x �11b�

It can be noticed from Eq. �10� that � can be regarded as the 2D
velocity potential induced by the double circular cylinders at the
radius of A�x�, expanding �contracting� at the velocity of
U�t�Ax�x�, departing from �approaching� each other at the velocity
of Wc�t�, in a symmetrical manner.

To solve the boundary value problem of Eq. �10�, we introduce
a linear fractional conformal mapping between the cross-flow
plane of Q=Y + iZ and the mapped plane of 	=
ei�.

Q = iC
	 + C

	 − C
− iC coth � with C = �H2 − A2

�12�
� = arcsinh�C/A�

It maps the domain outside two circles C1, �Q�=A, and C2, �Q
−2H i�=A, in the cross-flow plane Q, to the domain between two
concentric circles B1, ��=
1, and B2, ��=
2, in the mapped plane
	, as sketched in Fig. 2. 
1 and 
2 are


1 = Ce�, 
2 = Ce−� �13�

The conformal mapping also transforms the line C0 ,Z=−H, in the
cross-flow plane Q, to the circle B0, �	�=C, in the mapped plane .

To simplify problem �10�, we then introduce

x

y
z

U(t)

o

α(t)

H0(t)

Fig. 1 A slender body of revolution at an angle of yaw in a
dynamic motion near a wall

Fig. 2 The conformal mapping of „a… the domain outside two
circles C1 and C2 in the cross-flow plane Q=Y+ iZ to „b… the
domain between two concentric circles B1 and B2 in the plane
ς=�ei�
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� = F ln 
 − 2F ln�	 − C� + � �14�

The boundary problem of � is

��� + ��� = 0 �15a�

��

�

= Wc


n=1

�

n
cos�n��
e�n+1�� on B1 �15b�

��

�

= Wc


n=1

�

n
cos�n��
e�n−1�� on B2 �15c�

We further assume that the solution of Eq. �15� takes the form of
�=
n=1

� �an
n+bn
−n�cos�n��. Determining its coefficients with
Eqs. �15b� and �15c�, and substituting it into Eq. �14�, we obtain

� = F ln� 



2 − 2
 cos � + C2�
− CWc


n=1

�
cos�n��
sinh�n���� 



1
�n

+ �
2



�n� �16�

The series in Eq. �16� converges absolutely in the whole cross-
flow domain, corresponding to 
2�
�C and 0���2�. More
details of the solution �16� are referenced �11�.

4 Dynamic Analysis
The hydrodynamic force f and moment m0 acting on a body

moving in an irrotational flow can be expressed as follows, by
using the control volume approach �12�:

f


 f
= −

d

dt	
Sb

�ndS −	
Sc

��n � � − n
1

2
� � · ���dS �17a�

m0


 f
= −

d

dt	
Sb

��R0 � n�dS −	
Sc

R0��n � � − n
1

2
� � · ���dS

�17b�

where Sb is the body surface, Sc is a fixed control surface exterior
to Sb, and n is the unit outward normal vector of the control
volume on the control surfaces. d /dt is the material time deriva-
tive, m0 is the moment to the initial body center at t=0, and R0 is
the vector of a point on the control surfaces from the initial body
center.

Sc is chosen consisting of the fixed ground Sg and the upper half
of a large spherical surface S� in the far field, cut by each other, as
shown in Fig. 3. The asymptotic behaviors of � in the far field can
be estimated from Eqs. �5� and �6�.

� → O��2

r2 �, ���� → O��2

r3 �
�18�

�n → O��2

r3 � as r = �x2 + y2 + z2 → �

Since the surface area of S� is proportional to r2, the contribution
to the second integrals in Eqs. �17a� and �17� from S� will vanish
as r tends to infinity. Noticing further that �n=0 on the ground Sg,
we obtain

f


 f
= −

d

dt	
Sb

�ndS −
k

2	
Sg

�� · ��dS �19�

where k is the unit vector along the z-axis.
Using the slenderness assumption and inner expansion of Eq.

�9�, the vertical force fz can be given as follows from Eq. �19�:

fz


 f�
3 =	

−L/2

L/2

�J1t�x,t� − J2�x,t��dx + O��� �20�

where J1�x , t� and J2�x , t� as follows:

J1�x,t� =�
C1

� sin �dl �21a�

J2�x,t� =
1

2�
Cg

��Y
2 + �Z

2�dl �21b�

In a similar way, using the slenderness assumption, Eq. �17b�
can be simplified as

m0


 f�
3 = − Utj	

−L/2

L/2

�J2 − J1t�dx + j	
−L/2

L/2

���U + Utt�J1 − xJ1t

+ xJ2��dx + O��� �22�

Considering that the body moves at the velocity −Ui, the yawing
moment my to the y-axis can be given as

my


 f�
3 =	

−L/2

L/2

��U + Utt�J1�x,t� − xJ1t�x,t� + xJ2�x,t��dx + O���

�23�

J1�x , t� and J2�x , t� of Eq. �21� can be integrated analytically with
the following results:

J1 = 2�F�H − C� − 4�C2Wc

n=1

�

�n coth�n��e−2n�� �24a�

J2 =
�

C
�F2 − 2AFWce

−� + 2C2Wc
2


n=1

�

cn�cn − cn+1��
cn =

2ne−2n�

1 − e−2n� �24b�

Similar integrations are calculated in Ref. �8�. J1t needed in Eqs.
�20� and �23� can be obtained from Eq. �24a�, as follows:

J1t�x,t� = 2��Ft�H − C� + F�Ht − Ct�� − 4�C

n=1

�

�n��2CtWc + CWct

− 2nCWc�t�coth�n�� − nCWc�t csch2�n���e−2n� �25�

Ct, Wct, and �t needed in Eq. �25� can be obtained from Eqs. �12�
and �13�

Sb

S∞

Sg

Ground

Moving body

Fig. 3 The control volume, for a slender body moving near a
wall, surrounded by the body surface Sb, the wall Sw, and the
upper half of a large sphere surface SÊ in far field
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Ct =
HHt

C
, Wct = H0tt − �tU − �Ut − x�tt, �t =

Ct

A · cosh �

�26�
The three series in Eqs. �24� and �25� are convergent absolutely.

The body is assumed in a prescribed horizontal translation, par-
allel to the wall, and its dynamic lateral translation and dynamic
yawing are governed by Newton’s second law

mh0tt = fz + fg, Iyy�tt
� = my �27�

where fg is the z-component of the gravity force acting on the
body, and m and Iyy are the mass of the body and initial moment
of the body to the y-axis, respectively.

5 Numerical Analysis
The dynamic motion of a slender body of revolution near a

wall, modeled in Sec. 3, is calculated using MATLAB. The three
series in Eqs. �24� and �25� converge rapidly, since their terms
decay exponentially. The three series are summed at a very high
accuracy, with the series truncated when the terms are at O�10−8�,
since the CPU time needed is minimal. The integrations of the
lateral force of Eq. �20� and yawing moment of Eq. �23� are per-
formed using the recursive adaptive Simpson quadrature. The time
integrations of Eq. �27� are performed using the Euler–Cauchy
method.

The calculations are performed for a slender spheroid, with the
results shown in dimensionless lateral force Fz, yawing moment
My, and time T.

Fz =
fz


Vref
2 L2�3 , My =

my


Vref
2 L3�3 , T =

Vreft

L
�28�

The reference velocity Vref is chosen as

Vref = U�0� as U�0� � 0 and Vref = �gL as U�0� = 0

�29�

The simulations start as the lateral distance of the body center to
the wall H0=3.0, since the wall effects are small when the body is
farther away from the wall.

We first consider the case where a slender spheroid falls down
to a wall, under the gravity, buoyancy, and hydrodynamic loads.
The body density 
s is assumed to be constant and is chosen at

s /
 f =1.05. This problem is equivalent to the body being pushed
toward the wall by a force at the magnitude of �
s−
 f� ·g ·Vol,
where Vol is the volume of the body, like a ship pushed by tug-
boats to a quay wall.

Figures 4�a� and 4�b� show the time histories of the height of
the body center to the wall H0 and the lateral force Fz on the body,
as the starting inclined angle at �0=0.0 �dashed line� and �0
=1.0 �solid line�. We also depict H0 for the body in a free fall
without the hydrodynamic load �dotted line�, for comparison. One

Fig. 4 A slender spheroid falls to a wall at �s /�f=1.05. „a… The lateral distance of the body center to the wall H0, „b… the
lateral force Fz, „c… the angle of yaw �, and „d… the yawing moment My versus time.
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can see that the falling body is repelled by the wall. The repulsion
is prominent and increases rapidly with time at the end of the fall
�Fig. 4�b��. Compared with the free fall, the body is slowed down
apparently, and its moment of impact to the wall is reduced by
about 29% by the hydrodynamic load. Unlike a body moving in
an unbounded inviscid fluid where the added mass is a constant,
the added mass in this case increases with time and increases
rapidly at the end of the fall. This is because a stagnation point
occurs at the wall beneath the falling body, and a high-pressure
region is thus formed over there. The body is repelled by the
high-pressure region, when it is close to the wall. Similar phenom-
ena were observed for a sphere falling to a wall by Milne-
Thomson �13�, and a two-dimensional flat plate falling to a wall
by Yih �14�. When the body starts to fall at �0=1.0 �solid line�,
the repulsion is slightly larger than that for �0=0.0 �dashed line�;
H0 versus time is nearly the same as that at �0=0.0, except that
the body impacts the wall earlier.

Figures 4�c� and 4�d� show the time histories of the inclined
angle � of the body and yawing moment My on the body. The
yawing moment is small and in the contrary direction of the in-
clined angle, and its amplitude increases rapidly at the end of the
fall �Fig. 4�d��. This is because the repulsion on the lower half of
the body closer to the wall is larger than that on the upper half.
Here the lower half and upper half of the body are divided along
the middle cross section of the body. The magnitude of the in-
clined angle thus reduces with time �Fig. 4�c��, and the yawing is
stable.

We then consider the dynamic motion of a slender spheroid at a
prescribed constant horizontal velocity. It is assumed that the body
density is constant and is equal to the fluid density. Figures 5�a�
and 5�b� show the time histories of H0 and Fz, as the starting
angles of yaw at �0=−1.0, 0.0, and 1.0. As �0=0 �dashed-dotted
line�, attraction acts on the body, and hence the body accelerates
to the wall. This is because the flow moves faster and the pressure
is lower beneath the body than that above it, due to the constrain-
ing effect of the wall. Shortly before the body impacts the wall,
the attraction first increases rapidly and then decreases rapidly,
reaching its maximum value as the minimum clearance beneath
the body being around 0.2Rm, where Rm is the maximum radius of
the spheroid.

The attraction is larger and the body approaches the wall faster
at �0=1.0 �solid line� than that at �0=0 �dashed-dotted line�. In
contrast, the attraction is smaller and the body approaches the wall
slower at �0=−1.0 �dashed line� than that at �0=0. As interpreted
at the end of Sec. 2, the kinetic effects of the angle of yaw is the
approach of �departure from� the cross section of the body to the
wall as the angle of yaw is positive �negative�. The dynamic effect
of the approach of the body to the wall is thus enhanced at a
positive angle of yaw, and vice versa, at a negative angle of yaw.

Figures 5�c� and 5�d� show the angle of yaw � and yawing
moment My versus time, for this case. At �0=1.0 �solid line�, the
yawing moment is positive and increases with time as the body
accelerates to the wall, and the angle of yaw thus increases with

Fig. 5 Dynamic motion of a slender spheroid at constant horizontal velocity U=1.0. „a… The lateral distance of the body
center to the wall H0, „b… the lateral force Fz, „c… the angle of yaw �, and „d… the yawing moment My versus time.
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time. This is as expected, since the attraction on the rear half of
the body closer to the wall is larger than that on the fore half. In
contrast, the yawing moment is negative and decreases with time
at �0=−1.0 �dashed line�, and hence the angle of yaw decreases
with time. The yawing for this case is thus unstable.

Last, we analyze the dynamic motion of a slender spheroid
at a prescribed horizontal velocity decreasing with time,
U=exp�−dT� and �=0.25. Figures 6�a� and 6�b� show the time
histories of H0 and Fz, at �0=−1.0, 0.0, and 1.0. We also depict
the results for the body at U=1.0 ��=0.0� and �0=0.0 for com-
parison �dotted line�. As �=0.25 and �0=0.0 �dashed-dotted line�,
Fz starts as an attraction, but its magnitude decreases with time,
while the body decelerates horizontally and accelerates to the
wall. The lateral force becomes repulsion, shortly before it im-
pacts the wall. As noticed in the last two cases, the body experi-
ences repulsion when it falls to a wall, whereas it experiences
attraction when it is predominantly in the horizontal translation. In
this case, the attraction effect reduces when the body decelerates
horizontally, and the repulsion effect increases when the body
accelerates toward the wall. The attraction on the body thus re-
duces with time and becomes repulsion shortly before it impacts
the wall.

The dynamic features versus the starting angle of yaw shown in
Fig. 6 are analogous to the last case at a constant horizontal ve-
locity. The attraction is again larger and the body thus falls faster

at �0=1.0 �solid line� than that at �0=0.0 �dash-dot line�. In con-
trast, the attraction is smaller and the body falls slower at �0=
−1.0 �dashed line� than that at �0=0. The varying amplitudes of
Fz and H0 versus �0, in this case, are much larger than that at a
constant horizontal velocity.

Figures 6�c� and 6�d� show the time histories of the angle of
yaw � and yawing moment My for this case. The corresponding
results at a constant horizontal velocity are also depicted in the
figures for comparison. Similar to the case at a constant horizontal
velocity, the yawing moment is positive at �0=1.0, and hence the
angle of yaw increases with time, and vice versa, at �0=−1.0. As
the result, the yawing is unstable for this case too. The magnitude
of the yawing moment decreases with time, when the body decel-
erates horizontally.

6 Summary
The flow past a slender body of revolution berthing to a wall is

obtained analytically by using the method of matched asymptotic
expansions. The lateral force and yawing moment acting on the
body are obtained, in terms of the integrals along the body length.
The translation and yawing of the body are modeled using the
second Newton law and coupled with the flow induced. Numerical
analyses are performed for the dynamic lateral translation perpen-
dicular to the wall and yawing of a slender spheroid, while its

Fig. 6 Dynamic motion of a slender spheroid at the horizontal velocity of U=exp„-�T… and �=0.25, compared with that at
constant horizontal velocity U=1.0 „�=0.0…. „a… The lateral distance of the body center to the wall H0, „b… the lateral force Fz,
„c… the angle of yaw �, and „d… the yawing moment My versus time.
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horizontal translation parallel to the wall is prescribed at zero
speed, constant speed, and time varying speed, respectively. The
following dynamic features are observed.

When a steady slender spheroid is pushed by an external force
or falls to a wall, it experiences a repulsion force due to the wall.
The repulsion is prominent and increases rapidly in the short pe-
riod just before the body impacts the wall. The body is slowed
down apparently by this cushion effect, and its moment of impact
is reduced significantly. As the body is inclined, the yawing mo-
ment on the body is in the contrary direction of its inclined angle,
and the yawing of the body is thus stable.

When a slender spheroid berths to a wall with a forward veloc-
ity parallel to the wall, the body experiences an attraction due to
the wall and accelerates to the wall. When the body decelerates
forwardly and/or accelerates laterally to the wall, the attraction
decreases rapidly. As the body is with a negative angle of yaw
�fore end closer to the wall�, the attraction is smaller and the body
thus approaches the wall slower than that at zero angle of yaw,
and vice versa, as the body with a positive angle of yaw. The
yawing moment on the body is in the direction of its angle of yaw,
and the yawing of the body is thus unstable. The yawing moment
reduces when the body decelerates horizontally and/or accelerates
to the wall.

Appendix: The Dynamic Condition on the Free Surface
at Low Froude Number

Considering a body moving on a free surface, we discuss the
limit format of the dynamic condition on the free surface as Fr
→0. The dynamic pressure on the free surface is �15�

d�

dt
=

1

2
����2 − gz �A1�

We choose the length L and the speed U of the body as the
reference length and reference speed. The normalized dynamic
condition on the free surface is

d�̄

dt̄
=

1

2
��̄�̄�2 +

z̄

Fr
2 �A2�

where �̄=� /L, z̄=z /L, t̄= t /L /U, �̄=� /LU, and Fr=U /�gL.
As the Froude number Fr=U /�gL→0, the dynamic condition

on the free surface becomes z̄=0.
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Aerodynamic Characteristics
of Asymmetric Bluff Bodies
The wake of asymmetric bluff bodies was experimentally measured using particle imag-
ing velocimetry, laser Doppler anemometry, load cell, hotwire, and flow visualization
techniques at Re�2600–8500 based on the freestream velocity and the characteristic
height of the bluff bodies. Asymmetry is produced by rounding some corners of a square
cylinder and leaving others unrounded. It is found that, with increasing corner radius, the
flow reversal region is expanded, and the vortex formation length is prolonged. Accord-
ingly, the vortex shedding frequency increases and the base pressure rises, resulting in a
reduction in the mean drag as well as the fluctuating drag and lift. It is further found that,
while the asymmetric cross section of the cylinder causes the wake centerline to shift
toward the sharp corner side of the bluff body, the wake remains globally symmetric
about the shifted centerline. The near wake of asymmetric bluff bodies is characterized in
detail, including the Reynolds stresses, characteristic velocity, and length scale, and is
further compared with that of the symmetric ones. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2979229�

1 Introduction
When a bluff body is subjected to a cross-flow, vortex shedding

from the body induces structural vibration, which is a destructive
source to the structure. As such, various methods have been de-
vised to control the undesired effects of vortex shedding �1�. As a
passive technique to alleviate vortex-excited vibrations, corner
modification on a square or rectangular prism has received con-
siderable attention �2–5� in literature. Tamura et al. �6� and
Tamura and Miyagi �7� investigated numerically and experimen-
tally aerodynamic forces on a chamfered or rounded cylinder and
observed a decrease in the wake width as well as the mean drag
coefficient, Cd, as compared with a square cylinder. Zheng and
Dalton �8� studied numerically the corner effect in an oscillatory
flow and observed vortex separation at irregular high frequency
modes when Keulegan–Carpenter number was larger than 3 for a
rounded square cylinder. The calculated drag and inertia coeffi-
cients were in good agreement with the measurements of Bearman
et al. �9�. Dalton and Zheng �10� numerically investigated uniform
flow past square and diamond cylinders, with and without corner
modifications at Re=250 and 1000, and subsequently suggested
that the rounded corners of the bluff bodies yielded a noticeable
decrease in drag and lift coefficients. Based on phase-locked par-
ticle imaging velocimetry �PIV� and laser Doppler anemometry
�LDA� measurements, Hu et al. �11� showed a remarkable effect
of the corner radius on the near-wake structure.

Previous investigations largely focus on the bluff bodies of
symmetric cross section. In engineering, bluff bodies of asymmet-
ric cross section are frequently seen, such as many modern-
looking high-rise buildings designed asymmetrically for the sake
of aesthetics. However, the impact of asymmetry on aerodynamic
forces imposing on the structures and the wake has not been well
documented. A number of questions have yet to be answered such
as how the asymmetry would alter the vortex shedding frequency,
as compared with a symmetric body �e.g., a circular cylinder�.
These issues are of fundamental interest, motivating the present
investigation. It is also fundamentally and practically interesting
to understand how the asymmetry would affect the development
of the near wake. Furthermore, there is a need to develop an
experimental database for numerical modeling.

In this work, the asymmetry is produced by rounding some
corners of a square cylinder, leaving the others squared. Aerody-
namic forces on the asymmetric body are measured using load
cells, whereas the near wake is documented using hotwire, LDA,
and PIV. The measurements are further compared with those as-
sociated with symmetric bodies.

2 Experimental Details
Experiments were conducted in a closed-circuit wind tunnel

with a test section of 2.4 m�length��0.6 m�height�
�0.6 m�width�. The wind speed in the test section is up to 50 m/s
and the longitudinal turbulence intensity is less than 0.4%, see
Ref. �12� for more details of the tunnel. Three cylinders of the
same characteristic height d=12.7 mm but different cross-
sectional geometry with respect to the freestream were investi-
gated. Their upper side corner radii, r, are 2 mm, 3 mm, and 6
mm, as shown in Fig. 1�a�, corresponding to r /d=0.157, 0.236,
and 0.472, respectively. For the purpose of systematic documen-
tation of the asymmetric effects, five symmetric cylinders of the
same height were also examined: one square cylinder �r /d=0�,
one circular cylinder �r /d=0.5�, and three with the leading cor-
ners rounded by r /d=0.157, 0.236, and 0.472, respectively, with
the trailing corners squared. The asymmetric geometry was simply
produced by rotating the symmetric geometry by 90 deg about its
axis �Fig. 1�a��. Note that the leading corners play a predominant
role in the behavior of streamlines and hence flow separation and
base pressure �11�. Therefore, the investigation is focused on the
leading corners instead of the trailing, and a difference in the
trailing corner is expected to produce a negligibly small effect on
the flow. The cylinder was mounted horizontally in the midplane,
0.2 m downstream from the exit plane of the contraction, and
spanned the full width of the test section, resulting in an aspect
ratio of 47 and a blockage of about 2.1%. Experiments were con-
ducted at the freestream velocities U�=3 m /s, 7 m/s, and 10 m/s,
and the corresponding Re �Re��U�d /��, where � was the kine-
matic viscosity of the fluid� were 2600, 6000, and 8500, respec-
tively.

2.1 Fluid Force Measurement. A three-component quartz pi-
ezoelectric load cell �Kistler Model 9251A� was used to measure
the fluid forces on the cylinder. The load cell, characterized by
excellent dynamic response, high resolution, and stiffness, was
clamped with a spanwise preload of around 30 kN between two
polished stainless steel plates. One of the steel plates was clamped
on a frame that was fixed on the ground floor to isolate the low
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frequency vibration of the wind tunnel. The other was fixed tightly
with one end of the cylinder. The other end of the cylinder was
mounted on a frame that was also fixed on the ground. Figure 1�b�
shows schematically the arrangement of the load cell, steel plates,
and the cylinder. The natural frequency �fn� of the installed model
was 15.0 Hz for the square cylinder and changed very slightly for
other cross sections. On the other hand, the minimum frequency
of vortex shedding exceeded 30 Hz for present experimental con-
ditions, thus avoiding a possible synchronization with fn. The
electrostatic charge generated by the load cell was converted to a
voltage and amplified with charge amplifiers �Kistler Model
5011�. The load cell was calibrated by applying longitudinal and
lateral forces, ranging from 0.196 N to 9.6 N, in the midspan of
the cylinder. The lateral calibration forces were generated by
hanging dead weights of given mass directly on the cylinder,
whereas the longitudinal forces were produced by the dead
weights with the help of a pulley. The relationship between the
forces and the electric voltages was found to be linear and repeat-
able in both directions. Assuming a uniform wind load distribution
along the cylinder, the load cell can measure simultaneously the
two force components on the cylinder, including the time-
averaged drag �Cd� and lift �CL�, and their root mean square val-
ues, Cd� and CL�. The resolution of the load cell is 10 mN for the
range of 0–10 N, and the experimental uncertainty is estimated
to be 5%. A single hotwire �tungsten wire of 5 �m in diameter�,
operated at an overheating ratio of 1.8 on a constant temperature
circuit, was placed at x /d=2 and y /d= �1.5 to measure the domi-
nant vortex shedding frequency, fs, in the wake. The coordinate
system is defined in Fig. 1�c�, with the origin located at the cyl-
inder center. Coordinates x and y are along the freestream and
lateral directions, respectively. The instantaneous velocity compo-
nents in the x and y directions are designated by U and V, and the
corresponding fluctuating velocities are designated by u and v,
respectively. The signals from the load cell and the single hotwire
were simultaneously measured and then digitized at a sampling
rate of 3500 Hz per channel using a 12 bit analog to digital �A/D�
converter �16 channels�. The duration for each record was 20 s.
Force measurement was conducted at U�=7 m /s and 10 m/s.

2.2 PIV Measurement. A Dantec standard PIV2100 system
was used to measure the near wake. Digital particle images were
taken by a charge coupled device �CCD� camera �HiSense type
13, gain�4, double frames, 1280�1024 pixels�, synchronized
with the flow field illumination using Dantec FlowMap Processor
�PIV2100� when capturing images. A wide-angle lens was used,
covering a flow field of 140�110 mm2 in the �x ,y� plane, i.e.,
x /d=0.5–11.5 and y /d=−4.0–4.0. The flow was seeded by par-
affin oil smoke, the typical particle size of which was around
1 �m in diameter. The flow was illuminated by two identical

New Wave standard pulsed laser sources with a wavelength of 532
nm and a maximum individual energy output of 120 mJ. The time
interval to capture two sequential images was 50 �s. The longi-
tudinal and lateral image magnifications were almost identical,
about 0.11 mm/pixel. Each laser pulse lasted for 10 ns, during
which a particle only traveled 0.15 mm �1.4 pixels or 0.0118d� at
U�=3 m /s. An optical filter was used to allow only the green
light �wavelength of 532 nm� to pass. The PIV data analysis is
conducted using Dantec software, FLOWMANAGER. The interroga-
tion area of the data is 32 pixels�32 pixels ��0.21d�0.21d�
with 25% overlap both longitudinally and laterally. Erroneous
vectors may be reduced with interrogation areas partially over-
lapped. The ensuing in-plane velocity vector field consists of 53
�42 vectors �2226 vectors in total�. The percentage of erroneous
vectors in raw data is estimated to be less than 1%. The uncer-
tainties are estimated to be 3% for the mean velocities and 5% for
the corresponding rms values.

2.3 LDA Measurement. A two-component LDA, i.e., Dantec
Model 58N40 with an enhanced flow velocity analyser �FVA�
signal processor �BSA F60� and operated on the backscatter mode,

was used to measure Ū, V̄, u2, and v2 in the near wake. In this
paper, overbar denotes time-averaging. Velocity measurements
were performed in the �x ,y� plane from y /d=−5 to 5 across the
wake at x /d=5. Two laser beams lie in the y-z plane to measure

the lateral velocity �V̄+v� and two in the x-z plane to measure the

streamwise velocity �Ū+u�. The measurement volume, formed by
the four laser beams, is an ellipsoid, with its longest axis along the
z direction, i.e., along the cylinder span. Given a properly aligned
two-component LDA system, the probe can only sense u and v,
that is, the u and v measurements are insensitive to the w compo-
nent. In order to enhance the signal to noise ratio, the flow field
was seeded by smoke generated from paraffin oil. The typical
validation rate was about 95% and the sampling rate was about
2000 samples/s. At each measurement station, 10,000 valid
samples were acquired. The measuring volume has a minor axis of
1.18 mm and a major axis of 2.48 mm. Experimental uncertainties

for LDA measurement are estimated to be within 1% for Ū and V̄
and 3% for u2 and v2.

3 Aerodynamic Forces
The cross-sectional geometry of cylinders may affect aerody-

namic forces on the cylinders. Figures 2 and 3 present the depen-
dence on r /d of Cd and CL and Cd� and CL�, respectively, at Re
=6000. At r /d=0, Cd is 2.03, in agreement with Norberg’s �13�
report �2.21� at Re=13,000; at r /d=0.5, Cd is 1.20, conforming to
previous measurements, e.g., 1.25 at Re=5900 by Bokaian and
Geoola �14� and 1.30 at Re=22,000 by Igarashi �15�. Cd� is 0.35 at
r /d=0, close to Alam’s �16� measurement �0.29� at Re=47,000,
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Fig. 1 Experimental details. „a… Cross-sectional geometry of
cylinders. Asymmetric cylinders: „1… r /d=0.157, „2… 0.236, „3…
0.472. Symmetric cylinders: „4… r /d=0, „5… 0.157, „6… 0.236, „7…
0.472, „8… 0.5. „b… Installation of cylinder and load cell „top
view…. „c… Coordinate system „x ,y… and definitions of �, U1, and
L0.

Fig. 2 Dependence of Cd and CL on r /d „at Re=6000…. Open
symbols: asymmetric cylinders; solid symbols: symmetric cyl-
inders. Previous data of symmetric cylinders: : Norberg
†13‡, Re=13000; �: Bokaian and Geoola †14‡, Re=5900. The
dashed lines denote the best fit curves to the data.
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and 0.09 at r /d=0.5, deviating slightly from West and Apelt’s �17�
measurement �0.13� at Re=56,000. Meanwhile, CL� is 0.81 at
r /d=0, in good agreement with Dalton and Zheng’s �10� numeri-
cal prediction �0.85� at Re=1000, 0.36 at r /d=0.5, close to 0.45
numerically obtained at Re=3900 by Mittal and Balanchandar
�18�, and 0.38 at Re=44,000 by Schewe �19�. The slight deviation
in Cd, Cd�, and CL� between the present data and those in literature
might arise from different experimental conditions such as Re,
turbulent intensity, cylinder aspect ratio, and end effects
�17,20,21�. The comparison provides a validation of the present
measurement.

Cd decreases almost linearly from r /d=0 to 0.5 �Fig. 2� by
about 20% for asymmetric cylinders and 40% for symmetric ones.
On the other hand, CL increases approximately linearly from zero
at r /d=0 to about 0.4 at r /d=0.472, for asymmetric cylinders, but
remains to be approximately zero for symmetric cylinders �not
shown�. Meanwhile, Cd� and CL� drop by about 50% and 30%,
respectively, for asymmetric cylinders �Fig. 3� and by 70% and
40%, respectively, for symmetric cylinders. Cd, CL, Cd�, and CL� at
Re=8500 �not shown� behave similar to those at Re=6000.

Apparently, aerodynamic forces are linked closely with the
variation in the cross-sectional geometry of the bluff bodies. The
sharp leading corner deflects streamlines more than the rounded
corner, resulting in an earlier flow separation. For example, the
flow separation angle, calculated from the leading stagnation
point, is 45 deg for r /d=0 �a square cylinder� and increases with
increasing r /d, reaching about 80 deg at r /d=0.5 �a circular cyl-
inder�, as illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12 of Hu et al. �11�. It is
plausible that a postponed flow separation should correspond to a
shorter fluid accumulation period for vortex shedding and hence a
smaller strength of vortices, i.e., a higher St and smaller Cd, Cd�,
and CL�. For the same token, if only one side of a square cylinder
is rounded, Cd, Cd�, and CL� drop considerably, albeit to a lesser
extent, compared with a cylinder with its two leading corners
rounded at the same r /d. As expected, CL �Fig. 2� on an asym-
metric cylinder is nonzero since the separated shear layer deflects
more with respect to the x-direction at the sharp edge side than at
the rounded side, generating a net positive lateral force. A larger

r /d on one side of an asymmetric cylinder means a larger differ-
ence in the separation angle of the two shear layers, resulting in a
larger CL in magnitude. Consequently, CL on asymmetric cylin-
ders increases with r /d.

It is well known that Cd is inversely related to the base pres-
sure, and a larger Cd corresponds to a lower Cpb �larger in mag-
nitude but negative in sign�, or vice versa �22�. Thus, asymmetric
cylinder would cause the base pressure to rise, compared with that
behind a square cylinder. Lyn et al. �23� proposed that Cd /�0 was
approximately constant in the subcritical flow regime for bluff
bodies of different cross sections, where �0 was the total circula-
tion. This was supported by the experimental data of Hu et al.
�11�. Hu et al. further noted that the ratio of drag to circulation
was around 0.25 for symmetric cylinders at Re=2600 �see their
Table 1�. The relation between Cd and �0 is expected to hold for
asymmetric bluff bodies, as would be verified in Sec. 4.2. It may
be inferred that as r /d increases, �0 decreases along with Cd,
signaling weakened vortex shedding from asymmetric cylinders.

It is noted that as r /d increases, the dominant peaks in the
power spectra of the drag and lift signals become broader and less
pronounced, conforming to the attenuated forces and weakened
vortex shedding.

4 Vortex Shedding Frequency

4.1 Strouhal Number. The Strouhal number, St= fsd /U�,
measured by a hotwire is identical to that determined by the force
signals. St depends on the corner radius for both asymmetric and
symmetric square cylinders �Fig. 4�. At Re=6000 �Fig. 4�a��, St
are 0.134 for a square cylinder �r /d=0�, which is in conformity
with the data in literature �13,24�, and 0.211 for a circular cylinder
�r /d=0.5�, in favorable agreement with the well-known range
�25�. The flow behind each asymmetric cylinder is characterized
by only one dominant frequency across the wake. As r /d in-
creases from 0 to 0.5, St increase almost linearly with r /d by
about 25% for the asymmetric cylinder and 60% for the symmet-
ric. The observation is consistent with previous reports �7,11�.
Given the same r /d, the asymmetric cylinder, with only one of its
leading corners rounded, leads to a lower St and higher Cd, Cd�,
and CL� than the symmetric, as discussed earlier. St at Re=2600
�not shown� and 8500 �Fig. 4�b�� are roughly equal to that at Re

Fig. 3 Dependence of Cd� „a… and CL� „b… at Re=6000. Open
symbols: asymmetric cylinders; solid symbols: symmetric cyl-
inders. Previous data of symmetric cylinders: �: Alam †16‡,
Re=47,000; : West and Apelt †17‡, Re=56,000; Å: Dalton and
Zheng †10‡, Re=1000; : Mittal and Balanchandar †18‡, Re
=3900; and : Schewe †19‡, Re=44,000.

�

��

Fig. 4 Dependence of St „�,�… and Cd St „�,�… on corner ra-
dius: „a… Re=6000 and „b… 8500. Open symbols stand for the
asymmetric cylinders and solid symbols represent the sym-
metric cylinders. The dashed lines denote the best fit curves to
the data.
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=6000, regardless of the cross-sectional geometry of cylinders,
indicating a negligible Reynolds number effect on St for Re
=2600–8500.

4.2 Interrelation of Cd and St. The product of Cd and St is
shown in Fig. 4, along with St. In contrast with Cd �Fig. 2�, St
climbs with increasing r /d. Interestingly, Cd St remains to be a
constant, about 0.25, irrespective of the cross-sectional geometry
of cylinders and the Reynolds number. This observation is consis-
tent with reports in literature. Schewe and Larsen �26� experimen-
tally observed that, although the Reynolds number in the range of
4�104–2�106 had a significant effect on the flow around a
bridge-deck cross-sectional structure, the Strouhal number times
the mean drag coefficient was roughly 0.13. A similar result was
obtained by Ahlborn et al. �27�, who examined the relationship
between St, Cd, and Re of a circular cylinder wake based on mass,
momentum, and energy conservations and subsequently con-
cluded that Cd scaled inversely with St, particularly in the crisis
region.

Bearman �28� reported that Cdp St varied roughly linearly with
the base pressure parameter k �1.0�k=Us /U�= �1−Cpb�0.5

�1.5�, where Cdp was pressure drag coefficient and Us was the
velocity just outside the boundary layer at the separation point.
Griffin �29� extended the range of k up to 2. When the vortex
formation of a flow is controlled by splitter plates or base bleeding
of low velocity air, the base pressure increases, resulting in a
smaller Cdp times St �in the range of 0.05–0.20� and k�1.35. As
k	1.48, the flow is usually in the critical and supercritical re-
gimes, or a large confinement flow, or a smooth cylinder in a
highly turbulent flow, or a cylinder vibrating in the lock-on range
�29�. Under such extreme circumstances, the base pressure be-
comes significantly lower, compared with flows in the subcritical
regime, thus yielding a larger Cdp St�=0.26–0.50�. Therefore,
1.0�k�2.0 encompasses essentially the entire range of flow con-
ditions over which vortex shedding occurs from a bluff body. In
the subcritical regime, k approximately varies between 1.35 and
1.48 �see Table 1 of Roshko �27� and Fig. 5.44 of Zdravkovich
�25��, irrespective of the geometry of the bluff bodies. Accord-
ingly, Cpb=−0.8 to −1.2 and Cdp St�0.23�0.02 �see Fig. 14 of
Bearman �28� and Fig. 6 of Griffin �29��. This value is very close
to the present estimate of Cd St, which is reasonable in view of a
small difference ��5% for the present Re range, see Fig. 4.15 of

Zdravkovich �25�� between the pressure drag and total drag.
If using Roshko’s �27� formula to estimate �0, viz.,

�0 =
Us

2Ts

2U�d
=

1

2 St
� Us

U�
�2

�1�

where Ts is the shedding period �=1 / fs�, then the ratio of Cd to �0
is

Cd

�0
=

Cd

1

2 St
� Us

U�
�2 =

Cd St

1

2
� Us

U�
�2 =

Cd St

0.5�1 − Cpb�
�2�

Note that Cpb is in the range of −0.8 to −1.2 for the square prisms
in the subcritical flow regime, implying that Cd St/0.5�1−Cpb�
�Cd St with a maximum difference of �10% between Cd /�0 and
Cd St. Thus, the invariance of Cd St in the subcritical regime can
explain the constancy of Cd /�0 proposed by Lyn et al. �23�, as
mentioned in Sec. 3.

5 Characteristics of Near Wake

5.1 LDA-Measured Cross-Flow Velocity Distributions. The
streamwise and lateral velocities are measured across the wake at
x /d=5, where the vortex formation is completed �12�, using LDA.
Figures 5 and 6 display the cross-flow distributions of streamwise

mean velocity deficit, 1− Ū�, lateral mean velocity V̄�, and Rey-
nolds stresses u2�, v2�, and uv� at Re=2600. The asterisk denotes
normalization by U� and/or d in this paper. A number of observa-
tions can be made. First, for all the cylinders, be symmetric or

asymmetric in cross section, the distributions of 1− Ū�, u2�, and
v2� are nearly symmetric about the wake centerline, while those of

V̄� and uv� are approximately antisymmetric. Here, the centerline

is defined by the maximum of 1− Ū�. The centerline coincides
with y /d=0 for symmetric cylinders but shifts laterally toward the
side with square corners for the asymmetric cylinders, occurring
at y /d=−0.15, −0.24, −0.30 for r /d=0.157, 0.236, 0.472, respec-
tively, apparently caused by the asymmetric cross section. Second,
u2� and v2� display a twin peak and a single peak about the cen-
terline, respectively, arising from the presence of the Karman vor-

tex street. Third, the cross-flow distributions of 1− Ū�, V̄�, u2�,

Fig. 5 LDA-measured cross-flow distributions at x /d=5 and Re=2600.
Asymmetric cylinders: „a… 1− Ū� and „b… V̄�. Symmetric cylinders: „c… 1− Ū�

and „d… V̄�. The dashed lines denote y /d=0.
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v2�, and uv� are almost identical for the cylinders of the same
leading corner radius. For example, the distributions for the cyl-
inders of r /d=0 at the leading corners but r /d�0 at the trailing
corners are roughly the same as those of the square cylinder �not
shown�. The results indicate that the trailing corner radius is less
influential than the leading corner radius since the leading corners
determine the flow separation angle and hence vortex shedding.

Finally, the maxima of V̄�, u2�, v2�, and uv� diminish with increas-
ing r /d. So does the distance between the two peaks in the distri-

butions of V̄� and u2�.
The cross-sectional geometry influences the streamwise mean

velocity distribution and the wake width. As shown in Fig. 7, the
maximum mean streamwise velocity deficit, U1

�, and the mean
velocity half-width, L0

� �defined in Fig. 1�c��, are r-dependent;
with increasing r /d, both U1

� and L0
� decrease, consistent with the

observations of Tamura and Miyagi �7� and Hu et al. �11�. The
asymmetric cylinder produces larger U1

� and L0
� than the symmet-

ric at the same r /d. This is reasonable since the sharp corner leads
to a larger deflection of the incident fluid with respect to the
x-direction, as compared with a rounded corner, resulting in a
larger wake width and a larger velocity deficit. The correspon-
dence between a small r /d and a large wake width is also reflected
in the u2� and v2� distributions. The spread of u2� is largest at
r /d=0 �square cylinder� and shrinks as r /d increases �Figs. 6�a�
and 6�d��. Similar behaviors are observed for v2� �Figs. 6�b� and
6�e��.

5.2 PIV-Measured Mean and Fluctuating Velocities. In or-
der to characterize the flow field, 400 sets of PIV-captured instan-
taneous velocity vectors are averaged for each wake. It has been
confirmed that the maximum differences are within 3% in the
mean and 5% in the fluctuating velocities if averaging is per-
formed between 200 and 400 PIV images. Figure 8 presents a
comparison between the averaged PIV data extracted at x /d=5 in
the wake of the asymmetric cylinder at r /d=0.157 and those mea-
sured using LDA with an effective sample size of 10,000. Evi-
dently, the two sets of data collapse reasonably well. The PIV-
measured mean velocity is slightly larger than LDA
measurements, whereas the PIV-measured root mean square val-
ues, i.e., urms

� and vrms
� , of U and V appear smaller. The maximum

departure is 8% at the centerline, which is ascribed to not only a
difference in the sample size but also a possible deviation in the
real x /d, to which urms

� and vrms
� are sensitive in the near wake,

between the measurements. The reasonable agreement between
the two techniques provides a validation for the mean and fluctu-
ating flow fields based on 400 PIV images.

5.2.1 Mean Velocities. Figure 9 presents the isocontours of Ū�

at Re=2600 for all the cylinders. The dashed straight line indi-

cates the centerline, as determined by the minimum Ū�. While
coinciding with y /d=0 for symmetric cylinders, the centerline
shifts away from y /d=0 toward the sharp corner side for asym-
metric cylinders, reinforcing earlier observation from the LDA
data. The shift, 
h, is −0.15d, −0.24d, and −0.30d for r /d
=0.157, 0.236, 0.472, respectively. An empirical correlation be-
tween r /d and 
h /d may be given by 
h /d=−1.3762�r /d�2

+1.2965�r /d�−0.0036 for 0�r /d�0.472, with a least square de-
viation of 0.99.

Fig. 6 LDA-measured cross-flow distributions at x /d=5 and Re=2600. Asymmetric cylinders: „a… u2, „b… v2, and
„c… uv�. Symmetric cylinders: „d… u2, „e… v2, and „f… uv�. The dashed lines denote y /d=0.

Fig. 7 Dependence of „a… maximum mean velocity deficit, U1
�

and „b… mean velocity wake half-width, L0
�, on corner radius.

Re=2600 and x /d=5.
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The isocontours of Ū� are approximately symmetric, irrespec-
tive of the cross-sectional geometry of the cylinder, about the

centerline. The contour of Ū�=0 encloses the recirculation region,
which is stretched for increasing r /d. The recirculation region
length �Fig. 10�, lc

�, defined from the cylinder center to the farthest

position of Ū�=0, is 1.01 for r /d=0, close to the report of Lyn et

al. �23� �1.3� at Re=21,400. At r /d=0.5, lc
� is 2.52, in good agree-

ment with previous reports, e.g., 2.4 by Konstantinidis et al. �30�
at Re=2750 and 2.59 by Hu et al. �11� measured using LDA at
Re=2600. Note that lc

� is shorter for an asymmetric cylinder than
the symmetric at the same r /d, which is expected in view of the
lower base pressure for an asymmetric cylinder �Sec. 3�. For the
symmetric cylinders, l

c
* at r /d=0.5 is considerably smaller than at

r /d=0.472, which does not follow the trend of the lc
� dependence

on r /d. An explanation will be provided in Sec. 5.2.2. The
stretched lc

� for a larger r /d is accompanied by a smaller velocity

gradient �Ū� /�x or a slower recovery of velocity deficit �1− Ū��,
as corroborated by PIV data �not shown�, suggesting again a
higher base pressure. This stretch further implies that the
freestream fluid is less rapidly entrained into the wake due to the
increasing base pressure. The observation is consistent with the
decreasing Cd, Cd�, and CL� for a larger r /d �Figs. 2 and 3�. For the

same reason, the maximum magnitude of V̄� �not shown� occurs
further downstream with increasing r /d. However, at the same
r /d this maximum occurs in closer proximity to the cylinder for
the asymmetric cylinder than for the symmetric. Furthermore, the

lateral spacing between the V̄� peaks of opposite sign shrinks with
increasing r /d, suggesting a narrowing wake, internally consistent
with the observation on L0

� �Fig. 7�b�� at x /d=5 and also with
Tamura and Miyagi’s �7� report.

5.2.2 Fluctuating Velocities. The isocontours of urms �Fig. 11�

Fig. 8 Comparison between LDA and PIV measurements at
x /d=5 in the wake of the asymmetric cylinder „r /d=0.157, Re
=2600…: „a… Ū�, „b… urms

� , and „c… vrms
�

Fig. 9 PIV-measured isocontours of Ū� at Re=2600. Asymmetric cylinders: „b… r /d=0.157, „c… 0.236, „d… 0.472. Symmetric
cylinders: „a… r /d=0 „square cylinder…, „e… 0.5 „circular cylinder…, „f… 0.157, „g… 0.236, „h… 0.472. Cutoff value Ū�=0,
contour increment=0.4. The dashed lines denote the wake centerline.

Fig. 10 Dependence of the wake recirculation region length,
lc
�, on corner radius at Re=2600
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and vrms �Fig. 12� display approximate symmetry about the cen-
terline. As r /d increases, the peaks in urms and vrms occur further
downstream from the cylinder. In general, the asymmetric cylin-
der corresponds to a larger urms or vrms peak value than the sym-
metric, and the streamwise position of the maximum urms or vrms
also occurs nearer the cylinder, behaving similar to the maximum

V̄�. This observation suggests that increasing the leading corner
radius impairs vortex shedding, and this impairment is more sig-
nificant if both leading corners of a cylinder are rounded instead
of only one.

The distance from the cylinder center to the position of the
maximum urms on the centerline is usually defined as the vortex
formation length �31�, lf. Figure 13 presents the dependence of lf
on the cross section of the cylinders, extracted from the contours
of urms along the shifted centerline. At r /d=0, lf

� is 1.26, close to
1.3 and 1.1 measured using LDA by Lyn et al. �23� at Re
=21,400 and Hu et al. �11� at Re=2600, respectively. At r /d
=0.5, lf

� is 2.81, showing a small departure from the report of Hu
et al. �11� �2.66� at Re=2600. Apparently, lf increases with r /d.
An asymmetric cylinder produces a shorter lf than the symmetric

at the same r /d. This is reasonable since the base pressure, shear
layer velocity, and lf are strongly coupled �32�, that is, an in-
creased base pressure corresponds to a decreased shear layer ve-
locity and force coefficients, Cd, Cd�, and CL�, and a prolonged
vortex formation length. Therefore, an increase in r /d corresponds
to a stretched lf.

The lateral spacing, luy, between the two peaks of the urms con-
tours may provide a measure of the wake width �33,34�. This
width �Fig. 14� is unique for each wake, in contrast with L0, which
depends on the downstream distance from the cylinder. As r /d
increases, luy reduces for both asymmetric and symmetric cylin-
ders, conforming to the observation from L0 �Fig. 7�b�� and the

lateral spacing between the two V̄� peaks. The asymmetric cylin-
der corresponds to a larger luy and hence a wider wake than the
symmetric at the same r /d.

It is pertinent to comment on the observation of the shorter lc
�Fig. 10� and lf �Fig. 13� at r /d=0.5 �circular cylinder� than at
r /d=0.472. The difference is probably linked to flow separation
angle associated with a circular cylinder. In order to demonstrate

Fig. 11 PIV-measured isocontours of urms
� at Re=2600. Asymmetric cylinders: „b… r /d=0.157, „c… 0.236, „d… 0.472. Symmetric

cylinders: „a… r /d=0 „square cylinder…, „e… 0.5 „circular cylinder…, „f… 0.157, „g… 0.236, „h… 0.472. Cutoff value urms
� =0.1,

contour increment=0.05. The dashed lines denote the wake centerline.

Fig. 12 PIV-measured isocontours of vrms
� at Re=2600. Asymmetric cylinders: „b… r /d=0.157, „c… 0.236, „d… 0.472. Symmetric

cylinders: „a… r /d=0 „square cylinder…, „e… 0.5 „circular cylinder…, „f… 0.157, „g… 0.236, „h… 0.472. Cutoff value vrms
� =0.1,

contour increment=0.1. The dashed lines denote the wake centerline.
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the point, flow visualization was conducted in a water tunnel with
a square working section of 0.3 m�width��0.6 m�height�. Two
cylinders were examined, i.e., a circular acrylic tube of 0.01 m in
diameter and a square cylinder of a height of 0.01 m with rounded
leading corners �r /d=0.472�. Two pinholes of 0.8 mm in diameter
were drilled symmetrically at 60 deg clockwise and counterclock-
wise, respectively, from the leading stagnation point at the mid-
span of each cylinder. Dye was injected through the pinholes to
mark the flow. More details of the flow visualization experiment
were provided by Hu et al. �11�. For clarity, the measurement was
performed at Re=500, which was below the Re range
�2600–8500� presented earlier. Nevertheless, the flow separation
is not expected to differ greatly for this relatively small difference
in Re �25�. Figure 15 presents typical photographs of flow visual-
ization. For a square cylinder with rounded corners, flow separa-
tion tends to occur at the end of the leading corner arc for the
present Re �Fig. 15�a��. As such, the angle ��� of flow separation

from square cylinders with rounded leading corners increases pro-
gressively from 45 deg at r /d=0 to 87 deg at r /d=0.472 �35�.
However, the photograph in Fig. 15�b� suggests that � is about 80
deg at r /d=0.5, which is consistent with the data in literature �25�.
This difference in � implies a lower base pressure at r /d=0.5, as
supported by the higher Cd at r /d=0.5 than at r /d=0.472 �Fig. 2�.
In addition, the sharp trailing corners �Fig. 15�a�� may also im-
pede the separated shear layers to move toward the centerline,
compared with a circular cylinder. Consequently, lc and lf are
longer than their counterparts of the circular cylinder. For the
same token, St �Fig. 4� and U1 �Fig. 7�a�� are larger at r /d
=0.472 than at r /d=0.5 and L0 is smaller �Fig. 7�b��.

6 Conclusions
The characteristics of the cross-flow around asymmetric and

symmetric square cylinders of different corner radii are experi-
mentally studied at Re=2600–8500. The work leads to following
conclusions.

1. The aerodynamic and near-wake characteristics for the bluff
bodies of various cross sections are systematically measured
and compared, including the mean and fluctuating velocities
and various characteristic lengths such as the recirculation
region length, the vortex formation length, and wake width,
providing an experimental database for numerical modeling.
It has been found that with increasing r /d, lc expands, lf

elongates, St climbs, and Cpb rises; meanwhile, Cd, Cd�, and
CL� drop, accompanied by shrinking �0, U1, urms,max, vrms,max
, L0, and luy.

2. The behaviors of the shear layers separating from the two
sides of a bluff body depend strongly on each other. As such
a modification on one side of a square cylinder alters almost
equally vortex shedding from both sides. Given the same
leading corner radius, the asymmetry �i.e., one squared and
one rounded leading corner� of a cylinder enhances Cd, CL,
Cd�, and CL� compared with its symmetric counterpart �with
both leading corners rounded�.

3. Asymmetric cross section of cylinders causes the wake cen-
terline to shift laterally to the sharp corner side of the bluff
body, and a larger corner radius corresponds to a larger shift.
However, the wake remains approximately symmetric about
the shifted centerline. Furthermore, an asymmetric cylinder
produces a nonzero mean lift, which grows with increasing
r /d, reaching about 0.4 at r /d=0.472.

4. Cd St is presently a constant, about 0.25, irrespective of the
corner radius, the cross section of a bluff body, and Re
=6000–8500.
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Assessment of Tandem Venturi on
Enhancement of Cavitational
Chemical Reaction
The collapsing phenomenon of cavitation bubbles generates extremely high local pres-
sures and temperatures that can be utilized for the chemical oxidation process. This
process is carried out in cavitation reactors. A Venturi tube is one of the most common
forms of hydrodynamic cavitation reactors, which is suitable for industrial scale appli-
cations. In this work, the hydraulic performance and efficiency in chemical reaction of a
new form of hydrodynamic cavitation reactors, which is called “tandem Venturi,” were
studied and compared with the conventional type of the single Venturi. The tandem
Venturi is used for enhancement of the chemical reaction of hydrodynamic cavitating
flow. The reaction enhancement is useful especially for the reaction of aqueous solutions
not containing volatile organic compounds (VOCs). The operating pressure, inlet pres-
sure, flow rate, and consequently the cavitation number were controlled and systemati-
cally varied for both single and tandem Venturis. Moreover, a specified amount of H2O2
was injected into the flow as required. The effects of operating pressure and the cavitation
number on cavitating flow characteristics for single and tandem Venturis were experi-
mentally observed and the results were compared. In addition, the performance of the
tandem-Venturi reactor for degradation of non-VOC contaminants (2-chlorophenol) was
studied. Its performance was compared with the performance of a conventional Venturi
reactor. Two different categories were conducted for the experiments. In the first category,
the effect of the net cavitating flow on degradation of non-VOC for the single and tandem
Venturis was compared. In the second category, the effect of H2O2 injection into the
cavitating flow on degradation of non-VOC (“cavitation-oxidation” process) was studied.
The performance of the single and tandem Venturis for the cavitation-oxidation process
was compared. Further investigation was performed to assess the advantage of utilizing
the tandem Venturi from the viewpoint of efficiency of the oxidation process. The results
of the energy efficiency were compared with the corresponding efficiency of the single
Venturi. Finally, the relationship between the main parameters of cavitation reaction flow
with the chemical performance was discussed. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3026731�

Keywords: water treatment, cavitation reaction, tandem Venturi, extent of the cavitation
zone, cavitation-oxidation, non-VOC

1 Introduction
Cavitation as a source of energy input for chemical processing

is increasingly being studied due to its capability of generating
high local pressures and temperatures required for oxidation pro-
cessing of chemicals. This oxidation capability of cavitation could
be utilized in cavitation reactors. These reactors might be used in
water treatment plants or can be used for chemical reaction of
aqueous solutions. The possibility of exploitation stems from the
fact that millions of cavities grow and collapse simultaneously at
different locations. Indeed, the term cavitation refers to formation,
growth, and collapse of small gas bubbles. When flow pressure
reaches a specific critical value, rupture occurs and these nuclei
grow explosively. When the flow enters a region in which the bulk
liquid pressure is sufficiently high, the cavitating bubbles will
collapse drastically. This phenomenon takes place very rapidly
and almost adiabatically, and subsequently high temperatures and
pressures �hot spots� are generated at the final stage of collapsing.
Utilizing the destructive power of cavitation in water treatment
and chemical reaction enhancement has been studied by many
researchers over the years �1–12�. Although ultrasonic reactors are

the most popular means of generating cavitation in the laboratory
scale, these reactors suffer from several shortcomings on indus-
trial scale applications �6,8,10�. Over the past few years, hydro-
dynamic cavitation has been explored as an alternative for acous-
tic cavitation. In hydrodynamic cavitation, cavities are generated
by the flow of liquid under controlled conditions through simple
Venturi or orifice geometries. When the flow pressure drops to the
vapor pressure, cavitation forms and subsequently the cavities are
collapsed with recovery of pressure downstream of the mechani-
cal constriction. It should be pointed out that cavitation reactors,
especially the hydrodynamic type, have difficulty in non-VOC
chemical reactions. This difficulty comes from the fact that unlike
VOC contaminants, the reaction site of non-VOC chemicals is in
the bulk liquid or in a liquid interfacial shell around the bubble
�1,2,13�. The reaction site of weak solutions is in the bulk liquid.
However, for concentrated solutions, the reaction site is in the
interfacial shell around the bubbles. Therefore, in this case, the
treatment rate depends on migration of hydroxyl radicals into the
bulk liquid �1,2,13,14�. On the other hand, existence of these radi-
cals in the bulk liquid depends on the relative lifetime of radicals
��10−6 s �15�� compared with the collapsing time of bubbles �4
�10−7–4�10−5 s �14��. Therefore, it is required to augment the
violence of cavitation and/or increase the number of cavitation
events in order to increase the number of generated hydroxyl radi-
cals. More generated hydroxyl radicals can result in significant
cavitational chemical reaction effect. The tandem Venturi as an
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option to observe this effect is examined in the following work.
The new type of a reactor has been constructed by installation of
two conventional Venturis in series. The single collapsing region
of a conventional Venturi is replaced with two collapsing regions
in this new type of the Venturi. In addition, the number of cavita-
tion events is increased for the tandem Venturi. Hence, one may
expect a higher cavitation reaction effect for the tandem Venturi
compared with the single Venturi. Figure 1 schematically shows
the cavitation flow in the tandem Venturi. The idea of using Ven-
turis in series is developed here for the augmentation of the reac-
tion effect for a given water flow rate. The series configuration is
considered here instead of other possible arrangement such as
parallel Venturis. For a given flow rate of water to be treated, in
the case of parallel Venturis, flow is divided between two single
Venturis unlike the case of Venturis in series, which the entire
flow rate passes through both Venturis and therefore experiences
two regions of cavitation. In the case of parallel Venturis, only a
half part of the flow that must be treated passes through each
single Venturi with only one cavitation region. Other configura-
tions such as three Venturis in series are not considered in this
research. Nevertheless, the author believes that for the case of
Venturis in series, since the collapsing of cavitation in the last
Venturi is milder than the upstream Venturi �1�, using more than
two Venturis in series might not be an economical idea due to the
higher pumping cost �system pressure drop increases as the num-
ber of Venturis in series is increased�. In other words, the tandem
Venturi is developed as a way to generate higher numbers of cavi-
tation events and hence a higher generation rate of the hydroxyl
radical. The performance of the single and tandem Venturis for
degradation of a 2-chlorophenol solution �representative of non-
VOCs� and the efficiency of reaction have been studied and com-
pared. Furthermore, the effect of different experimental param-
eters on cavitation flow regime and the extent of the cavitation
zone have been observed and the results have been compared for
both Venturis.

1.1 Chemical Reaction Agents. The cavitation reaction ef-
fect is defined as the possibility that components react by a
mechanism in which reactive intermediates are directly generated
by the cavitation events. Such intermediates should be radicals or
radical ions. Then, these radicals or radical ions contribute to
subsequent chemical reaction in the gas-vapor phase, liquid inter-
facial shell, or bulk liquid depending on the volatility and concen-
tration of the chemicals �5,14�.

Regardless of solute reaction zones, the vapor reaction always
takes place in the gas phase. This reaction is pyrolysis dissociation
of the water molecules to a hydrogen atom �H˙� and a hydroxyl
radical �OH˙�. The pyrolysis reaction in the gas-vapor phase is

H2O ↔ OḢ + Ḣ �1�

Most of the subsequent reactions are the result of oxidation of
solute molecules with hydroxyl radicals. Since the lifetime of this
radical is short, the subsequent reaction depends on the collapsing
time of the bubble compared with the lifetime of the radical.

The lifetime of this radical is estimated to be approximately
10−6 s �15�. If the relative collapsing time of bubbles is less than
10−6 s, the generated radicals have enough time to migrate from
the gas-vapor phase of the collapsing bubble to the thin liquid
shell around the bubble, or to the bulk liquid to allow a chemical
reaction. These radicals react with solute molecules in the liquid
phase or undergo mutual recombination to give other species such
as water or hydrogen peroxide �H2O2�. If the collapsing times of
bubbles are relatively larger than the lifetimes of radical, the radi-
cals do not have enough time to escape from the collapsing bubble
into the liquid phase. It can be predicted that for the case in which
bubbles have longer collapsing time, a lower chemical reaction
effect might be observed.

2 Definition of Terms
Cavitation number. The dimensionless parameter that charac-

terizes cavitation flow regime is cavitation number, �,

� =
Pb − Pv

�1/2��lv0
2 �2�

where Pb is the Venturi backpressure. The value of Pb is equal to
P3 and P6 for upstream and downstream Venturis of tandem ar-
rangement, respectively �see Fig. 1�b��. Therefore, the cavitation
number for each upstream or downstream Venturi ��I and �II� can
be defined according to Eq. �2� with corresponding values of Pb
and v0 �v0I and v0II� separately. v0I and v0II are the throat veloci-
ties in upstream and downstream Venturis, respectively �Fig.
1�b��.

3 Experimental Apparatus
A schematic of the experimental setup and geometric specifica-

tions of the single Venturi and tandem Venturi are provided in
Figs. 2�a�–2�c�, respectively. The chemical reaction yield of
2-chlorophenol is evaluated based on the decomposition of reac-
tant using gas chromatography. The system with a total capacity
of 20 l �including pipeline capacity� is constructed from stainless
steel in order to prevent undesirable chemical reaction. Flow is
recirculated using an EBARA in-line pump model LPS 6.75A
�stainless steel�. Flow rate was measured using a vortex type flow
meter. Pressure and temperature were measured at specified loca-
tions, which are shown in Fig. 2�a�.

The Venturi inlet pressure and flow rate can be controlled by
changing the rotation speed of the pump using an inverter. Subse-
quently the cavitation number will be controlled. The solution

Fig. 1 Schematic of the cavitating flow in the „a… single Venturi and „b… tandem-Venturi „conditions that are marked with
numbers are explained in the Nomenclature…
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temperature is kept constant in order to control the rate of reac-
tion. A cooling system integrated with a reservoir is utilized to
control the temperature of the solution. This cooling system is
illustrated in Fig. 2�a�. Four capillary tubes �0.71 mm inside di-
ameter� are designed and mounted upstream of the test section.
These capillary tubes inject the required amount of H2O2 in flow.

3.1 Measurement Techniques and Procedure. 2-
chlorophenol in crystalline form was used. This crystalline form
was mixed with distilled water prior to the experiment. The dis-
solved oxygen content of the solution was measured using a dis-
solved oxygen �DO� meter prior to the experiment. A degasser
unit was used to maintain the oxygen content of water. The con-
centration of 2-chlorophenol was measured using a gas chromato-
graph, which was calibrated against known concentration of
2-chlorophenol. During the experiment, the samples were with-
drawn from the reservoir. Particulate contaminants were removed
from the samples through filtering. Finally, the samples were in-
jected into the gas chromatograph column.

3.2 Uncertainty Estimates. The estimated uncertainties in
the measured quantities are flow rates of �1 l /min, pressure of
�10 kPa, concentration of �0.1 mg / l, temperature of �0.1°C,
and dissolved oxygen content of solution of �0.1 ppm.

Based on the above-mentioned estimated values, the uncertain-
ties of nondimensional concentration, degradation efficiency �Eq.
�10��, and cavitation number �Eq. �2�� can be evaluated as
�0.95%, �1.4 mg /kJ, and �3.9%, respectively.

4 Results and Discussions

4.1 Comparison of Cavitation Flow Regimes. In this sec-
tion, various cavitation flow regimes under the effects of different
experimental conditions are explained, and subsequently, the be-
havior of single and tandem Venturis is compared. Furthermore,
the effect of inlet pressures, flow rates, and cavitation numbers �as
flow parameters� on cavitation flow regime, especially on the ex-
tent of the cavitation zone �number of cavitation events�, is re-
viewed. The cavitation flow is observed using KODAK SCR-500
high speed charge coupled device �CCD� camera with 500
frames/s speed and 1/20,000 s exposure time.

4.1.1 Cavitation Flow Regimes in Single Venturi. Figure 3
shows the effect of inlet pressure when the total backpressure is
kept constant at 100 kPa. The experimental conditions are listed in
Table 1 for six different cases. As shown in Fig. 3, the cavitation
zone extends further into the single Venturi in proceeding from
cases �a� to �f�, where both the flow rate and the inlet pressure
increase. The increasing flow rate and inlet pressure lead to the
decreasing cavitation number. In other words, the extent of the
cavitation zone is larger for smaller cavitation numbers.

4.1.2 Cavitation Flow Regimes in Tandem Venturi. Figure 4
shows the cavitation flow regime for tandem arrangement at vari-
ous flow rates and various inlet conditions. The experimental con-
ditions are listed in Table 2. Figure 4 indicates that when the flow
rate increases, the extent of the cavitation zone, and the cavitation
number in the upstream Venturi, remained constant. The result
shows that the variations in the extent of the cavitation zone with
the variation in the cavitation number for the downstream Venturi

Fig. 2 „a… Schematics of the experimental setup, „b… geometri-
cal specification of the single Venturi, and „c… geometrical
specification of the tandem Venturi „all dimensions are in
millimeters…

Fig. 3 Cavitation flow regime in the single Venturi under vari-
ous experimental conditions and 100 kPa operating pressure
„experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1…

Table 1 General experimental conditions of the single Venturi
„initial oxygen content=8.2 ppm and temperature=24°C…

Case
Flow rate

�l/min�
Venturi inlet pressure

�kPa�
Venturi outlet pressure

�kPa� �

a 120 120 100 0.83
b 135 130 100 0.77
c 150 160 100 0.63
d 165 180 100 0.56
e 180 210 100 0.48
f 210 280 100 0.36
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are similar to those observed in the single Venturi. The extent of
the cavitation zone is related to the ratio of the inlet pressure to
the backpressure �cavitation number�. This ratio remains constant
for various inlet pressures for the upstream Venturi. Therefore,
when the inlet pressure increases, the outlet pressure of the up-
stream Venturi increases proportionally in a way that the ratio of
the inlet to outlet pressure remains unchanged. The aforemen-
tioned statement can be simply explained according to the follow-
ing hydraulics evaluations.

4.1.2.1 Continuity equation. The expressions for the continu-
ity equation between the Venturi inlets and throats �sections “in”
and “0I” of upstream Venturi and sections “3” and “0II” of the
downstream Venturi, as shown in Fig. 1�b�� for the upstream and
downstream are as follows.

For upstream Venturi,

�vinAin = �v0IA0I �3�
For downstream Venturi,

�l3
v3Ai3 = �v0IIA0II �4�

4.1.2.2 Momentum equation. The expressions for the momen-
tum equation between the Venturi inlets and throats for the up-
stream and downstream Venturis can be simplified to the state-
ment of the Bernoulli equation as follows.

For upstream Venturi,

pin +
�l

2
vin

2 = pv +
�l

2
v0I

2 �5�

For downstream Venturi,

p3 +
�l

2
v3

2 = pv +
�l

2
v0II

2 �6�

By elimination of the common terms in Eqs. �3�–�6�, the fol-
lowing expression is obtained for the choked velocities �the ve-
locity in which the cavitation forms and the flow becomes choked�
of the upstream and downstream Venturis:

v0I = � 2

�l

pin − pv

�1 − �in
2 ��1/2

�7a�

v0II = � 2

�l

p3 − pv

�1 − �inII
2 ��1/2

�7b�

in which �inI and �inII are the ratios of the throat cross-sectional
area to the inlet cross-sectional area for the upstream and down-
stream Venturis, respectively.

The continuity equation between throats of the upstream and
downstream Venturis �sections 0I and 0II� is

�lv0IA0I = �lv0IIA0II �8�

Substitution of v0II from Eq. �7b� into Eq. �8� yields the follow-
ing expression:

p3 − pv

�l/2v0I
2 = �1 − �inII

2 ��A0II

A0I
	2

= const �9�

The right-hand side of Eq. �9� is a constant value for a specific
geometry of the tandem Venturi �all parameters are geometrical
terms�. In addition, the left-hand side of Eq. �9� is the definition of
the cavitation number in the upstream Venturi ��I� based on Eq.
�2�. Hence, the cavitation number and consequently the extent of
the cavitation zone �cavitation size� in the upstream Venturi re-
main constant for the various inlet pressures or the various flow
rates for the tandem arrangement.

It should be noted that Eqs. �3�–�6�, �7a�, �7b�, �8�, and �9� are
developed in order to simply interpret why the extent of cavitation
observed in the downstream Venturi is fixed. A more sophisticated
analysis would solve equations of coupled bubble dynamics and
cavitating flow to predict the exact behavior of the cavitating flow
�4,7�. Indeed, the extent of the cavitation zone for each Venturi
oscillates over a small range due to the unsteady behavior of the
cavitating flow �1�. However, it was found that the model that is
presented here could predict the average of the extent of the cavi-
tation zone with reasonable accuracy �1�.

4.2 The Comparison of the Operation of Various Venturis
on Cavitation Reaction. The effect of various types of Venturis
on decomposition of non-VOC solutions is investigated in this
study. It should be mentioned that the cavitation reaction is gen-
erally affected by several parameters including the initial size of
bubbles, the content of dissolved gas, and the solution tempera-
ture. The initial size of bubbles can affect the intensity of collaps-
ing, the content of dissolved gas can affect the intensity of cavi-

Fig. 4 Cavitation flow regime in the tandem Venturi under vari-
ous experimental conditions and 100 kPa operating pressure
„experimental conditions are summarized in Table 2…

Table 2 General experimental conditions of the tandem Venturi „initial oxygen content
=8.1 ppm and temperature=24°C…

Case
Flow rate

�l/min�

Upstream Venturi
inlet pressure

�kPa�

Upstream Venturi
outlet pressure

�kPa�

Downstream Venturi
outlet pressure

�kPa� �I �II

a 160 156 120 100 0.80 0.83
b 190 200 160 120 0.80 0.75
c 210 260 200 120 0.80 0.60
d 250 350 280 120 0.80 0.42
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tation, and solution temperature affects the chemical reaction rate.
However, investigation of the effect of these parameters is beyond
the scope of this paper. Therefore, these parameters are main-
tained at relatively similar values for experimental investigation in
both the tandem- and single-Venturi cases. The content of dis-
solved gas, which is measured, using the DO meter, at the early
stage of the experiment is almost the same �about 8 ppm� for both
cases. The temperature is kept almost constant during each experi-
ment as well. There is no attempt to measure the initial nuclei size
in this work, and it is assumed that the average sizes of the nuclei
for both cases are almost the same. Therefore, it can be assumed
that the results are only affected by the type of the Venturi reactor
used.

Figure 5 compares the effect of cavitation reaction for the
tandem-Venturi reactor with the single Venturi for dissociation of
a 2-chlorophenol aqueous solution. Figure 5 shows that the reac-
tion rates for both cases are slow; however, the tandem-Venturi
reaction rate is a little higher than for the single Venturi. It is
reported that for the non-VOC contaminants, the reaction zone is
outside the collapsing bubble �1,2,13�. Therefore, there is usually
no significant migration of hydroxyl radicals into the bulk liquid
due to the relatively longer collapsing time of bubbles to the life-
time of hydroxyl radicals �10−6 s� �7,14�. The main role of the
tandem Venturi is to increase the number of cavitation events and
to increase the collapsing regions from one in the single Venturi to
two �see Fig. 1�. Increasing the number of cavitation events has
only a small effect on increasing the reaction rate of the tandem
Venturi compared with the single Venturi as is clear from Fig. 5.
Therefore, implementation of the new form of the Venturi does
not successfully decompose the non-VOC solution. It is required
to find a method to shorten the collapsing time of bubbles for
augmentation of the non-VOC reaction by hydrodynamic cavita-
tion or to increase the lifetime of hydroxyl radicals �to migrate
into the bulk liquid�. In other words, utilizing the tandem Venturi
does not lead to any change in the collapsing time of bubbles or
the lifetime of hydroxyl radicals. It only affects the number of
cavitation events and collapsing regions. To shorten the collapsing
time of bubbles, the cavitation number can be decreased. A
smaller value for the cavitation number leads to the following
events.

1. A higher generation rate of hydroxyl radicals because of the
higher temperature of gas phase inside the bubbles at the
final stage of the collapsing process.

2. More violent collapsing permits migration of some hydroxyl
radicals at low cavitation number due to shorter collapsing
time.

Since utilizing the cavitation flow at low cavitation numbers
requires very high flow rate and hence very high pumping energy
�1�, the implementation of cavitation alone in single and tandem
Venturis is not an efficient method for treating non-VOC solu-

tions. This leads to a lower energy efficiency of the reaction �1�.
Therefore, no advantage from utilizing of tandem Venturi will be
obtained in this regard. The implementation of other hydrody-
namic cavitation reactor such as submerged orifice �5� confirms
the very slow decomposition rate of non-VOC �P-NitroPhenol
�PNP� solution �5��. It is reported �5� that the complete decompo-
sition needs very long experiment times, on the order of 8–10
hours at very low cavitation number with high pumping energy.
This shortcoming of hydrodynamic cavitation requires an alterna-
tive method with higher efficiency, which provides a higher de-
composition rate in order to save time and energy. Cavitation in
the presence of oxidant agents might be an option for the non-
VOC reaction.

4.3 The Comparison of the Operation of Various Venturis
on Cavitation-Oxidation Reaction. Chemical reaction of non-
VOC solutes is related to the release of hydroxyl radical �oxidizer
agent� into the liquid media. One alternative for increasing the
number of generated hydroxyls is to inject hydrogen peroxide into
the cavitating flow. Therefore, the destructive power of cavitation
can be used for dissociation of H2O2 molecules into hydroxyl
radicals. Then these radicals migrate into the bulk liquid and oxi-
dize the molecules of contaminants. In this section, the tandem
Venturi is compared with the single Venturi from the viewpoint of
2-chlorophenol �non-VOC� decomposition in a cavitation-
oxidation process.

Figure 6 shows a comparison between performance of the tan-
dem Venturi and single Venturi on cavitation-oxidation decompo-
sition of 2-chlorophenol at 100 kPa operating pressure. The flow
rate is 210 l/min and 1000 ppm of H2O2 is injected. Other experi-
mental conditions are listed in Tables 1 and 2 for the single and
tandem Venturis, respectively. It is shown in Fig. 6 that there are
some advantages of the tandem Venturi for decomposition of non-
VOC aqueous solution over the single Venturi in the cavitation-
oxidation process. The tandem Venturi increases the number of
cavitation events and the number of collapsing regions in the
cavitation-oxidation process. These two effects accelerate the rate
of reaction by the tandem Venturi �Fig. 6�.

Figure 7 shows the effect of magnitude of H2O2 injection on
cavitation flow regime. It is observed from the figure that H2O2
injection has the following effects on cavitation flow and its
chemical reaction performance.

1. Switching the flow regime from attached �sheet� cavitation
into traveling cavitation.

2. Increasing the number of cavitation events.

Moreover, it is obvious that it has the following additional effects.

3. Increasing the number of generated oxidizer agents since

Fig. 5 Comparison of the 2-chlorophenol decomposition ef-
fect by cavitating flow in the tandem Venturi and single Venturi
„operating pressure=100 kPa, initial concentration of
2-chlorophenol=14 ppm, flow rate=210 l /min, and pHÉ8.10;
other experimental conditions are indicated in Tables 1 and 2…

Fig. 6 Comparison of the 2-chlorophenol decomposition ef-
fect by cavitation-oxidation process in the tandem Venturi and
single Venturi „operating pressure=100 kPa, initial concentra-
tion of 2-chlorophenol=15 ppm, flow rate=210 l /min, injected
amount of H2O2=1000 ppm, and pHÉ8.07; other experimental
conditions are indicated in Tables 1 and 2…
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each molecule of H2O2 generates two hydroxyl radicals
rather than one hydroxyl radical generated from dissociation
of a water molecule.

4. Increasing the lifetime of hydroxyl radicals and providing
more possibility for migration of these radicals into the bulk
liquid. The longer lifetime of hydroxyl radical is due to the
fact that in this case two hydroxyl radicals are generated
from dissociation of one H2O2 molecule, unlike the case of
water molecule, in which a hydroxyl and a hydrogen atom
are generated. Therefore, hydroxyl radicals that are gener-

ated with H2O2 injection have lower vicinity with H
+

atoms
and hence a longer lifetime than cavitation with no H2O2
injection.

It is useful to mention that the tandem Venturi itself does not
play any role in above-mentioned effects 1, 3, and 4. It only plays
a similar role as the injection of oxidizer plays in increasing the
cavitation events. Therefore, both tandem arrangement and the
injection of H2O2 help to increase the number of cavitation
events.

It is required to mention that all data, which are presented for
comparison of the cavitation reaction for the two cases of single
and tandem Venturis �Figs. 5 and 6�, are obtained at a constant
flow rate. Flow rate affects both the cavitation number and the
number of water circulation for a given volume of water that is
stored in the storage tank �see Fig. 2�a��. In order to have the same
conditions for the single and tandem Venturis, experiment was
conducted at the constant flow rate.

4.4 The Efficiency of Reaction. It is helpful to review the
chemical reaction efficiency of both Venturis briefly. In this re-
gard, our attention is focused on energy consumption of a specific
amount of decomposition. This energy is the electrical power con-
sumed by the pump.

Oxidation �or chemical reaction� efficiency is defined as fol-
lows �5�:

�chem�t� =
�Ci − C�t�� · V

t · Ppump
�10�

where Ci is the initial concentration of the target substance, C�t� is
the concentration at time t, V is the total liquid volume �20 l�, and
Ppump is the power consumed by the pump in kilowatts. The con-
sumed power of the pump can be obtained from the pump perfor-

mance curves provided by its manufacturer. The performance
curves are utilized using the experimental results and flow rate
that are indicated in Tables 1 and 2 for the single and tandem
Venturis, respectively.

Figure 8 shows chemical decomposition efficiency of single
and tandem Venturis. Both single and tandem Venturis are imple-
mented on similar conditions �same flow rate�. As is clear from
Fig. 8, the decomposition efficiency of the tandem Venturi is
much higher than the single Venturi for the first 5 min of the
experiment. This higher value is due to the very fast decomposi-
tion rate of the tandem Venturi compared with the single Venturi
�Fig. 6�. After the first 5 min of the experiment, the reaction effi-
ciency of the single Venturi is slightly higher than the tandem
Venturi. This is due to the very high decomposition rate of the
tandem Venturi at the early stage of the experiment. However, it is
clear that the overall decomposition efficiency of the tandem Ven-
turi is much better than the single one. Moreover, Fig. 8 indicates
that the decomposition efficiency for both types of reactors is
highest at the early stage of the experiment while it reduces as the
experiment progresses. The higher efficiency at the early stage of
the experiment is due to the fact that the decomposition rate de-
creases as the experiment progresses. While the input energy re-
mains constant at a specific time interval.

Consequently, from Fig. 8 it is found that the implementation of
the tandem Venturi has an advantage over the single Venturi in the
cavitation-oxidation process due to the higher decomposition rate
and the higher efficiency in the decomposition of non-VOC.

At the end, it should be pointed out that the presence of the
hydrogen peroxide is essential in order to achieve the higher de-
composition efficiency either in the case of single Venturi or in the
case of the tandem Venturi. In the absence of the hydrogen per-
oxide, the oxidation efficiency of non-VOC is much lower. For
example, in the decomposition of the PNP solution using the sub-
merged cavitation nozzle, the maximum efficiency was about
0.005 mg/kJ �5�, whereas when the hydrogen peroxide is injected,
the maximum decomposition efficiency increases to the range of
0.5 mg/kJ for the single Venturi and 2.3 mg/kJ for the tandem
Venturi.

5 Conclusion
The cavitation reaction site for non-VOC contaminants is on

the outside of the collapsing bubbles. Therefore, in this case, the
treatment rate depends on the migration of the hydroxyl radicals
generated by cavitation into the bulk liquid or in the interfacial
liquid shell around the bubbles. Utilizing the tandem Venturi is
considered as an alternative for increasing the number of cavita-
tion events and for increasing the number of collapsing regions in
a reactor. It was found that the implementation of the tandem
Venturi provides a higher number of cavitation events and collaps-
ing regions. It was experimentally verified for the single Venturi

Fig. 7 The effect of H2O2 injection on cavitation regime „Q
=165 l /min and 100 kPa operating pressure…

Fig. 8 Comparison of decomposition efficiency of the tandem
Venturi and single Venturi in the cavitation-oxidation decompo-
sition of 2-chlorophenol „operating pressure=100 kPa, initial
concentration of 2-chlorophenol=15 ppm, flow rate
=210 l /min, and injected amount of H2O2=1000 ppm…
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that the extent of the cavitation zone increases when the inlet
pressure and the flow rate are increased. The increase in the inlet
pressure and the flow rate decreases the cavitation number. In the
case of the tandem Venturi, the extent of the cavitation zone and
cavitation number for the upstream Venturi remained constant as
the inlet pressure and flow rate varied. This result was also veri-
fied analytically. The extent of the cavitation zone and cavitation
number of the downstream Venturi changed similar to the case of
the single Venturi while the inlet pressure and flow rate �cavitation
number� are changed. It was observed that the cavitation flow has
no significant effect on the degradation rate of non-VOC chemi-
cals for both single and tandem Venturis. That is simply because
the tandem Venturi cannot play any role in decreasing the collaps-
ing time of the bubbles or increasing the lifetime of the radicals.
Only a small increase in the reaction was observed for the tandem
Venturi in degradation of 2-chlorophenol compared with the
single Venturi for only cavitation flow due to the higher number of
cavitation events and collapsing regions in the tandem Venturi
than the single Venturi. Instead, the injection of H2O2 as an alter-
native for increasing the lifetime and the number of generated
radicals was considered. The experiment concluded that the con-
tribution of cavitation and injection of H2O2 �the cavitation-
oxidation reaction� properly treated non-VOC aqueous solutions.
Furthermore, the decomposition rate of non-VOC takes place
faster with higher energy efficiency in the tandem Venturi. The
existence of the hydroxyl radicals in the bulk liquid, which is
related to the relative collapsing time and the lifetime of the radi-
cals, is the most important parameter in the cavitational reaction
of non-VOC. In the absence of hydroxyl radicals, the cavitation
reactors could not efficiently decompose non-VOC solutions.
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Nomenclature
A � flow area
C � concentration of chemicals �ppm�

Ep � energy consumption of the pump �kJ�
P � pressure �kPa�

Pv � vapor pressure �kPa�
Q � flow rate �l/min�
V � total capacity of the experimental setup �l�
t � time �s�
v � flow velocity �m/s�

Greek Symbols
� � density �kg /m3�
� � cavitation number
� � divergence angle of the Venturi

�in � inlet area ratio �=A0 /Ain�
�chem � decomposition efficiency �mg/kJ�

Subscripts
i � initial condition

in � inlet condition of the Venturi
b � outlet condition of the Venturi
� � liquid state
I � upstream Venturi of the tandem arrangement

II � downstream Venturi of the tandem arrangement
0 � condition at the Venturi throat
1 � shock upstream or shock upstream of the up-

stream Venturi of the tandem arrangement
2 � shock downstream or shock downstream of the

upstream Venturi of the tandem arrangement
3 � outlet condition or outlet condition of the up-

stream Venturi of the tandem arrangement
4 � shock upstream of the downstream Venturi of

the tandem arrangement
5 � shock downstream of the downstream Venturi

of the tandem arrangement
6 � outlet condition of the downstream Venturi in

the tandem arrangement
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Modeling of Pressure Drop
During Condensation in Circular
and Noncircular Microchannels
This paper presents a multiple flow-regime model for pressure drop during condensation
of refrigerant R134a in horizontal microchannels. Condensation pressure drops measured
in two circular and six noncircular channels ranging in hydraulic diameter from
0.42 mm to 0.8 mm are considered here. For each tube under consideration, pressure
drop measurements were taken over the entire range of qualities from 100% vapor to
100% liquid for five different refrigerant mass fluxes between 150 kg /m2 s and
750 kg /m2 s. Results from previous work by the authors on condensation flow mecha-
nisms in microchannel geometries were used to assign the applicable flow regime to the
data points. Garimella et al. (2005, “Condensation Pressure Drop in Circular Micro-
channels,” Heat Transfer Eng., 26(3) pp. 1–8) reported a comprehensive model for
circular tubes that addresses the progression of the condensation process from the vapor
phase to the liquid phase by modifying and combining the pressure drop models for
intermittent (Garimella et al., 2002, “An Experimentally Validated Model for Two-Phase
Pressure Drop in the Intermittent Flow Regime for Circular Microchannels,” ASME J.
Fluids Eng., 124(1), pp. 205–214) and annular (Garimella et al., 2003, “Two-Phase
Pressure Drops in the Annular Flow Regime in Circular Microchannels,” 21st IIR Inter-
national Congress of Refrigeration, International Institute of Refrigeration, p. ICR0360)
flows reported earlier by them. This paper presents new condensation pressure drop data
on six noncircular channels over the same flow conditions as the previous work on
circular channels. In addition, a multiple flow-regime model similar to that developed
earlier by Garimella et al. for circular microchannels is developed here for these new
cross sections. This combined model accurately predicts condensation pressure drops in
the annular, disperse-wave, mist, discrete-wave, and intermittent flow regimes for both
circular and noncircular microchannels of similar hydraulic diameters. Overlap and
transition regions between the respective regimes are also addressed to yield relatively
smooth transitions between the predicted pressure drops. The resulting model predicts
80% of the data within �25%. The effect of tube shape on pressure drop is also
demonstrated. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3026582�

1 Introduction

Microchannel tubes are increasingly being used for the fabrica-
tion of condensers in vapor-compression systems for a wide vari-
ety of applications due to the high heat transfer coefficients that
these geometries offer. Heat transfer coefficients and pressure
drop in phase-change processes are a strong function of the local
vapor quality. For air-water flow �1� as well as condensation of
refrigerants �2,3�, it has been demonstrated that flow regimes and
transitions in small diameter circular and noncircular geometries
are different from those observed in larger diameter circular tubes.
Because two-phase pressure drops depend on the corresponding
flow patterns, it is reasonable to expect that condensation pressure
drop in small diameter channels may not be predicted adequately
by the existing correlations for larger diameter tubes. Much of
literature on two-phase pressure drops addresses tubes with diam-
eter greater than 8 mm. Examples include the classical correla-
tions for large diameter tubes developed by Lockhart and Marti-
nelli �4�, Chisholm �5�, and Friedel �6,7�. Garimella et al. �8�
demonstrated that these models are not able to predict pressure
drops during condensation in circular microchannels of diameters

0.506–4.91 mm. Limited research has been conducted on ad-
dressing the effect of tube shape at small hydraulic diameters on
pressure drop and heat transfer coefficients during condensation.
The relatively few studies on two-phase flow in small diameter
round tubes have primarily used isothermal air-water mixtures.

In the recent past, a few researchers �9–12� have developed
pressure drop models for small diameter tubes by modifying the
classical pressure drop correlations mentioned above. For ex-
ample, Tran et al. �10� modified the Chisholm �5� correlation to
apply it to pressure drop in boiling flow of three refrigerants in-
cluding R-134a in small diameter tubes. Similarly, the correlations
by Kawahara et al. �12�, Mishima and Hibiki �11�, and Lee and
Lee �9� represent modifications to the original Lockhart–
Martinelli �4� correlation. However, Garimella et al. �13� showed
that these models are not very successful in accurately predicting
pressure drops during condensation of refrigerants in annular flow
through microchannel geometries.

Garimella et al. �8� developed a condensation pressure drop
model for circular tubes ranging in diameter from
0.506 mm to 4.91 mm based on submodels for intermittent-flow
�14�, and disperse-wave-, annular-, and mist-flow regimes �13�.
The present study reports a considerable amount of new measure-
ments and data on six new noncircular microchannels of similar
Dh and an extended model to enable prediction of condensation
pressure drop in a variety of shapes. The tube shapes under con-
sideration are shown in Fig 1. Two circular tubes of comparable
diameters are also included in the analysis to serve as a baseline.
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2 Experimental Approach
The test facility used for the pressure drop measurements re-

ported here was first developed to observe condensation flow
mechanisms in small Dh channels. The insights from these obser-
vations are used here for the development of flow-mechanism-
based pressure drop models. The facility enables visualization of
the actual condensation process �not simulations using air-water
mixtures�. Subcooled liquid refrigerant is boiled and superheated
by a tube-in-tube evaporator. The superheated vapor enters one of
two water-cooled precondensers to partially condense the vapor.
The measured conditions at the superheated state, the heat duty of
the precondenser, and the measured pressure at the precondenser
outlet determine the thermodynamic state at the inlet to the test
section. The outlet state of the test section was calculated in an
analogous, but independent, manner starting from the measured
subcooled state at the postcondenser outlet and the heat duty to
completely condense and subcool the refrigerant. For flow visual-
ization, two-phase refrigerant of the desired inlet quality was sup-
plied to a glass test section with the cross section under consider-
ation. The glass section was enclosed in an outer Plexiglas
annulus through which compressed air flowed. The compressed
air decreased the differential pressure to be withstood by the glass
channel while also serving as a coolant for condensation. Air tem-
peratures and flow rates were adjusted to allow a small amount of
condensation �0.05��x�0.10� in the test section. Condensation
flow mechanisms were recorded using video photography across
the entire vapor-liquid dome in small increments of vapor quality.
A detailed description of the techniques for flow visualization as
well as the effects of tube shape on these flow patterns was re-
ported by Coleman and Garimella �3�. The effect of tube minia-
turization on the flow mechanisms for 1�Dh�4 mm, 0�x�1,
and 150�G�750 kg /m2 s was also investigated �2�.

Pressure drop measurements were also conducted on this facil-
ity. The glass test section was replaced with aluminum tubes of
the desired cross section. The circular and noncircular geometries
relevant to this paper are shown in Fig. 1. The test sections were
fabricated as flat tubes with multiple extruded parallel channels
with the exception of the W29 tubes, which were formed by braz-
ing a W-shaped insert inside a flattened tube. The designations for
each tube are based on the shape of the extruded channel and its
nominal hydraulic diameter in British units; for instance, S30 has

square channels with Dh=0.030 in �0.762 mm�. Similarly, B32 is
“barrel shaped,” N21 is “N shaped,” RK15 is rectangular, T33 is
triangular, and W29 has a “W-shaped” insert, which forms
roughly triangular channels. For all test sections, the outer tubes
carrying the coolant had 16 rectangular channels of 0.986 mm
hydraulic diameter. This method of using multiple parallel chan-
nels ensured that the refrigerant flow rates used were large enough
to be adequately controlled and measured, with accurate heat bal-
ances around the test loop. Three such tubes were brazed together,
with refrigerant flowing through the center tube and coolant �air�
flowing in counterflow through the top and bottom tubes. The low
thermal capacity and heat transfer coefficients of air maintained
low condensation rates and small changes in quality in the test
section, which in turn enabled the measurement of the pressure
drop variation as a function of quality with high resolution. This
small quality change across the test section minimized the likeli-
hood of flow-regime transitions within the test section for any data
point. The measured pressure drop in the test section is character-
istic of the average quality and mass flux in the test section. These
measurements were conducted at a nominal saturation pressure of
1396 kPa, which corresponds to a saturation temperature of
52.3°C; the saturation temperature was within �3°C of this for
all the data points. Refrigerant flow rates were measured using
Coriolis mass flow meters ��0.15% uncertainty�. Absolute pres-
sure transducers with uncertainties of �0.25% of the span were
used to measure pressures of the refrigerant at various locations.
Pressure drops across the test section were measured using a bank
of three selectable differential pressure transducers, with maxi-
mum �P values of 6.22 kPa, 62.2 kPa, and 248.2 kPa, respec-
tively, and an accuracy of �0.25% of the span. As the geometry,
mass flux, and quality were varied, the pressure drop for a par-
ticular data point was measured using the most accurate of the
three transducers. Other instrumentation details for thermo-
couples, resistance temperature detectors �RTDs�, cooling water
flow rates, etc., are available in Ref. �14�. Representative uncer-
tainties for the range of mass flux and qualities studied are as
follows:

G = 150 kg/m2 s:

xavg = 0.13 � 0.032, xavg = 0.50 � 0.027, xavg = 0.91 � 0.021

G = 450 kg/m2 s:

xavg = 0.12 � 0.045, xavg = 0.48 � 0.014, xavg = 0.88 � 0.026

G = 750 kg/m2 s:

xavg = 0.11 � 0.039, xavg = 0.51 � 0.022, xavg = 0.74 � 0.035

For each of the test sections investigated, single-phase liquid
and vapor tests were first conducted to calculate friction factors
over the laminar, transition, and turbulent regimes, and compared
with literature. Contraction and expansion losses at the inlet and
outlet were subtracted from the total measured pressure drop us-
ing the appropriate loss coefficients. The residual frictional com-
ponent of the pressure drop was compared with the values pre-
dicted by the Churchill �15� correlation. In every case, the relative
roughness values needed to match the Churchill �15� correlation
values were well within the range of roughnesses for such tubes.
The excellent agreement between the single-phase data and this
correlation validates the test procedures.

The measured pressure drops included expansion and contrac-
tion losses due to the headers at both ends of the test section and
the pressure change due to deceleration caused by the changing
vapor fraction as condensation takes place. The portion of the total
pressure drop �change� attributable to deceleration of the fluid was
estimated from void fraction and momentum change analyses;
contraction/expansion losses at the inlet and outlet of the test sec-
tion were estimated using two-phase “minor loss” models avail-

Fig. 1 Tube shapes and hydraulic diameters
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able in literature. This process is described in detail by Garimella
et al. �14�. These estimates were validated using pressure drop
measurements on a “near-zero” length test section and tests con-
ducted with and without condensation in the test section as de-
scribed by Garimella et al. �14�. Excellent agreement was ob-
tained between these data and the models. The residual frictional
component of the pressure drop was used for developing pressure
drop models for the respective flow regimes.

3 Flow Regime Assignment
Flow visualization results of Coleman and Garimella �1,2� and

the transition criteria developed by Garimella et al. �14� from
these results were used to assign each of the pressure drop data
points to the respective flow regimes. According to these criteria,
transition from the intermittent to the other flow regimes occurs as
follows:

x �
a

G + b
�1�

where G is the total mass flux expressed in kg /m2 s and a and b
are geometry dependent constants given by

a = 69.57 + 22.60 exp�0.259 · Dh� �2�

b = − 59.99 + 176.8 exp�0.383 · Dh� �3�

where Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the tubes in millimeters. On
a mass-flux versus quality map, these transition lines appear in the
lower left corner, as shown in Fig. 2. Since the hydraulic diam-
eters of all the tubes under consideration in the current study are
very close to each other, the transition lines are not distinguish-
able. For the purpose of pressure drop model development, the
primary flow regimes depicted here are the intermittent regime
and the annular film/mist/disperse patterns of the annular-flow re-
gime. The work of Coleman and Garimella �2,3,16� identified sev-
eral other regimes and patterns; however, for pressure drop model
development, it will be shown that this broad categorization suf-
fices. Since all the tubes under consideration in the current study
have Dh�1 mm, the wavy-flow regime is not seen in Fig. 2.

As reported previously �8�, the intermittent-flow model for cir-
cular tubes developed by Garimella et al. �14�, with subsequent
modifications to encompass data from a larger range of geometries
�17�, can be applied to the data points to the left of the corre-
sponding transition lines shown in Fig. 2. The preliminary
annular-flow model reported by Garimella et al. �13� is used as the
other starting point and extended to the mist- and disperse-flow
regions �8� that occur at high mass fluxes and vapor qualities. For
all the tubes under consideration in the current study, the hydrau-
lic diameters are less than 1 mm. In the absence of other valid
transition criteria, the transition criteria for 1 mm square channels

proposed by Coleman and Garimella �2� are assumed to be valid
for all tubes. It should be noted that the transitions between these
various regimes do not occur abruptly at unique combinations of
mass flux and quality, but rather across overlap zones in which the
flow could switch back and forth between the respective regimes.
This overlap region is also shown in Fig. 2, and appropriate inter-
polation techniques for the pressure drops calculated from the
individual models are also recommended in Secs. 4–6.

The data set considered here consists of a total of 1194 points.
Of these, 173 points lie in the intermittent regime, 809 points are
in the disperse-annular-mist-flow regime, and the remaining 212
points are in the overlap zone between these two regimes. Pres-
sure drop models for these regimes are described below.

4 Model Development and Results

4.1 Intermittent and Discrete-Wave Flow. Models for inter-
mittent flow in circular �14� and noncircular �17� channels were
presented in earlier work, and are used as one of the starting
points for this paper. From the flow visualization studies, it can be
inferred that in the intermittent regime, the vapor phase travels as
long solitary bubbles surrounded by an annular liquid film and
separated by liquid slugs. As the tube size decreases, surface ten-
sion forces at the bubble interface begin to dominate the gravita-
tional forces and the bubble tends to a cylindrical shape. The
corresponding “unit cell” used for the development of the model
is shown in Fig. 3. In general, the bubble travels faster than the
liquid slug, which implies that there is a continual uptake of liquid
from the film into the front of the slug. These phenomena were
accounted for in the model. In addition, based on the recorded
flow patterns, it was assumed that the bubble is cylindrical and
that there is no entrainment of vapor in slug, or liquid in bubble.
Furthermore for any given condition, it was assumed that the
length/frequency/speed of bubbles/slugs is constant, with no
bubble coalescence, and a smooth bubble/film interface. Unlike
other work in the literature, here the pressure drop in the bubble/
film region was not neglected.

The total pressure drop for this flow pattern includes contribu-
tions from the liquid slug, the vapor bubble, and the flow of liquid
between the film and slug as follows:

�Ptotal = �Pslug + �Pf/b + �Pfilm-slug transitions �4�

A simple control volume analysis �14,17� similar to that per-
formed by Suo and Griffith �18� showed that the velocity in the
liquid slug can be directly calculated given the overall mass flux
and quality. The results of several investigations �18–20� sug-
gested that the bubble velocity for these conditions was 1.2 times
the slug velocity. With this assumption, the diameter of the
bubble, velocity within the film, and relative length of bubble and
slug can all be calculated from a system of simultaneous equations
including a shear balance at the bubble-film interface. Thus, the
Reynolds number in the liquid slug and vapor bubble �based on
the relative velocity at the interface between the bubble and the
surrounding film� could be directly determined. The Churchill

Fig. 2 Flow-regime assignment

Fig. 3 Schematic of intermittent flow
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�15� correlation was then used to calculate the friction factor and
thus the pressure gradient at the respective Reynolds numbers in
the liquid slug and bubble/film regions. A relationship from litera-
ture for the pressure loss associated with the mixing that occurs in
the uptake of liquid from the film to the slug was used to estimate
the pressure loss due to each of these transitions. These compo-
nents of the total pressure drop are shown below:

�P

L
= �dP

dx
�

film
bubble

�Lbubble

LUC
� + �dP

dx
�

slug
�Lslug

LUC
�

+ �Pone transition �NUC

L
� �5�

For the solution of the above equation, the number of unit cells
per unit length is required and can be determined from the slug
frequency �which yields the unit cell length�. Several models from
literature for slug frequency were considered; however, because
these models were based primarily on studies of gas-liquid �in-
stead of vapor-liquid� flows in large ��10 mm� diameter tubes,
they did not yield satisfactory results. Instead, the following cor-
relation for slug frequency �nondimensional unit-cell length, or
unit cells/length� based on slug Re and Dh was developed:

a�Reslug�b = �
Dh

Ububble
= Dh�NUC

Ltube
� = � Dh

LUC
� �6�

The coefficients a and b were fitted using the difference between
the measured pressure drop and the pressure drop calculated as
described above for the slug and bubble/film regions, i.e., the net
pressure drop due to transitions. The correlation yielded a
=2.437 and b=−0.560 for both circular and noncircular �except
triangular� channels. For circular channels �0.5–4.91 mm�, the
predicted pressure drops are on average within �13.5% of the
measured values, with 90% of the predicted results being within
�27% of the measured values.

Garimella et al. �8� extended this model to the discrete-wave
flow region. Progressing from the intermittent toward the annular
regime, the length of the solitary bubbles increases and the num-
ber of slugs decreases. This results in a decrease in the number of
unit cells per unit length. Traversing from the intermittent-flow
boundary toward the annular-flow boundary, the bubbles disap-
pear completely, and the number of unit cells per unit length ap-
proaches zero. Based on this, the slug frequency model developed
by Garimella et al. �14,17� for intermittent flow was modified to
include data from the overlap zone, resulting in the following
combined model for the two regions:

NUC� Dh

Ltube
� = � Dh

LUC
� = 1.573�Reslug�−0.507 �7�

Although the above model was originally proposed by the authors
only for circular tubes, it is found to predict the data for the
noncircular �except triangular� tubes equally well. For the trian-
gular shape tubes, i.e., T33 and W29, Garimella et al. �17� pro-
posed the following correlation to predict NUC:

NUC� Dh

Ltube
� = � Dh

LUC
� = 0.9965 exp�− 8.33 � 10−4 Reslug� �8�

These slug frequency equations �Eqs. �7� and �8�� based on the
new data from the present study were used to compute the pres-
sure drops in the intermittent-flow regime for the noncircular
tubes shown in Fig. 1.

4.2 Annular/Mist/Disperse Flow. A preliminary model for
pressure drops in the annular-flow regime for the circular tubes
under consideration here was reported by Garimella et al. �13�,
with subsequent modifications reported by Garimella et al. �8� to
extend its applicability to the mist- and disperse-flow regions. A
schematic of the flow pattern used to represent annular flow is
shown in Fig. 4. For the development of this model, the following

assumptions were made: steady flow, equal pressure gradients in
the liquid and gas core across the cross section, uniform thickness
of the liquid film, and no entrainment of the liquid in the gas core.
The measured pressure drops were used to compute the Darcy
form of the interfacial friction factor to represent the interfacial
shear stress as follows:

�P

L
=

1

2
· f i�vVv

2 ·
1

Di
�9�

The above equation uses the interface diameter, Di. This same
expression can be represented in terms of the more convenient
tube diameter, D, through the use of a void fraction model �21� as
follows:

�P

L
=

1

2
· f i

G2 · x2

�v · 	2.5 ·
1

D
�10�

The ratio of this interfacial friction factor obtained from the ex-
perimental data to the corresponding liquid-phase Darcy friction
factor computed using the Churchill �15� equation was then com-
puted and correlated as follows:

f i

f l
= A · Xa Rel

b 
c �11�

Here the Martinelli parameter X is given by

X = � �dP/dz�l

�dP/dz�v
�1/2

�12�

The following nondimensional parameter that accounts for the
effects of surface tension was introduced by Lee and Lee �9�:


 =
jL�L

�
�13�

where jL=G�1−x� /�l�1−	� is the liquid superficial velocity.
For this model, the liquid-phase Reynolds number required in

Eq. �11� above, which is also needed to compute the liquid-phase
pressure drop in the Martinelli parameter, was defined in terms of
the annular-flow area occupied by the liquid phase as follows:

Rel =
GD�1 − x�

�1 + 		� · �l

�14�

Similarly, the gas-phase Reynolds number, required for the calcu-
lation of the pressure drop through the gas core in the Martinelli
parameter, was calculated as follows:

Reg =
GxD

�g
		

�15�

Regression analysis on the data grouped into two regions based on
the liquid-phase Reynolds number yielded the following values
for the respective parameters in Eq. �11�:

Laminar region �Rel�2100�:

A = 1.308 � 10−3, a = 0.427, b = 0.930, c = − 0.121

Turbulent region �Rel�3400�:

A = 25.64, a = 0.532, b = − 0.327, c = 0.021

For the transition region data, the pressure drop is first indepen-
dently calculated using the laminar and turbulent constants shown
above at the low and high values of the mass flux and quality
representing the boundaries of the laminar and turbulent regions.

Fig. 4 Annular film flow pattern
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Linear interpolation between these bounding values is then con-
ducted separately based on the quality and the mass flux under
consideration. The average of these two pressure drops resulting
from the interpolation based on G and x represents the two-phase
pressure drop for the transition region data point.

This model �8� predicted 87% of the circular tube data within
�20%. It should be noted that these predictions include not only
the annular-flow region but also the mist- and disperse-flow data,
whereas the previous model of Garimella et al. �13� applied only
to the annular-flow regime. The model described above distin-
guishes the data based on whether the liquid phase is laminar or
turbulent. The gas core was consistently turbulent for all the data

points under consideration in the mist-, annular-, and disperse-
flow regimes. Thus the model is not valid for cases with a laminar
gas core; however, in such an instance, it is unlikely that the flow
will be in one of these regimes.

4.3 Modifications for Noncircular Tubes. The pressure drop
model for circular tubes described above, when applied to the
noncircular tubes correctly predicts the trends, but with consider-
able differences between the predicted and measured pressure
drop values. This is primarily because of the effect of tube shape.
To account for this effect, the constant A in Eq. �11� was deter-
mined for each individual tube by regression analysis, while keep-

Fig. 5 Predicted and experimental �P versus x
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ing exponents a, b, and c the same. Table 1 summarizes the values
of A determined for each tube in this manner. The relative rough-
nesses of the tubes �reported originally by Coleman �22� and Ga-
rimella et al. �17��, required for the evaluation of the correspond-
ing single-phase friction factor using the Churchill �15�
correlation, are also shown. Also, it should be noted that since all
the tubes under consideration in the current study have Dh
�1 mm, the liquid film is not in the turbulent region for any of
the data points. Therefore, only the values of the exponents a, b,
and c shown above for the laminar regime apply for the tubes
considered in the present study.

The values of the constant A reported here are more strongly
influenced by tube shape rather than hydraulic diameter. Compar-
ing, for instance, the two circular tubes in Table 1, it can be seen
that, even though the hydraulic diameter changes by approxi-
mately 40%, the change in the value of A obtained from regres-
sion is just 2%. This is to be expected because Garimella et al. �8�
were able to predict the pressure drop for all circular tubes in the
0.506–4.91 mm diameter range using a single value for A,
1.308�10−3, which lies between the values of the constants ob-
tained here for tubes C20 and C30 individually.

The development above uses a physical model where the liquid
forms an annular film around a gas core; however, the resulting
correlation is also recommended for the mist-flow region. This
applicability may be explained as follows. The flow visualization
work of Coleman and Garimella �2� considered tubes only as
small as those with Dh=1 mm, whereas the pressure drop mea-
surements reported here include tubes with Dh as small as
0.424 mm. It is known from Coleman and Garimella’s work that
the extent of the annular-flow regime increases as the tube size
decreases, as evidenced by the major portion of the flow-regime
map for Dh=1 mm being in the annular-flow regime. Using this
rationale, the annular-flow regime is expected to be larger for the
Dh�1 mm tubes for which pressure drops are reported in this
paper. In the absence of actual flow visualization data for these
latter tubes, and keeping the uncertainties of extrapolation of the
transition criteria in mind, the Dh=1 mm transition criteria were
directly applied to the smaller tubes also in the present work. It is
therefore to be expected that several of the data classified here as
mist-flow points using the Dh=1 mm transition criteria could, in
fact, be in the annular-flow regime. This phenomenon explains the
applicability of the model developed using an annular-flow
mechanism also to the neighboring flow regimes.

5 Model Implementation and Discussion
A comparison of the measured pressure drops and those calcu-

lated using the above two models is shown in Fig. 5 for each tube
shape considered in this study. In the overlap zone �Fig. 2�, the
flow exhibits both the adjoining mechanisms �intermittent and
annular/disperse-wave/mist flow�. Therefore, for calculating the
pressure drops in the overlap zones in Fig. 5, an interpolation
technique similar to that described by Garimella et al. �8� in con-
nection with the transition between laminar and turbulent data was

applied to the pressure drops calculated using the intermittent- and
annular-/disperse-wave-/mist-flow models. Figure 6 shows the
predicted pressure drop versus the experimentally measured val-
ues for the entire set of data considered in this study: 80% of the
data are predicted within �25%. The applicable flow regimes for
each data point are also shown in Fig. 5 and demonstrate that the
model effectively captures the trends in the data based on the
underlying physical phenomena: the variation in pressure drop
with quality, mass flux, and tube diameter is well represented by
the model.

To further see the effect of the variation in tube shape on pres-
sure drop, the pressure drop was plotted for each tube versus
quality with a constant L /Dh,nominal=500 in Fig. 7. The length of
all the tubes was fixed to 0.375 m and Dh was determined such
that the flow cross-sectional area is the same as that of a circular
tube of diameter 0.75 mm. The relative surface roughness for each
tube was kept the same as in the case of the original tube. The
pressure drop predicted by the intermittent- and the annular-/mist-
flow-regime models exhibits the same trend in the variation with
tube shape. The pressure drop increases with mass flux and quality
as expected. The model predicts a decrease in pressure drop to-
ward single-phase gas flow pressure drops as the quality ap-
proaches 1, as evidenced by the maxima in the graphs around x

0.9. The slight changes in slope at the interfaces of the respec-
tive flow regimes reflect the different flow mechanisms across
these interfaces. This graph shows that the W-insert tube has the
highest pressure drop, which is to be expected because this is the
only tube that does not have extruded channels. Among the other
tubes, the rectangular channel �with an aspect ratio of 2� has high
pressure drops, followed by triangular, N-shaped, square, and cir-
cular channels in decreasing order of pressure drop. The differ-
ence between the pressure drops for the square and rectangular
tubes in Fig. 7 indicates that a change in aspect ratio by a factor of
2 causes an appreciable change in pressure drop. It is once again
emphasized that the hydraulic diameters of these tubes �and there-
fore L /Dh� are not the same; rather the channel length and the
flow area are the same. The Dh values required to keep the con-
stant cross-sectional area are shown in Fig. 7 and do exhibit a
range from 0.521 mm to 0.75 mm. A plot keeping L /Dh constant
would show different trends; however, it would represent different
mass flow conditions.

6 Conclusions
A multiple flow regime pressure drop model for condensing

flow of refrigerant R134a in horizontal circular and noncircular
tubes with D�1 mm was developed. Prior flow visualization
studies by the authors were used to determine the applicable flow
regimes for the pressure drop data, and individual pressure drop

Table 1 Values of the constant A determined for each of the
tubes by individual regression

Tube
Dh

�mm� Roughness Const. A �Eq. �11��
Avg. abs. deviation

�%�

RK15 0.424 0.0390 2.576�10−3 21
C20 0.506 0.0003 1.325�10−3 14
N21 0.536 0.0030 1.304�10−3 12
W29 0.732 0.1000 3.667�10−3 15
C30 0.761 0.0005 1.258�10−3 9
S30 0.762 0.0009 1.470�10−3 20
B32 0.799 0.0070 1.911�10−3 12
T33 0.839 0.0065 1.984�10−3 18

Fig. 6 Pressure drop model predictions
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models for each major flow regime were developed. The
intermittent-flow pressure drop model �also shown to apply to
overlap zone� treats the overall pressure drop as a combination of
the contributions due to the liquid slug, the film-bubble interface
region, and the transitions between the slug and the bubble. A slug
frequency model was used to provide closure to the intermittent-
flow model. In the annular-flow pressure drop model �also shown
to apply to disperse-wave and mist flows�, the interfacial friction
factor derived from the measured pressure drops was correlated in
terms of the corresponding liquid-phase Reynolds number and
friction factor, the Martinelli parameter, and a surface tension-
related parameter. Appropriate interpolation techniques were
specified to address the regions of overlap and transition between
the different regimes. The resulting combined model predicted
80% of the data for this wide range of flow conditions and tube
shapes within �25%.

Nomenclature
D  diameter �m or mm as noted�

�P  pressure drop �kPa�

f  friction factor �Darcy�
G  mass flux �kg /m2 s�
L  tube length �m�

Re  Reynolds number
N  number
X  Martinelli parameter
x  vapor quality
	  void fraction
�  dynamic viscosity �kg /m s�
�  density �kg /m3�
�  surface tension �N/m�
V  velocity �m/s�

Subscripts
avg  average

f  friction
h  hydraulic
I  gas-liquid interface
l  liquid

UC  unit cell
v  vapor
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Liquid Taylor Bubbles Rising in a
Vertical Column of a Heavier
Liquid: An Approximate Analysis
It has been noted that a volume of lighter liquid when injected into a stationary column
of a heavier liquid, it rises up as a simple elongated Taylor bubble. In the present study,
experimental and theoretical analyses have been performed to understand the rise of
liquid Taylor bubbles. The experiments have been performed with different liquid pairs
with their viscosities ranging from 0.71 mPa s to 1.75 mPa s and conduit sizes ranging
from 0.012 m to 0.0461 m. The bubble shape has been predicted using a potential flow
analysis and validated from photographic measurements. This analysis has been further
modified to predict the rise velocity. The modified analysis accounts for the density
difference between the two liquids, viscosity effects of the primary liquid, and interfacial
tension of two fluids. A semi-empirical equation has been developed, which gives satis-
factory results for most of the cases. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3026730�

Keywords: liquid Taylor bubble, shape, rise velocity, mathematical modeling, viscous
potential flow

1 Introduction
Taylor bubbles �TBs� are typical elongated gas bubbles, which

occupy almost the entire cross section of a liquid filled conduit
and move along its axis. In a circular tube they are characterized
by an axisymmetric bullet shaped nose, a cylindrical body, and a
flat or jagged tail �Fig. 1�. However, the shape of the Taylor
bubble depends to a larger extent on the cross section �1–3� and
inclination of the conduit and to a smaller extent on the properties
of the fluid pair. The shape is also sensitive to the size of the
conduit. For example, Taylor bubbles observed in narrow circular
tubes have a dome shaped nose and tail �4,5�, while in a wider
conduit, these are characterized by a hemispherical nose and a flat
tail. Taylor bubbles are observed in a myriad of gas-liquid two-
phase systems. During the drainage of the liquid from a liquid
filled vertical tube whose top end is closed, the rising gas finger
assumes the characteristic shape of a Taylor bubble. In slug flow,
Taylor bubbles and liquid slugs follow one another in rapid
succession.

Over the years, the hydrodynamics of Taylor bubbles have at-
tracted the attention of a number of researchers. In their pioneer-
ing works Dumitrescu �6� and Davies and Taylor �7� theoretically
analyzed the motion of elongated gas bubbles rising through a
vertical tube filled with an ideal fluid. Later the same problem was
investigated comprehensively using theoretical �8–13�, experi-
mental �1,14–20�, and numerical �21–25� techniques. In addition,
studies have been performed to investigate the effect of liquid
properties such as surface tension �26–30� and viscosity �31–36�,
liquid velocity, conduit geometry �4,37,38�, and inclination
�1,15,16� on the dynamics of Taylor bubbles. Nevertheless, the
complexity of the problem could not be resolved completely as
one can appreciate from the large number of correlations proposed
in literature �39–41�. Recently Viana et al. �42� considered a vo-
luminous data bank of experimental results and proposed a uni-
versal correlation for the rise velocity of Taylor bubbles through
circular tubes.

When a lighter liquid is introduced in a tube filled with another
immiscible and heavier liquid, it rises up as a single elongated
drop, which is similar in shape to that of a Taylor bubble, as
shown in Fig. 1. The dynamics of such liquid Taylor bubbles
�LTBs� play an important role in the transport of liquid-liquid
two-phase mixtures through conduits. However, the motion of a
LTB has rarely been investigated except for a few brief mentions
�1�. Brauner and Ullmann �43,44� studied gas entrainment from a
Taylor bubble for moving and stationary bubbles. In the present
work the motion of LTB through vertical tubes has been studied
experimentally for different liquid-liquid systems and tube diam-
eters. The theoretical models available in literature for gas-liquid
systems have been modified to predict the shape and rise velocity
of the LTBs. No such study has to date been reported on the rise
of a liquid Taylor bubble to the best of the author’s knowledge.

2 Experiments
The schematic of the experimental facility is shown in Fig. 2.

The main component of the setup is a 1.5 m long borosilicate
glass tube G pivoted to a frame F to facilitate free rotation. The
tube is closed at both ends. Near the ends two small side tubes N1
and N2 are provided with valve connections. They are used for
filling up and emptying the tube with the test liquids. Experiments
have been conducted in tubes of different internal diameters rang-
ing from 0.012 m to 0.0461 m. The liquids used and their mea-
sured properties are listed in Table 1. The viscosity, surface ten-
sion, and specific gravity of the individual liquids are measured
using an Ostwald viscometer, stalagmometer, and electronic bal-
ance, respectively, while the interfacial tension between different
liquid pairs is estimated using a ring tensiometer. The liquid prop-
erties are measured several times and the average values are taken
to minimize experimental errors.

As the hydrodynamics of the bubble is sensitive to any trace of
impurity, the tubes are thoroughly cleaned before using a particu-
lar pair of liquids. They are washed with detergent solution and
distilled water to remove any dirt or grease. Then they are rinsed
with acetone and dried. The tube is first completely filled up with
the heavier liquid �henceforth referred to as the primary liquid�.
The lighter liquid designated as the secondary liquid is slowly
introduced through the side tube N1 keeping G in the vertical
position. During this process, an identical volume of primary liq-
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uid is discharged through tube N2. Both valves are closed once a
required amount of secondary liquid is introduced into the tube.
Extreme care is taken to ensure that no air bubble gets entrapped
inside the tube during the process of filling up since visual obser-
vations reveal that the small air bubbles get attached to the tip of
the LTB. This renders the tip pointed and increases the rise veloc-
ity substantially.

For studying the rise of LTB, the tube is inverted so that the
secondary liquid occupies the bottommost position. The second-
ary fluid assumes the typical shape of a Taylor bubble and rises by
downward displacement of the heaver fluid. Its rise velocity is
estimated by noting the time of travel between two markings �P1

and P2� at a known distance �0.5 m apart�. The markings are made
at a distance 0.5 m from each end of the tube. These markings are
made away from the entry and exit of the tube to avoid end ef-
fects, if any. In order to ensure that the LTB acquires its terminal
rise velocity before reaching the first marking, several velocity
measurements have been made over different length intervals at
various positions of the tube. It is noted that the velocity thus
obtained remains constant over different distances after about 0.45
m from the entry section. Therefore a distance of 0.5 m has been
selected from the entry and exit sections for the experiments, and
the velocity has been measured from the time taken by the LTB to
traverse a distance of 0.5 m. A number of typical bubbles are
photographed using a digital camera �Sony, DSC F717�, near the
marking P2. During photography we used a rectangular glass view
box �VB� �in Fig. 2� to minimize the effects of reflection and
refraction at the curved tube surface. The rise velocities for a
given volume of LTB are measured at least five times and the
average value is registered. The velocity has also been measured
using the optical probe technique described by Jana et al. �45� as
an additional check. The uncertainties in measurements have been
obtained as �0.5%.

3 Results and Discussions
A typical curve representing the variation of rise velocity with

bubble volume has been plotted in Fig. 3. The figure shows that
rise velocity decreases sharply with an increase in bubble volume
for all the cases and finally attains an asymptotic value. The visual
observations reveal that at a small volume, bubbles are of sphe-
roidal shape. With increase in volume, they gradually enlarge to
form spherical cap bubbles and a large amount of the lighter liquid
produces Taylor bubbles. Once Taylor bubbles are formed, the rise
velocity remains constant.

To understand the effect of fluid properties on the rise velocity,
the variation in the Froude number �Fr� with the Eötvös number
�Eo� is plotted in Fig. 4. For all the liquid pairs, Fr increases
sharply with Eo until it gradually reaches an asymptotic value.
However, the different curves for different liquid pairs indicate the
importance of fluid properties other than those included in Eo. It is
interesting to note that White and Beardmore �15� performed ex-
periments on gas-liquid systems using a wide variety of liquids
and obtained a trend similar to that observed for the different
liquid pairs in Fig. 4. This indicates a striking similarity between
the rise of Taylor bubbles in both gas-liquid and liquid-liquid
systems.

With this consideration, a simple model has been proposed to
predict the shape and velocity of a LTB rising through a heavier
liquid.

Fig. 1 Kerosene Taylor bubble rising in water: „a… sketch and
„b… photograph

Fig. 2 Schematic of the experimental facility

Table 1 Physical properties of test liquids

Fluid
Density
�kg /m3�

Viscosity
�mPa s�

Interfacial tension
with water

�N/m�

Water 1000 1 —
Kerosene 787 1.2 0.0385
Benzene 879 0.73 0.0356
Cyclohexane 775 0.96 0.0585
2,heptanone 810 0.71 0.0208
Brine solution 1200 1.75 0.0378

�With kerosene�

Fig. 3 Experimental values of the bubble velocity as a func-
tion of the bubble volume for the different pairs of liquids
studied
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4 Prediction of the Shape of LTB
A close observation of the photographs has revealed that the

nose of the bubble once formed does not change with length. It is
independent of bubble size and is a function of tube dimensions
only. This is in agreement with the observations made for gas
bubbles through stationary liquid columns. On this basis, the
shape of the Taylor bubble is obtained from a potential flow analy-
sis of the situation. The underlying assumptions of the model are
as follows.

�1� Both the fluids are incompressible.
�2� The effect of viscosity is negligible.
�3� Flow is unidirectional.
�4� The origin of the frame of reference lies at the tip of the

bubble nose and rises with the bubble at its rise velocity.
Accordingly, the bubble appears stationary with respect to
the reference frame and the primary liquid flows toward the
bubble at its rise velocity �U�, as shown in Fig. 5.

Following the methodology of Batchelor �8�, the mass balance
of the heavier liquid between AA at infinite distance from the
bubble and BB at the intersection of the nose and tail region �Fig.
5� yields

�UR2 = ��U + UF��R2 − Rc
2� �1�

where R is the tube radius, Rc is the equilibrium radius at the tail
of the Taylor bubble �Fig. 5�, U is the bubble rise velocity in the
stationary liquid, and UF is the terminal film velocity relative to
the tube wall at section BB.

Rearranging Eq. �1� we get

URc
2 = UF�R2 − Rc

2� �2�
Following the methodology of Dumitrescu �6�, the plug flow has
been assumed in the film. The asymptotic film profile in the nose
region can thus be approximated as

R2U = �R2 − �R − ��2�Ui �3�

where Ui, the tangential velocity at the interface, is U+UF, �, the
film thickness, is �R−ri�, and ri is the radial coordinate of the
interface.

For the flow of the primary liquid along the bubble surface
between point 0 �stagnation point� and point 1 in Fig. 5, we apply
Bernoulli’s equation and obtain

P0 + h1�pg = P1 + 1
2�pUi

2 + h2�pg �4�

where �p is the density of the primary liquid, P0 is the pressure at
point 0, the tip of the bubble nose, and P1 is the pressure at point
1. h1 and h2, as denoted in Fig. 5, are the respective distances of
points 0 and 1 from a reference plane.

From assumption �4�, the bubble is assumed stationary with
respect to the frame of reference. This gives the pressure differ-
ence �P1− P0� as

P1 = P0 + Z�sg �5�

where �s is the density of the secondary liquid and Z, the axial
distance from the bubble tip, is �h1−h2�.

From Eqs. �4� and �5� one gets

P0 + �h1 − h2��pg = P0 + Z�sg + 1
2�pUi

2 �6�

or

Ui = �2Zg
��p − �s�

�p
�1/2

�7�

Combining Eqs. �3� and �7� we get

U = 	1 − 
1 −
�

R
�2��2gZ
�p − �s

�p
��1/2

�8�

Substituting the dimensionless bubble radius as r�= �1− �� /R�� in
Eq. �8�, the final expression becomes

r� = �1 − Fr
R

Z
�1/2�1/2

�9�

where

Fr =
U�p

��gD

��=�p−�s and D is the tube diameter.
The above expression shows that the bubble shape is a function

of the Froude number �Fr� and the tube dimension. It does not
depend on the bubble dimension, as has also been noted from
photographs. The bubble shape can thus be predicted from Eq. �9�
for different tube diameters and liquid pairs.

Fig. 4 Experimental Froude number as a function of the
Eötvös number for the different pairs of liquids studied

Fig. 5 Coordinate axis to predict the shape of the liquid Taylor
bubble
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The actual shape of the LTB has also been obtained from pho-
tographs with the help of the software IMAGE PRO-PLUS Version
5.1. A comparison between the shapes estimated from experiments
and analysis is made by superimposing the two on a plot of di-
mensionless bubble length �L�=Z /R� against the dimensionless
bubble radius �r��. One representative case for the kerosene-water
pair in a 0.0461 m i.d. tube is presented in Fig. 6. The slight
mismatch in the figure can be attributed to the simplifying as-
sumptions of the model, which does not account for the effect of
viscosity and surface tension.

5 Prediction of the Rise Velocity of LTB
The rise velocity is predicted from a modified form of the po-

tential flow analysis. The model modifies the analysis by Brown
�33� and incorporates the density correction as well as the effect of
viscosity in the tail region of the Taylor bubble while considering
the inviscid flow at the nose due to the flat velocity profile in the
approach field. The assumptions underlying the model include vis-
cous potential flow, laminar flow in the film, zero interfacial shear
stress, and negligible pressure gradient along the film. With these
considerations, the liquid flow in the film and nose regions has
been considered in more detail with a view to obtain the rise
velocity of the bubble.

6 The Film Region
Following the methodology of Brown �33� the film region has

been divided into two distinct sections; one in which a portion of
the liquid is accelerating freely, and the remaining portion is sup-
ported by wall shear and another in which the entire film is in
steady laminar flow and supported by wall shear. The analysis of
the flow in the transition region is more complex as compared
with the analysis of the equilibrium laminar film.

The flow of the liquid in the equilibrium annular film of a LTB
is shown in Fig. 7. The force balance on an element of the film
�say at point 1� for a vertical tube gives

1

r

���r�
�r

− �pg +
�P

�Z
= 0 �10�

Now considering that �P /�Z arises due to static pressure differ-
ence inside the bubble,

�P

�Z
= �sg

���P = Z�sg,
�P

�Z
= �sg� �11�

Therefore Eq. �10� becomes

1

r

���r�
�r

− ��p − �s�g = 0 �12�

or

d��r� = ��p − �s�grdr �13�

where r is the radial position and � is the shear stress.
Integrating Eq. �13� from the bubble interface to any point in

the film region gives

�r = ��p − �s�g
r2 − Rc

2

2
�14�

where Rc is the equilibrium radius at the tail of the Taylor bubble.
If the primary liquid is Newtonian, then

� = �p
du

dr
�15�

where �p is the viscosity of the primary liquid, u is the axial
component of velocity, and r is the radial position.

Substituting Eq. �15� in Eq. �14� we get

du = ��p − �s�g
r2 − Rc

2

2�pr
dr �16�

The velocity distribution in the film is obtained by integrating Eq.
�16� from r �any radial position� to R �tube radius� as follows:

− u = 
�p − �s

2�p
�g�R2 − r2

2
− Rc

2 ln
R

r
� �17�

This gives the average velocity of the liquid in the film from a
balance of the volumetric flow rates as

�UF�R2 − Rc
2� = 2��

Rc

R

urdr �18�

Combining Eqs. �17� and �18� we get

Fig. 6 Comparison between the prediction of Eq. „9… and the
experimental shape of a kerosene bubble rising in a 0.0461 m
i.d. tube filled with water

Fig. 7 The flow of primary liquid around the liquid Taylor
bubble
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UF =
�p − �s

�p
g� Rc

4

2�R2 − Rc
2�

ln
Rc

R
+

3Rc
2

8
−

R2

8
� �19�

From Eqs. �2� and �19� we get

U =
�p − �s

�p
g

R2


1 −
�

R
�2�2

3

 �

R
�3
1 −

�

R
� +

1

10

 �

R
�5

+
1

60

 �

R
�6

+ ¯� �20�

The above equation can be expressed in terms of relative film
thickness �0��0 /R� as

U =
�p − �s

�p
g

R2

�1 − �0�2�2

3
�0

3�1 − �0� +
1

10
�0

5 +
1

60
�0

6 + ¯�
�21�

where �0 is the terminal film thickness in the tail region of the
LTB beyond line BB in Fig. 5 and R is the tube radius.

Neglecting the higher order term greater than 4, the equation
reduces to

U =
2

3

�p − �s

�p
gR2 �0

3

1 − �0
�22�

7 Nose Region
From the potential flow analysis at the nose region, as men-

tioned by Brown �33�, the velocity of the Taylor bubbles are well
correlated by the equation

U = 0.496gRc �23�
Upon introducing the density correction term the above equation
becomes

U = 0.496�p − �s

�p
gRc �24�

A simultaneous solution of Eqs. �22� and �24� gives the equilib-
rium film thickness as

�0 =
− 1 + 1 + 4NR

2N
�25�

where

N = �1.81
��p − �s��p

�p
2 g�1/3

�26�

Expressing Rc in terms of N,

Rc = R − �0 = R
1 −
− 1 + 1 + 4NR

2NR
� �27�

and combining Eqs. �24� and �27�, we get

U = 0.496�p − �s

�p
gR1 −

− 1 + 1 + 4NR

2NR
�28�

Equation �28� can be used to predict the rise velocity of a Taylor
bubble by accounting for the density and viscosity effects. An
attempt has next been made to incorporate the effect of surface
tension in the expression.

A survey of the past literature shows that in gas-liquid systems
the different correlations for the rise of TBs generally account for
the influence of surface tension by using the Eötvös number
�g��p−�s�D2 /	�. Different researchers �29,38,40� proposed differ-
ent expressions including Eo in their correlations. For large buoy-
ancy Reynolds number �Reb
200�, Wallis �40� considered the
effect of interfacial tension using the following function of the
Eötvös number:

1


1 +
3805

Eo3.06�0.58

Incorporating the same factor in Eq. �28�, the final expression of
the rise velocity is obtained as

U = 0.496�p − �s

�p
gR1 −

− 1 + 1 + 4NR

2NR

1


1 +
3805

Eo3.06�0.58

�29�
The above analysis yields a semi-empirical equation, which ac-
counts for the effects of surface tension, viscous effects, and den-
sity difference between the two liquids. The predictions of the
equation have been validated with the experimental results for
different tube diameters and liquid properties. These validations
are presented in Fig. 8 and Table 2. In Fig. 8 the percentage error
is plotted against the predicted Froude number where the percent-
age error is calculated based on the experimental value. The figure
shows the improvement in prediction of Eq. �29� as compared
with Eq. �28�. Moreover predictions are better for some liquid
pairs, namely, water-kerosene, brine-kerosene, and water-benzene.

The results are also listed in Table 2 along with the buoyancy
Reynolds number (Reb= �D3g��p−�s��p�1/2 / �p ) for each case to
show the diameter effect on the predicted results. The table shows
that the theoretical values are close to the experimental results for
pipes of larger diameters while the deviation is consistently higher
for tubes of 0.012 m and 0.0176 m diameter. It is felt that this
discrepancy arises because the present analysis does not consider
the effect of the viscosity of the secondary liquid. This may be
justifiable in the analysis of rising gas bubbles, as the viscosity of

Fig. 8 Percentage error in prediction of rise velocity of a liquid
Taylor bubble
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gas is substantially lower than the viscosity of the surrounding
liquid. On the contrary, the viscosities of the primary and second-
ary fluids are of comparable orders of magnitude in the present
case.

8 Conclusions
Based on potential flow theory, a model has been proposed to

predict the shape of a liquid Taylor bubble. The slight deviations
between the predicted and actual shapes suggest the limitations of
the theory. Accordingly, it has been modified to predict the rise
velocity of the LTBs. The modified analysis incorporates the ef-
fect of viscosity of the primary fluid, density difference between
the two liquids, and surface tension effects. The analysis by
Brown �33� has been considered for this purpose and the laminar
film solution at the tail region is coupled with the potential flow
theory at the nose region. The effect of surface tension has been
considered from the correlation proposed by Wallis �40�. The pre-
dictions of the analysis are in close agreement with experimental
data on rise velocity for most of the cases. The only exceptions are
at small pipe diameters. This probably arises due to the limitations
of the semi-empirical approach.

The complex hydrodynamics of a liquid Taylor bubble can be
explained from a rigorous analysis starting from the basic physics
of the flow situation. Computational techniques may be adopted
for this purpose. Extensive experiments are required to study the
effect of viscosity of the secondary fluid on the rise velocity of the
Taylor bubble and to incorporate this effect in the theoretical
analysis.

Nomenclature
Eo � Eötvös number= ��p−�s�gD2 /	
Fr � Froude number=U�p /��gD

Reb � buoyancy Reynolds
number= �D3g��p−�s��p�1/2 /�p

h1, h2 � respective distances of points 0 and 1 from a
reference plane in Fig. 5 �m�

L� � dimensionless bubble length=Z /R
r� � dimensionless bubble radius= �1−� /R�
D � tube diameter �m�
N � dimensional parameter �m−1�

P0 � pressure at the tip of the bubble nose �Pa�
P1 � pressure at point 1 �Pa�
R � tube radius �m�

Rc � equilibrium radius at the tail of the Taylor
bubble �m�

U � bubble rise velocity in stationary liquid �m/s�
UF � average liquid velocity in the film relative to

the tube wall �m/s�
Ui � tangential velocity at the interface �m/s�
g � gravitational acceleration �m /s2�
r � radial position �m�
ri � radial coordinate of the interface
u � axial component of velocity �m/s�
Z � axial distance from the bubble tip �m�

Greek Letters
� � film thickness at any radial position as shown

in Fig. 5 =R−ri �m�
�0 � terminal film thickness in tail region as shown

in Fig. 5 =R−Rc �m�
�p � density of the primary liquid �kg /m3�
�s � density of the secondary liquid �kg /m3�

�� � ��p−�s� �kg /m3�
� � shear stress �N /m2�

�0 � dimensionless terminal film thickness=�0 /R

Table 2 Comparison of predicted results with experimental results

Sl. No. Liq. Pair
D�102

�m� Reb �10−3
Uexpt �102

�m/s�

Upredicted from
Eq. �28� �102

�m/s�
Deviation

�%�

Upredicted from
Eq. �29��102

�m/s�
Deviation

�%�

1 Kerosene bubble in water 1.2 1.90 1.75 5.24 −199.6 1.56 10.6
1.76 3.38 4.21 6.42 −52.61 4.76 −13.1
2.57 5.96 6.99 7.82 −11.9 7.54 −7.8
3.58 9.79 8.6 9.29 −7.93 9.25 −7.4
4.61 14.31 10.3 10.6 −2.73 10.58 −2.6

2 Kerosene bubble in brine 1.2 2.90 3.96 6.4 −67.7 4.61 −16.36
1.76 5.15 6.4 8.1 −26.9 7.76 −21.12
2.57 9.08 9.3 9.9 −6.45 9.88 −5.95
3.58 14.94 11.1 11.8 −6.2 11.78 −6.13
4.61 21.82 12.55 13.4 −7.06 13.43 −7.05

3 Benzene bubble in water 1.2 1.43 0.65 3.93 −502.8 0.52 19.7
1.76 2.54 3.39 6.56 −93.8 2.94 13.3
2.57 4.49 5.58 5.87 −5.2 5.05 9.5
3.58 7.38 6.98 6.98 0.023 6.83 2.2
4.61 10.78 8.08 7.96 1.5 7.92 1.97

4 Cyclohexane bubble in water 1.2 1.95 1.3 5.4 −302.3 0.88 34.3
1.76 3.47 4.2 6.6 −56.8 3.43 18.5
2.57 6.12 7.4 8.04 −8.69 7.22 2.5
3.58 10.06 9.4 9.55 −1.42 9.4 0.14
4.61 14.71 10.8 10.88 −0.96 10.85 −0.62

5 2,heptanone bubble in water 1.2 1.79 3.81 4.95 −29.97 2.95 22.4
1.76 3.18 6.18 6.06 2.03 5.62 9.1
2.57 5.61 7.48 7.38 1.3 7.3 2.07
3.58 9.22 9.01 8.77 2.65 8.76 2.75
4.61 13.48 9.89 9.99 −1.07 9.99 −1.05
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�p � viscosity of primary liquid �mPa s�
	 � interfacial tension �N/m�
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A Simplified Approach for
Predicting the Intermittent
Behavior of Gas-Liquid Mixtures
in Pipes
A new approach to the classical slug flow model is here proposed based on an original
correlation for the minimum liquid level in the stratified regions of intermittent horizontal
flows. This correlation is obtained by fitting experimental data obtained from a statistical
analysis of void fraction signals from ring impedance probes. The new procedure im-
proves the original model in terms of computing time reduction and algorithm simplifi-
cation. In addition, it is demonstrated that the new closure relationship can be derived
with more consistent experimental results, with respect to the slug length, which is em-
ployed in the original approach. The predictions of the main flow parameters are pre-
sented with reference to the classical and new approach, and all the results are critically
compared with literature experimental data. It is demonstrated that the simplified proce-
dure is able to predict the pressure drops and average void fraction values in good
agreement with experimental measurements, while only the slug frequency and slug
length predictions are affected by poor reliability. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2953296�

Keywords: two-phase slug flow, void fraction, pressure multiplier, liquid film level

1 Introduction
In the pipe flow of gas-liquid mixtures, slug or intermittent flow

conditions are frequently encountered in the whole range of pipe
inclinations and for a wide range of gas and liquid flow rates.

Slug regime is characterized by a sequence of liquid slugs sepa-
rated by large gas bubbles. It is a highly complex phenomenon
with an unsteady nature and large time fluctuations in flow param-
eters, such as the pressure and velocities, and phase concentration.
Processes involving heat and mass transfer are also unsteady with
substantial fluctuations in temperature and concentration.

Due to the complexity of the unsteady problem, an exact solu-
tion of the continuum and momentum equations is available only
for a limited set of flow conditions or under given simplified as-
sumptions.

Therefore a variety of approximate methods have been pro-
posed for predicting the flow behavior, in order to obtain reliable
estimations on pressure drop and phase distribution.

A mechanistic model of intermittent flow was proposed by
Duckler and Hubbard �1� and tested with data taken in small di-
ameter horizontal pipes. Nicholson et al. �2� modified this model
without introducing substantial changes in the original set of
equations proposed by Duckler and Hubbard.

Other models in literature were proposed by Stanislav et al. �3�,
Taitel and Barnea �4�, Fabre and Linè �5�, and Andreussi et al. �6�
for horizontal flow; Fernandes et al. �7�, Orell and Rembrand �8�,
Sylvester �9�, and Taitel and Barnea �4� for vertical flow; and
Bonnacaze et al. �10� for inclined flow.

These models are all based on a one dimensional steady-state
approach applied to a slug flow model. The main assumption in
such models is that slug flow can be represented by a sequence of
identical slug units traveling along the pipe at a constant transla-
tional velocity. The slug unit is constituted by a liquid slug fol-

lowed by a gas pocket with a liquid film at the pipe wall. The slug
models consider representative slug units, and the flow is assumed
to consist of a sequence of similar slug units. Moreover the analy-
sis is restricted to the case of constant liquid properties and the gas
compressibility is ignored.

The procedure is based on a set of proper closure relationships
of empirical and semiempirical origin in order to solve the con-
servation equations for both the liquid and gas phases.

These relationships concern the evaluation of such flow param-
eters as the gas fraction in the liquid slug, the translational veloc-
ity of the slug, the dispersed bubble velocity, and the slug length
�or the slug frequency�. These parameters are then considered
auxiliary variables, given in terms of proper closure relations.

Among these flow parameters, the authors’ attention has been
focused on the relationships for the slug length. Common experi-
mental observations for air-water systems �Duckler and Hubbard
�1�; Nicholson et al. �2�� suggest that the stable slug length is
relatively insensitive to the gas and liquid flow rates but show
large time fluctuations of such parameter, with typical scatter of
values from the average one around 50% and even more.

The authors’ experimental data have confirmed the above asser-
tion and have pointed out another experimental observation: the
minimum liquid level values in the stratified region could be mea-
sured with higher degrees of confidence �maximum scatter from
the average value around 20%�. The authors performed the experi-
mental procedure �described by Fossa et al. �11��, which is based
on the statistical analysis of the instantaneous cross sectional av-
eraged void fraction obtained by means of ring impedance probes.

The conclusion from the experimental work of the authors is
that a proper choice of closure relationships for the mass and
momentum balances should be oriented to flow parameters that
could be measured with lower uncertainty.

The aim of this study is hence to propose a simplified procedure
to infer the main parameters of the horizontal gas-liquid intermit-
tent flow, with respect to the classical slug flow model by Duckler
and Taitel. In the new simplified model, the core closure equation
refers to the minimum liquid height in the stratified regions under
the gas pockets, and it replaces the original closure equation on
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liquid slug length. In such a way great mathematical simplifica-
tions and processing time reductions can be achieved.

In this paper comparisons between the classical and new slug
flow models are performed from the point of view of the analyti-
cal expressions, and the predictions from both methods are criti-
cally compared to experimental data from the open literature and
those obtained by the present authors.

2 Analytical Models

2.1 Steady-State Slug Flow Model. The classical slug flow
model �Duckler and Hubbard �1�; Nicholson et al. �2�� is based on
the flow pattern showed schematically in Fig. 1. The slug unit is
subdivided into two volumes: the liquid slug having length equal
to ls and the film zone �length lf�. The liquid slug may contain
small gas bubbles that are assumed to be uniformly distributed
over the liquid volume itself, with bulk concentration �s. The
average liquid slug velocity is indicated as Vs and the dispersed
bubble velocity as Vb.

The film zone consists of a liquid film and an elongated gas
bubble. For horizontal and near horizontal pipes, the elongated

bubble occupies the upper part of the flow channel. The elongated
bubble propagates downstream at a translational velocity Vt. The
liquid film velocity is designated as Vf and the gas velocity in the
stratified region as Vg. Note that the liquid and gas velocities in
the film zone vary along the pipe due to the variation of the film
thickness hf�z� behind the liquid slug.

Assuming that both the liquid and gas phases are incompress-
ible, the two-phase mass balances over the slug unit can be written
as follows:

Vm = VSL + VSG = VsHLs + Vb�s �1�

where Vm is the mixture velocity, and VSL and VSG are the liquid
and gas superficial velocities, respectively.

The momentum equations for the two phases in the stratified
region, with reference to a coordinate system moving backward
along the pipe at a velocity Vt, can be written as follows:

�l�Vt − Vf�
��Vt − Vf�

�z
= −

�P

�z
+

� fSf

Af
−

�iSi

Af
+ �lg sin �

− �lg cos �
�hf

�z
�2�

�g�Vt − Vg�
��Vt − Vg�

�z
= −

�P

�z
+

�gSg

Ag
+

�iSi

Ag
+ �gg sin �

− �gg cos �
�hf

�z
�3�

where � f, �g, and �i are the shear stresses between liquid and wall,
gas and wall, and liquid and gas, respectively, while Sf, Sg, and Si
are the corresponding contact surfaces.

The shear stresses � f, �g, and �i are in turn expressed as a
function of their corresponding friction factors �f f, fg, and f i�,
calculated with single-phase flow correlations.

Combining Eqs. �1�–�3�, a differential equation for the liquid
film height hf as a function of backstream coordinate z can be
obtained,

dhf

dz
=

� fSf

Af
−

�gSg

Ag
− �iSi� 1

Af
+

1

Ag
� + ��l − �g�g sin �

��l − �g�g cos � − �l�Vt − Vf�
�Vt − Vs�HLs

HLf
2

dHLf

dhf
− �g�Vt − Vg�

�Vt − Vb��1 − HLs�
�1 − HLf�2

dHLf

dhf

�4�

where

dHLf

dhf
=

4

�D
�1 − �2

hf

D
− 1�2

�5�

HLs=1−�s is the liquid holdup in the slug and HLf is the local
liquid holdup in the stratified region.

Equation �4� contains some unknown variables, such as the
translational velocity Vt, the dispersed bubble velocity Vb, the
liquid holdup in the slug HLs, and the liquid slug length ls. These
parameters need to be expressed in terms of proper empirical cor-
relations in order to solve Eq. �4� for hf�z�.

The integration of Eq. �4� needs, in the original slug flow
model, an iterative procedure by changing the liquid slug length lf
up to convergence on guessed and recalculated slug lengths.

To solve the mass and momentum equations, a set of closure
relationships is required. They refer to the quantities Vt, Vb, HLs,
and ls. The closure relationships allow the other flow parameters
to be calculated. The corresponding film velocity Vf can be found

using a mass balance for liquid phase. Pressure drop, average void
fraction, slug length, and slug frequency can therefore be esti-
mated over the slug unit.

The pressure drop for a slug unit can be calculated using a
global force balance along a slug unit between cuts A-A and C-C
�see Fig. 1�. The balance of the momentum fluxes in and out the
control volume yields the following pressure drop:

�Pu = �ug sin �lu +
�s�D

A
ls +�

0

lf � fSf + �gSg

A
dz �6�

where �u is the average density of a slug unit,

�u = �u�g + �1 − �u��l �7�

and �u is the average void fraction of a slug unit

�u =
�− VSL + VsHLs + Vt�s�

Vt
�8�

Fig. 1 Slug flow geometry
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The first term of the right-hand side of Eq. �6� is the gravita-
tional contribution to the pressure drop; the second and third terms
are the frictional contributions in the slug and film zones.

Alternatively, the pressure drop can be calculated neglecting the
contribution of the film zone and considering only the control
volume between the plane cuts A-A and B-B �see Fig. 1�. In this
case a mixing pressure drop due to the near-wake region behind
the long bubble has to be taken into account.

2.2 Simplified Approach to the Slug Flow Model. The
present approach to the modeling of slug flow is still based on the
steady-state slug flow analysis, but it differs from the classical
procedure previously presented in the way of solving the mass and
momentum equations and on the choice of the closure relation-
ships to be employed.

Experimental observations for air-water systems suggest that
the stable slug length is relatively insensitive to the gas and liquid
flow rates but due to time fluctuations, the experimental values of
this parameter are usually affected by a standard deviation from
the mean value often over 50% �Andreussi et al. �12��.

On the other hand, the minimum liquid level in the stratified
region could be evaluated with higher degrees of confidence
��20% � by means of experimental techniques like those adopted
by Ruder et al. �13� and Fossa et al. �11�. According to these
observations, the classical procedure is modified by replacing the
slug length relationship with a proper original correlation pro-
posed by Fossa et al. �11�, which provides the minimum liquid
level in the stratified region as a function of gas volume fraction,

hmin

D
= 0.16 + 0.33�1 − Xv� �9�

This apparently minor modification has two main advantages:
first it introduces a physical quantity that is affected by a much
smaller experimental uncertainty; second it allows the solving
procedure to be improved by a faster and reliable algorithm,
which does not require iterative routines.

The other closure relationships needed by our model were se-
lected from a set of reference studies on the argument �Nicholson
et al. �2�, Fernandes et al. �7�, Bendiksen �14��. Based on a pre-
liminary validation analysis, the algorithm developed in this paper
considers the following closure equations:

�1� Bendiksen �14�:

Vt = c0Vm + v0

c0 = 1.05 + 0.15 sin2���

v0 = �0.351 sin��� + 0.542 cos�����gD �10�

Vm

�gD
� 3.5

c0 = 1.2, v0 = 0.351 sin����gD,
Vm

�gD
	 3.5

�2� Fernandes et al. �7�:

Vb = Vs + v0, v0 = 1.54�
g��l − �g�/�l
2�1/4�1 − �s�0.5

�11�
�3� Nicholson et al. �2�:

HLs =
1

1 + � Vm

8.66
�1.39 �12�

It is worthwhile to note that in the Nicholson paper �and in
other ones of the open literature�, a further closure relationship is
given to calculate the length of the slug unit. In that case, the
proposed correlation was

ls = 30D �13�

The friction factors f f and fg are calculated with the correlations
proposed by Taitel and Barnea �4�, while the f i values are calcu-
lated according to the formula suggested by Shoham and Taitel
�15�.

The new procedure requires, as input data, the operating condi-
tions, such as the phase superficial velocities and densities and the
diameter and inclination of the pipe.

The procedure then calculates the flow parameters required: the
minimum liquid level hmin in the stratified region, the translational
velocity Vt, the dispersed bubble velocity Vb, and the liquid
holdup in the slug HLs �Eqs. �10�–�12��.

Equation �4� has now given integration extremes: the film
height in the start section is obtained from the liquid holdup, and
it is assumed to be equal to HLs; the final liquid level height is
directly available from the new closure relationship �Eq. �9��.

The numerical integration of Eq. �4� is therefore performed
once, and it allows the evaluation of the film length lf. The slug
length ls can be evaluated by means of the conservation equation
for the liquid phase.

The slug unit pressure drop and average void fraction can be
calculated in the same way as the classical procedure, through a
global force balance along the slug unit �Eqs. �6� and �8��.

3 Experimental Evaluation of the Minimum Film
Level

3.1 Experimental Apparatus. The experimental apparatus
consists of a horizontal test section where air and water can be
mixed to generate the two-phase flow under bubble, stratified, and
intermittent flow regimes. The test section is about 12 m long and
allows pressure and void fraction measurements to be performed.
A complete description of the plant is available in Guglielmini and
Soressi �16�. The investigation refers to air-water horizontal flows
in 60 mm and 40 mm i.d. pipes. The operating conditions cover
the VSG=0.3–4.0 m /s and VSL=0.6–3.0 m /s gas and liquid su-
perficial velocity ranges, respectively �reference pressures of
1.1–1.4 bars, as measured 5 m downstream the phase mixer�. In-
termittent flows �plug and slug� were observed.

The void fraction sensors adopted in this investigation consist
of ring electrode pairs placed on the internal wall of the cylindri-
cal test duct, flushed to the pipe surface. A complete description of
the metering device is available in Fossa �17�. Three probes were
employed in the 60 mm pipe, located at z /D=33, 100, and 160,
respectively, from the phase mixer. The 40 mm test pipe was
equipped with four probes at z /D=95, 148, 151, and 255, respec-
tively. The void fraction sensors and related electronics are able to
pick up the instantaneous cross sectional average value and to
allow 100 Hz sampling time series to be collected and stored. The
void fraction time series are elaborated according to the procedure
described in detail in Fossa et al. �11�, which allows the time-
average void fraction, the slug length, the slug frequency, and the
minimum film level values to be inferred.

In what follows, all the experimental data reported for compari-
son with predictions are obtained according to the analysis de-
scribed in Fossa et al. �11�.

The test pipe was also equipped with 15 pressure taps to mea-
sure the pressure profile along the pipe: details on the procedure
are given in Guglielmini and Soressi �16�.

3.2 Experimental Minimum Film Level Evaluation. The
procedure to infer the minimum liquid level is based on the sta-
tistical analysis of the void fraction records, which allows the
time-average cross sectional void fraction � and the void prob-
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ability density function �PDF� to be inferred �Fig. 2�. As it is well
known, the intermittent flow is associated with a twin-peaked
PDF, where the low void fraction peak is pertinent to slug passage
and the high void fraction peak is associated with the stratified
phase regions.

From, PDF analysis, the following parameters can be deter-
mined �Fig. 2�: �s, which corresponds to the low void fraction
peak; �st, at which the maximum of the right peak occurs; and
�max, where the PDF goes to zero. The average liquid film height
�h� and minimum liquid level �hmin� in the stratified regions have
been calculated from �st and �max values, respectively, by means
of simple trigonometric considerations and by neglecting the pres-
ence of gas inside the liquid layer. Figure 3 refers to the minimum
liquid level in the stratified region between slugs as measured
either in the 40 mm pipe or the 60 mm one. Data were made
dimensionless through the pipe inner diameter D and correlated
by us with the empirical formula �Eq. �9��, which holds in the
0.6–3.0 m /s and 0.3–4.0 m /s liquid and gas superficial velocity
ranges, respectively.

The figure inspection reveals that the formula fits quite well

�within 20% confidence bounds� either our data or those of litera-
ture collected by Ruder et al. �13� and by Andreussi et al. �6�, as
deduced from their liquid holdup values.

3.3 Measurement Uncertainty. Regarding the void fraction
evaluation, a repeatability investigation was performed over 50
test runs and different probes: the standard deviation of the void
fraction measurements was found to be 1.5%. The calibration of
the probes, with respect to the dispersed and stratified flow pat-
terns, was performed according the procedure described in Ref.
�17�. The overall uncertainty on void fraction measurements �void
meter accuracy and random errors� turned out to be around 3%.
Concerning the two-phase pressure multiplier evaluation, 15 pres-
sure taps were employed to measure the pressure profiles along
the test pipes and to compare them with the experimental ones
obtained during the single-phase flow. The analysis of available
data �more than 300 experiments by the authors� showed that
random errors prevail over the errors introduced by the instrumen-
tation �flow meters and pressure transducers, 2% accuracy of the
readings�. Random errors yield data scatter around the regression
line that describes the pressure profile. According to Moffats rec-
ommendations �18� on the computerized analysis of errors, ex-
perimental values of residuals in the regression lines were em-
ployed to calculate the uncertainties in estimating the single- and
two-phase pressure drops. It was found that in single-phase flows
the 95% uncertainty is about 3%, while during the two-phase flow
the uncertainty is about 8%. As a consequence the two-phase mul-
tiplier is affected by an overall uncertainty of about 9%.

4 Model Results and Discussion
The classical and simplified procedures have been compared in

terms of prediction capability concerning the pressure drop, the
average void fraction, the minimum liquid level in the stratified
region, and the slug frequency �or slug length�.

The operating conditions considered for simulations cover the
0.6–3.0 m /s and 0.3–4.0 m /s liquid and gas superficial velocity
ranges, respectively. The test sections investigated are horizontal
��=0� 40 mm and 60 mm inner diameter pipes.

The predictions obtained through the classical and simplified
procedures have been compared with experimental void fraction
and pressure drop data. In order to test the present model predic-
tions on a wider range of operative conditions and fluid charac-
teristics �such as liquid viscosity or density�, the procedure has
been extended to two different simulations: in the first one the
ratio between liquid and gas densities has been selected in the
range of 100–1000 in the second one the liquid viscosity has been
varied from 0.001 kg /ms to 0.3 kg /ms. The results and the pro-
cedure comparison are presented in terms of pressure multiplier
and average void fraction values.

4.1 Pressure Drop Estimation. Both procedures have proven
to be able to reconstruct pressure drops in the slug unit in good
agreement with experimental measurements. Figures 4�a� and 4�b�
show the pressure drop in terms of pressure multiplier �l0

2 , plotted
versus the gas volume fraction, for VSL=1.1 m /s and 2.0 m /s,
respectively, and for both the diameters. Experimental data refer
to the measurements collected at z /D=255 for the 40 mm inner
diameter pipe and z /D=160 for the 60 mm one.

The expression “cla” refers to data obtained with classical pro-
cedure, and “new” to data obtained with new simplified proce-
dure. Figure 4 also shows some values obtained from the well
known correlation proposed by Lockhart and Martinelli �19�.

The algorithms show a good agreement with experimental data
in the superficial liquid velocity range of 0.6–1.1 m /s; for higher
velocities both the algorithms seem to underestimate the experi-
mental values.

The mean deviation between the predictions provided by the
two procedures assumes values within 5% �VSL=0.6 m /s� and 2%

Fig. 2 Void fraction PDF for flow parameter evaluation

Fig. 3 Predicted and measured minimum liquid levels „D
=40 mm… and comparison with literature data
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�VSL=2.0–3.0 m /s�. The mean deviation between the classical
procedure and the Lockhart–Martinelli model is even greater, and
it reaches 36% for VSL=0.6 m /s.

4.2 Average Void Fraction. Figures 5�a� and 5�b� show the
average void fraction plotted in terms of gas volume fraction for
both 40 mm and 60 mm diameter pipes, obtained by the two pro-
cedures and experimentally measured at z /D=255 �40 mm pipe�
and at z /D=160 �60 mm inner diameter pipe�.

The figure also shows some values obtained with the correla-
tion proposed by Armand and Treshchev �20�.

The void fraction values evaluated with the two procedures are
almost coincident �in the figure the results superposed�. The
agreement with experimental data is good, with a slight tendency
to overestimate the measurements for D=40 mm.

Trends of void fraction reconstruction seem to show a weak
dependence on liquid superficial velocity: when VSL increases, an
increase of void fraction can be observed. Both the procedures
give predictions in good agreement with the Armand and Tresh-
chev model �mean deviation about 4%�.

4.3 Minimum Liquid Level. Figure 6 shows the comparison
between minimum liquid level values calculated by the classical
procedure and those from Eq. �9� employed in the present model.
Experimental data refer to our measurements collected at z /D

=255 for the 40 mm pipe and at z /D=160 for the 60 mm pipe
according to the procedures and the operating conditions de-
scribed in Secs. 4.1 and 4.2.

The poor agreement between the predictions of the classical
procedure and the experimental data is apparent from the figure
inspection the gap increases with the liquid superficial velocity
and the greatest deviations correspond to VSL=3.0 m /s. It is
worth noting that Eq. �9�, on which the present model is based, fits
with great accuracy this experimental set of data, being the corre-
lation coefficient R and the standard error of the proposed corre-
lation equal to 0.974 and to 0.014, respectively.

4.4 Slug Frequency and Slug Length. In terms of slug fre-
quency, the classical procedure is shown to be in reasonable
agreement with experimental data only for superficial gas veloci-
ties higher than 1.5 m /s. On the other hand, data obtained by the
simplified procedure are strongly different from experimental re-
sults: the mean deviation between theoretical and experimental
data is sometimes higher than 100%.

Slug frequency can be related to slug length by means of the
translational velocity. As clearly reported in literature �Duckler
and Hubbard �1�; Nicholson et al. �2��, experimental slug length
values are almost independent of fluid flow rates. Furthermore
slug length values show scatters having standard deviations up to

Fig. 4 Pressure multiplier versus gas volume fraction; „a… VSL=1.1 m/s; „b… VSL=2.0 m/s

Fig. 5 Average void fraction versus gas volume fraction; „a… D=40 mm; „b… D=60 mm
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60% of the average value. Data obtained by the simplified proce-
dure seem to have a strong dependence by operative conditions.
Therefore the simplified algorithm has proven to be unreliable in
slug length prediction.

4.5 Effect of Density and Viscosity Ratios on Predictions.
Figures 7 and 8 show the comparison of results given by the two
procedures in terms of pressure multiplier and average liquid
holdup, respectively, for phase density ratio selected in the range
of 100–1000 and liquid viscosity in the range of
0.001–0.3 kg /ms.

The two procedures, classical one �abscissa� and new one �or-
dinate�, show a good agreement in the liquid holdup evaluation,
for all the conditions tested: mean deviation is always lower than
20% �see Fig. 8�.

Regarding the pressure drop prediction, the mean deviation be-
tween predicted values reaches 39%, but only for a low pressure
multiplier �1–3, see Figure 7�; for higher values of pressure mul-
tiplier the two procedures are in good agreement, with mean de-
viation always lower than 15%.

5 Conclusions
A new procedure has been proposed to predict the behavior of

intermittent horizontal flows. The procedure is an evolution of the
classical slug flow model originally proposed by Taitel and Duck-
ler. The new model introduces a different set of closure relation-
ships, including a correlation by the authors on liquid film height
that allows the slug unit momentum equation to be solved in a
more efficient and straightforward way. This relationship consid-
ers the minimum film level in the stratified region, and it was
obtained by the authors from the statistical analysis of their own
experimental data on instantaneous void fraction. The new corre-
lation proved to give accurate predictions of minimum film level,
also with respect to literature data, with deviations in the range of
�20%. The proposed model predictions have been compared with
experimental results and with the predictions by the classical
model. The simplified model is reliable to infer a reliable estima-
tion of the fundamental flow parameters such as the pressure drop
and the average void fraction, while the classical model seems to
be preferable to infer estimations on the slug frequency and slug
lengths.

Nomenclature
D � pipe diameter �m�
f � friction factor ��

hf�z� � film thickness �m�
h � average liquid film height �m�

hmin � minimum liquid film height �m�
HLf � liquid holdup in the stratified region �=1−� f�

��
HLs � liquid holdup in the slug �=1−�s� ��

l � length �m�
V � fluid velocity �m/s�
Vt � translational slug velocity �m/s�
Xv � gas volume fraction ��

Greek Letters
� � time-average cross sectional void fraction ��

�max � void fraction at which the PDF goes to zero
��

�st � low void fraction peak ��
� � pipe inclination �deg�
�l � density �kg /m3�

 � interfacial tension �Pa m�
� � shear stress, �Pa�

Fig. 6 Minimum film level measured values versus the predic-
tions by the classical procedure „cla…. Filled symbols, D
=40 mm; open symbols, D=60 mm

Fig. 7 Pressure multiplier values determined with classical
and modified procedures for phase density ratios in the range
of 100–1000 and liquid viscosities in the range of
0.001–0.3 kg/ms

Fig. 8 Average liquid holdup values determined with classical
and modified procedures for phase density ratios in the range
of 100–1000 and liquid viscosities in the range of
0.001–0.3 kg/ms
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Subscripts
f � liquid film
g � gas phase
i � at the interface liquid-gas

m � mixture
s � of the liquid slug

SG � gas superficial
SL � liquid superficial

u � of the slug unit
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The onset of gas entrainment in a single downward discharge, from a stratified gas-liquid
region, was modeled. The discharge was modeled as a point-sink and Kelvin–Laplace’s
equation was used to incorporate surface tension effects. Consequently, a criterion to
characterize the dip radius of curvature, at the onset of gas entrainment, was required.
The dip geometry was experimentally investigated and a correlation was developed re-
lating the dip radius of curvature to the discharge Froude number. The correlation was
used in conjunction with the theoretical model. It was found that the predicted critical
height demonstrated good agreement with experimental data with the three-dimensional
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predict the critical height, particularly at discharge Froude numbers below 1.
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1 Introduction
Recent loss-of-coolant accident �LOCA� research has been mo-

tivated by safety and accident analysis codes. Codes, such as
CATHENA, use experimentally or analytically derived thermohy-
draulic models in their predictions. These models are used to
simulate, for example, a pressurized reservoir under two-phase
conditions, with an exiting bottom or side oriented discharge. An
example of an industrial application is the Canada deuterium and
uranium �CANDU� nuclear reactor, which incorporates a fluid dis-
tribution system where coolant flows from a large reservoir
�known as the header� through a network of pipes �known as
feeders� to the reactor fuel channels. A break in the distribution
network, or a pump failure, can cause a two-phase environment to
occur within the header. This, in turn, can lead to the gas phase
entraining into the feeder branches, where liquid flows under nor-
mal operation, resulting in a two-phase mixture to flow into the
fuel channels. Two-phase flow impacts the designed cooling ef-
fectiveness and can lead to an increase in the reactor core tem-
perature. Elevated core temperatures above design limits can pose
serious safety concerns.

With a stratified gas-liquid environment and a single side or
bottom discharge Zuber �1� found that if the gas-liquid interface
was located above the discharging branch inlet, the gas phase
could be entrained at a critical height called the onset of gas
entrainment �OGE� by either vortex-induced or vortex-free
mechanisms, with the later causing a significant impact to the flow
quality. If the interface was below the discharge inlet, liquid was
entrained into the discharge flow at a critical liquid height, called
the onset of liquid entrainment �OLE�. Following this, a variety of
independent studies were done in an effort to understand the phe-
nomena �OGE and OLE� and, in particular, predict its behavior
under a variety of conditions. Of those studies, a few have focused
on a single downward discharge from a stratified two-phase envi-
ronment and are summarized below. A few researchers later ex-
perimentally investigated the critical height at the onset of gas

entrainment by the vortex-free mechanism in a single downward
oriented discharging branch. The experiments were performed
with stratified two-phase flow in the main duct at various operat-
ing pressures, discharge branch diameters, and fluids. The authors
provided empirical correlations of the critical height as a function
of the discharge Froude number, from a circular pipe �2,3� and a
square duct �4�. The traditional Froude number, which is a ratio of
the inertial to gravitational forces, was modified in these studies to
include the density ratio of both fluid phases, following Ref. �1�.

Several authors experimentally investigated the critical height
at the onset of vortex-free gas entrainment in multiple discharges
on a flat vertical wall �5–8�. These studies demonstrated the ef-
fects of the branch location relative to one another, which could be
oriented in the same vertical plane, horizontal plane, or inclined
plane. These studies maintained a symmetrical inflow at the dis-
charge inlet by locating the discharge on one end of a large res-
ervoir. The large reservoir was supplied with a controllable source
of both air and water, which enabled the liquid height to be well
controlled. The discharge diameter that they selected was
6.35 mm and the reservoir was operated at pressures ranging from
300 kPa to 500 kPa. The critical height was presented as a func-
tion of the discharge Froude number, similar to the previous
works. Later, Ahmad and Hassan �9� experimentally investigated
the critical height at the onset of vortex-free gas entrainment in
single, dual, and triple discharge cases with three 6.35 mm ori-
fices located on a curved wall at 0 deg, 45 deg, and 90 deg from
horizontal. The data were not correlated but notably the critical
height was also presented as a function of the discharge Froude
number. They also used a test facility where the test section was
mounted at the end of a large reservoir. This ensured a symmetri-
cal inflow and a smooth-stratified two-phase environment with a
controllable liquid and gas supply.

There have been a handful of relevant analytical studies done
since 1990 that deal with the onset of liquid and gas entrainments
in either single or multiple discharges. These studies have been
done to emulate the situation of a symmetrical inflow toward the
discharge. The onset of liquid entrainment was investigated for a
single discharging side slot of finite width �10� and finite diameter
�11�. Following, Armstrong et al. �12� provided an analytical
model for the onset of liquid entrainment for two simultaneous
side discharges. They found that the discharges could be accu-
rately represented as point-sinks, which resulted in relatively good
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agreement with their experimental data. Hassan et al. �13�, and
later Maier et al. �14�, improved the dual discharge models for
various geometries—for inclined walls and discharges,
respectively—by considering the discharges to have a finite diam-
eter. These researchers were able to get better agreement with
experimental data by demonstrating their model to more appropri-
ately predict the physical limits.

More recently, Ahmed et al. �15� modeled the onset of gas
entrainment in a single discharging side branch, installed on a flat
vertical wall, from a smooth-stratified gas-liquid environment.
Two models were proposed by the authors, first a simplified model
that treated the discharge as a three-dimensional point-sink, and
second a more complex model that assumed the discharge to have
a finite diameter. They treated each fluid phase independently and
assumed both to be incompressible, inviscid, irrotational, and qua-
sisteady with negligible surface tension. These assumptions di-
rected the authors to a potential flow problem and considered the
gas-liquid interface to be the link between both phases. To that
end, they used a balance of Bernoulli’s equation along the inter-
face applied between two convenient points in the flow field. To
predict the onset of gas entrainment phenomena they used a cri-
terion based on the work of Taylor �16�, who investigated the
onset of instability of inviscid liquid surfaces accelerated verti-
cally. It was stated that a liquid surface would become unstable if
accelerated at a rate greater than that of gravity. With the onset of
gas entrainment criterion being established, along with Bernoulli’s
equation, the velocity field needed to be defined. To do this the
authors first assumed the discharge to be a point-sink. Using a
known potential function to define the velocity field the authors
found a relationship in the form of

HOGE

d
= 0.625Fr0.4 �1�

where

Fr =
4ṁ

��gd5�L��L − �G�
�2�

The critical height �HOGE� at the onset of gas entrainment is
shown to be a function of the Froude number. The Froude number
is a function of the discharge liquid mass flow rate �ṁ�, the dis-
charge diameter �d�, the gravitational acceleration �g�, and the
fluid densities ��L—liquid and �G—gas�. For the second finite-
branch model, the authors accounted for the branch diameter by
solving Laplace’s three-dimensional equation. This was a result of
applying a potential function to the continuity equation with the
appropriate boundary conditions. This second model was found to
be more representative of the physical limits with the discharge
Froude number less than approximately 10. At this point the dif-
ference between both the point-sink and finite-branch models was
approximately 5%. With the Froude decreased to approximately 1,
the difference between the predictions of both models increased to
nearly 20%. Following this, Andaleeb et al. �17� used a similar
point-sink approach to model discharges on a curved surface. The
model accounted for the effect of wall curvature and they found
relatively good agreement with experimental data provided in Ref.
�9�.

To further the modeling of gas entrainment the effects of sur-
face tension on the critical height are considered in this study. One
of the main elements of the analytical approach is to consider that
a dip forms in the heavier liquid surface, followed by a sudden
collapse of the surface equilibrium—resulting in gas entrainment.
It is well known from experimental studies that the dip forms
prior to gas entrainment �9�. It is believed that surface tension
plays an important role in the dip formation and the size and shape
of the dip, as well as effects of flow conditions, are of particular
interest. This study will provide a hybrid theoretical analysis of
the effects of surface tension based on the dip formation assump-
tion. The theoretical model will use experimental evidence to

quantify the effects of surface tension on the critical height at the
onset of gas entrainment. A single discharge installed at the bot-
tom of a circular pipe will be considered based on the scaling
relationships from a typical CANDU header-feeder bank. Reason-
ing for the inclusion of surface tension effects will become clear
from dimensional analysis. A single feeder bank of a CANDU
header was used as the prototype since its geometry has salient
features that could be common to other systems. This study is not
intended to directly model or simulate the CANDU header-feeder
system since additional considerations are needed, which are be-
yond the scope of the investigation.

2 Problem Description
Consider an example of a typical CANDU header-feeder bank

arrangement under stratified two-phase conditions, as shown in
Fig. 1. A typical header has a circular cross section and measures
approximately 6 m in length, and between 0.356 m and 0.406 m
inside diameter �i.d.�, and is closed on both ends. Flow enters the
top of the header through two turrets located at either end of the
header and exits through a network of feeder branches. Each
feeder bank contains five 50.8 mm diameter orifices located radi-
ally at �=90 deg, 135 deg, 180 deg, 225 deg, and 270 deg. The
feeders are physically connected to the fuel channels by pipes of
near equal hydraulic resistance, which sets equal flow rates in all
branches. In the general case, the flow rate in any channel can
vary. The following analysis considers only a single discharging
bottom branch ��=180 deg�, referred to as branch C, and neglects
the effects of the turrets.

2.1 Dimensional Analysis

2.1.1 Geometry. The relevant geometric parameters are also
shown in Fig. 1. The header has a circular cross section of diam-
eter D and branch C has a diameter, d. The effects of additional
discharges, such as branches A1, A2, B1, and B2, are not consid-
ered in the present analysis.

2.1.2 Fluid Transport Properties. The two fluid phases are
represented in Fig. 1 as “Gas” and “Liquid” and each has a set of
independent variables that is relevant to the problem. Considering
first the gas phase as ideal, the pressure and temperature are re-
lated by the density ��G� from the ideal gas law and its dynamic
viscosity is ��G�. The liquid density ��L� and its viscosity ��L� are
relevant, as is the surface tension ��� at the gas-liquid interface.
For stratified flows the gravitational acceleration �g� is an impor-
tant parameter. It was suggested that it should be incorporated
with the density ratio to address buoyancy as g��L−�G� /�L �18�.
The single phase liquid mass flow rate in branch C is ṁC.

2.1.3 Two-Phase Phenomena. With the required independent
geometrical and fluid properties established, some comments
about the phenomena are needed to establish the dependent vari-
ables. The flow through branch C is single phase prior to OGE.

Fig. 1 A typical header-feeder bank geometry with stratified
two-phase conditions
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Onset of gas entrainment occurs when the branch flow is no
longer a single phase liquid but rather a mixture of the gas and
liquid phases. The onset of entrainment has been characterized
previously by the vertical distance, or height H, between the
branch inlet and the gas-liquid interface. With the gas-liquid in-
terface above the branch centerline—initially liquid only flow in
the branch—a critical value of H will exist at which the gas phase
will entrain into the branch at HOGE �1�. The critical height is
expected to be a function of the independent parameters discussed
above, which include the single phase liquid properties, mass flow
rate, and geometry. For onset of gas entrainment in branch C the
functional relationship is expected to be

HOGE,C = f�d,D,
g��

�L
,�L,�L,�,ṁC� �3�

2.1.4 Reduction in Variables: Pi Theorem. In the simplest case
of a single discharging branch there are at most five dimensionless
groups using three basic dimension of mass, length, and time.
Dimensional analysis was performed using the branch diameter,
single phase liquid density, and liquid mass flow rate as repeating
variables. The resulting relationship for the critical height
�HOGE,C� was found to be

HOGE,C

d
= f�D

d
,FrC,ReC,WeC� �4�

where

FrC =
ṁC

2

gd5�L��L − �G�
�5�

ReC =
ṁC

�Ld
�6�

WeC =
ṁC

2

� · d3�L
�7�

The discharge Froude number �FrC� is the ratio of inertial and
gravitational forces, the discharge Reynolds number �ReC� is a
ratio of inertial and viscous forces, and the Weber number �WeC�
is a ratio of inertial and surface tension forces. The shape of the
discharge was not included in the definition of the Froude number,
so Eq. �5� does not include the �4 /��2 term, which would be
expected when comparing it with Eq. �2�. The discharge liquid
velocity �vC� through branch C can be defined using the liquid
mass flow rate �ṁC� and discharge cross-section area �0.25�d2� as
vC= �4ṁC� /�L��d2�.

Consider now a typical CANDU header that operates with
heavy-water �D2O� nominally at temperatures and pressures in the
range of 300°C and 10 MPa �19�. During a postulated small break
LOCA the pressure within the header can decrease, causing the
heavy-water to vaporize. At 300°C the saturation pressure is ap-
proximately 8.6 MPa and the saturated liquid and vapor properties
are listed in Table 1. The saturation properties are used here as an
estimate to determine the properties of the vapor phase.

Using the saturation properties the variations of the idealized
liquid Froude, Reynolds, and Weber numbers were evaluated, us-

ing d=50.8 mm, and presented in Fig. 2. The gravitational force is
shown to be dominant when compared to the viscous �Reynolds�
and surface tension �Weber� forces, as demonstrated by the
Froude number. The Froude number is commonly used in free-
surface flows, particularly in geophysical flows such as rivers and
oceans. The Weber number shows that surface tension effects are
relevant at low values of vC. Also, with the Froude and Weber
numbers below 1 the inertia forces become smaller than the gravi-
tational and surface tension forces. This implies that gravitational
and surface tension forces will begin to compete with each other.
In this case a new dimensionless group emerges at these low
values of liquid velocity, vC, the Bond �Bo� number, which is a
ratio of gravitational to surface tension forces. This concept will
be further demonstrated in the theoretical analysis below.

3 Experimental Investigation
An established experimental test facility at Concordia Univer-

sity was used in this study. A brief discussion is presented regard-
ing its components, namely, the test section and flow distribution
system. The objectives of this study were to use the facility to
estimate the size and shape of the dip in the air-water interface at
the onset of gas entrainment.

3.1 Test Section. The test section, modeled from a header-
feeder bank’s geometry, had a semicircular cross section and a
single downward discharge, located at �=180 deg and was re-
ferred to as branch C. A 50.8 mm diameter hole, 50.8 mm in
length, was machined into the end of a solid brass rod to form the
semicircular surface. Branch C consists of a 6.35 mm hole ma-
chined 30.4 mm deep into the semicircular surface and then en-
larged to 9.56 mm diameter for the remaining 90.4 mm depth.
The test section was installed in the two-phase reservoir, as shown
in Fig. 3. Its curved surface was exposed to a smooth-stratified
gas-liquid environment.

Table 1 Saturation properties of heavy-water at 300°C and
8.6 MPa

Saturated
liquid

Saturated
vapor

Density �kg /m3� 784.87 52.64
Viscosity �N s /m2� 9.36�10−5 1.97�10−5

Surface tension �N/m� 1.39�10−2
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Fig. 2 Estimated dimensionless numbers of liquid flow in a
feeder branch

Fig. 3 Test section
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3.2 Test Facility and Instrumentation. The test facility is
presented in Fig. 4. The two-phase reservoir was made from two
stainless steel pipes welded together in a T-shape. Two of the three
ends were capped with blind flanges. On the third end, a clear
acrylic tube was installed with its open end capped with a blind
flange. The test section was installed in a hole machined at the
center of the blind flange. The flow of liquid through branch C
was controlled by a ball valve and a flow meter was used to
regulate and record the liquid flow rate. The flow meter was se-
lected to provide different orders of magnitude of the discharge
Froude number �0.001�FrC�60�. The two fluids used in the ex-
periment were water and air and all measurement devices were
calibrated by the manufacturer as per component specifications.
The maximum uncertainty in the calculation of the Froude num-
ber, FrC, was estimated to be 	5%. The instrument uncertainty in
measuring the air static pressure was 	0.83 kPa whose value was
maintained in the range of 308.2	6.8 kPa.

Regulated air was supplied to the two-phase reservoir and the
air pressure was monitored by a pressure transducer with a factory
calibrated range of 0–830 kPa. Water was stored in a 208 l tank
and supplied to the two-phase reservoir by a 2.23 kW pump. The
discharged water downstream of the flow meter was recirculated
back to the tank. The water height was measured by differential
pressure transducer with a factory calibrated range of 0–255 mm
H2O.

Measurements were achieved by first filling the two-phase res-
ervoir �by opening the two-phase reservoir inlet valve� so that the
air-water interface was well above branch C �high enough to not
have the dip when the branch was activated�. The reservoir was
then pressurized to 308.2 kPa and the discharge flow rate through
branch C was set to a constant value �a constant Froude number�.
The air-water interface height, relative to branch C’s location, was
then slowly decreased by reducing the inlet flow rate until a
steady dip was formed in the interface. The dip was formed with-
out gas entrainment occurring. This means that for a certain
Froude number, or flow rate, there is one OGE height and one dip
shape. This experiment was repeated for a range of discharge
Froude numbers.

Images of the dip were recorded using a charge coupled device
�CCD� camera with 1344�1024 pixel resolution. The image ori-
entation was aligned with the side of the test section, as demon-
strated in Fig. 3. A random sample of the images was then used to
measure the size and shape of the dip; the sample size was typi-
cally on the order of 20 images. This was found to be sufficient to
describe the relatively stable dip formation. A sample image is
shown in Fig. 5, with the dip formation prominently displayed
above branch C. The dip geometry was then recorded by import-

ing the image into software called DIGI-XY. Using the software the
spatial resolution was established and points of the dip profile
were extracted. For each image an average of 20–30 unique points
was selected to describe the surface profile. The process was re-
peated for a total of seven Froude numbers, ranging from approxi-
mately 1 to 30. A sample of the extracted points for three different
Froude numbers is presented in Fig. 6. This figure provides an
estimate of the size and shape of the dip as the Froude number is
varied. It was observed that as the Froude number increased the
interface and dip became increasingly unstable as the critical
height was approached.

4 Theoretical Analysis

4.1 Point-Sink Analysis. In the point-sink model, the branch
will be considered as a point. This means that the branch shape
and size will not affect the prediction of onset of gas entrainment.
The flow rate is the only parameter that will affect the prediction
to this phenomenon and Fig. 7 shows the geometry that will be
simulated in the point-sink model. Here, only the bottom branch C
is used in the analysis. Also, the flow exiting from this branch is
liquid only. The liquid level starts from the highest point inside

Fig. 4 Test facility

Fig. 5 Sample image of dip formed prior to the onset of gas
entrainment
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the circular domain called S, and then begins to descend. At a
certain instant a dip will appear in the gas-liquid interface due to
the vortex-free flow field. By decreasing the liquid level further
the dip size will increase and then suddenly collapse, causing both
the gas and liquid phases to flow into the branch.

The flow field is considered steady, incompressible, inviscid,
and irrotational. These assumptions are characteristic of potential
flow and are governed by forces of inertia and gravity. The poten-
tial flow assumption allows Bernoulli’s equation to be applied
between two points within the flow field. Bernoulli’s equation will
be applied on the interface between points a and b. Consider first
the heavier fluid side that results in

PL,a + 1
2�LvL,a

2 + �LgH = PL,b + 1
2�LvL,b

2 + �Lgh �8�

Considering vL,a�vL,b, Eq. �9� becomes

PL,a + �LgH = PL,b + 1
2�LvL,b

2 + �Lgh �9�

Applying Bernoulli’s equation on the lighter fluid side, which is
considered as stagnant, results in

PG,a + �GgH = PG,b + �Ggh �10�
The Kelvin–Laplace equation is now introduced to consider the

effects of surface tension. The general equation �20� is

PL�x,y,
� = PG − �� 1

Rx
+

1

Ry
� �11�

where the pressure on the liquid side is PL and the pressure on the
gas side is PG. The coordinates x and y are defined in a plane
parallel to the gas-liquid interface with 
 describing the height of
the interface above the x-y plane and generally 
=
�x ,y�. The
surface tension coefficient is � and the radii of curvature in the x
and y directions are Rx and Ry, respectively. The shape of the dip
is assumed to be represented by a segment of a sphere, which
simplifies the general Kelvin–Laplace equation to have Rx=Ry
=ROC. Applying this assumption to the general equation at point
a results in

PG,a = PL,a + � 2�

ROCa
� �12�

Similarly, applying the Kelvin–Laplace equation at point b results
in

PG,b = PL,b + � 2�

ROCb
� �13�

The radius of curvature at point a �ROCa� is very large since the
gas-liquid interface is considered to be flat, therefore PG,a� PL,a.
From Eqs. �9�, �10�, and �13�, the critical height �HOGE� at the
onset of gas entrainment can now be found to be

HOGE

d
=

h

d
+

vL,b
2 �L

2gd��L − �G�
−

2�

ROCbgd��L − �G�
�14�

The last term on the right is a ratio of surface tension to gravita-
tional forces and is a modified form of the dimensionless group
commonly referred to as the Bond number. The dip radius of
curvature figures prominently in Eq. �14� and is variable if fluid
properties remain constant. To find the velocity at point b, con-
sider that branch C is assumed to be a point-sink with liquid
volumetric flow rate, QC. The surface area, S, of the flow field is
a hemisphere intersected by a cylinder, and the branch is located
at the center of this flow field. The liquid radial velocity �vr� at
any point on the surface S of the flow field is

vr =
��

�r
=

QC

	S	r
�15�

where � is the potential function, r is the radius of the flow field,
and S is given by
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Fig. 6 The dip shape at three discharge Froude numbers in
branch C

Fig. 7 Geometry used in point-sink analysis
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S = 2�r2 − 4r

0

r

arctan
1

� 4R2

r2 − z2 − 1

dz �16�

The surface area of the flow field at point b is given by

	S	r=h = 2�h2 − 4h

0

h

arctan
1

� 4R2

h2 − z2 − 1

dz �17�

The criterion used to predict the onset of gas entrainment is the
equality between the acceleration of the liquid above the branch
and the acceleration of gravity, g, at point b �16�. The principle
�for onset of gas entrainment in a vertical plane� is given as

ab = − g �18�

This states that if the liquid acceleration at point b is equal or
exceeds the gravitational acceleration then the surface will be-
come unstable, causing the onset of gas entrainment. Using Eqs.
�15� and �18� to define the onset criterion yields

� ��

�r
�

r=h

· � �2�

�r2 �
r=h

= − g �19�

To find �� /�r, Eq. �17� is substituted in Eq. �15�, which results in

� ��

�r
�

b

=
Qc

	S	r=h
=

QC

2�h2 − 4h

0

h

arctan
1

� 4R2

h2 − z2 − 1

dz

�20�

The derivative of �� /�r with respect to r at point b with r=h
yields

� �2�

�r2 �
b

= − QC�4�h − 4I1 − 4hI2

�2�h2 − 4hI1�2 � �21�

where

I1 =

0

h

arctan
1

� 4R2

h2 − z2 − 1�1/2dz �22�

I2 =

0

h
4R2r

� 4R2

h2 − z2 − 1�1.5

�h2 − z2�2�1 +
1

4R2

h2 − z2 − 1
dz �23�

We use the definition of FrC to be

FrC =
vC

�gd
��

�

�24�

which is equivalent to the definition in Eq. �2� for a discharge with
a circular cross section but using the average velocity instead of
the mass flow rate. The volumetric flow rate �QC� can then be
defined as

QC = FrC�gd
��

�
��

4
d2� �25�

In summary, Eqs. �14� and �19� form a system of two equations
with three unknowns. The unknowns are the critical height HOGE,
the height of the dip above the branch inlet h, and the radius of
curvature ROCb of the dip at point b. Without a third equation the
system is ill posed. To find the radius of curvature of the surface
dip analytically, considering the effects of surface tension as the

main cause in a potential flow analysis posed a very serious chal-
lenge. The experimentally obtained values for the radius of cur-
vature were therefore used to provide a reasonable alternative.

4.2 Two-Dimensional Finite-Branch Analysis. In this analy-
sis a two-dimensional �2D� finite-branch model is considered with
a single slot installed on the bottom of a semicircular section, as
shown in Fig. 8, with a discharge velocity,vC. Two fluid phases are
present and the lighter fluid is considered stationary while the
heavier fluid is considered to be incompressible, homogeneous,
and irrotational. These assumptions are characteristic of potential
flow and are governed by forces of inertia and gravity. The poten-
tial flow assumption allows Bernoulli’s equation to be applied
between two points within the flow field. Bernoulli’s equation will
be applied on the interface between points a and b. Reintroducing
Eqs. �8�–�10� from above, the Kelvin–Laplace equation, Eq. �11�,
is now introduced to consider the effects of surface tension in the
2D model. Therefore, the general equation, Eq. �11�, becomes

PL�x,
� = PG − �� 1

Rx
� �26�

The coordinate x is defined as a horizontal line parallel to the
gas-liquid interface with 
 describing the height of the interface
above the line and generally 
=
�x�. The radius of curvature in
the x direction is Rx. The shape of the dip is assumed to be rep-
resented by a segment of a cylinder, which simplifies the general
Kelvin–Laplace equation to have Rx=ROC. Applying this as-
sumption to the general equation at point a results in

PG,a = PL,a + � �

ROCa
� �27�

Similarly, by applying the Kelvin–Laplace equation at point b
results in

PG,b = PL,b + � �

ROCb
� �28�

The radius of curvature at point a �ROCa� is very large since the
gas-liquid interface is considered to be flat and therefore PG,a
� PL,a. From Eqs. �9�, �10�, and �28�, the critical height �HOGE� at
the onset of gas entrainment can now be found to be

HOGE

d
=

h

d
+

vL,b
2 �L

2gd��L − �G�
−

�

ROCbgd��L − �G�
�29�

To find the liquid velocity at point b �vL,b�, a 2D flow field is
considered by applying a potential function to the continuity equa-
tion, in cylindrical coordinates, as

Fig. 8 Configuration for finite-branch analysis
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1

r

�

�r
�r

��

�r
� +

1

r2

�2�

��2 = 0 �30�

Assuming that a separable solution exists such that

��r,�� = X�r�Y��� �31�

and the solution is finite at r=0 yields the general solution

��r,�� = 0 + �
m=1

m=�

rm�m cos�m�� + �m sin�m��� �32�

The form of this general solution is defined as the Neumann prob-
lem by having

� ��

�r
�

r=R

= vr�R,�� �33�

with vr being the radial velocity along the circumference at r=R.
The partial derivative of � with respect to r along the circumfer-
ence is

��

�r
�R,�� = �

m=1

m=�

��mRm−1��m cos�m�� + �m sin�m���� �34�

If vr�R ,�� is also represented as a Fourier series as

vr�R,�� =
�0

2
+ �

m=1

m=�

��m cos�m�� + �m sin�m��� �35�

as indicated by Ref. �21�, by comparing these two equations, Eqs.
�34� and �35�, a necessary condition that must be satisfied to yield
a solution is

��0 =

0

2�

vr�R,��d� = 0 �36�

Multiplying Eq. �36� by R results in balancing the inlet and outlet
flow rates through the boundary. On the inlet side, opposite the
slot, the area is divided into several �number n� imaginary
branches with an equivalent size as the discharge branch. The
purpose is to define the radial velocity component, vr,n, in the
direction of the domain center and along the semicircular inlet
from the freestream velocity v�. From Fig. 9 the freestream ve-
locity is defined by

v� = vC ·
�2� · R�

H
�37�

The number of branches along the imaginary boundary is deter-
mined by the height of the heavier fluid in the domain by H. From
Fig. 9, a balance of the flow across the imaginary domain for a
single imaginary branch gives

v�dz = vr,n2�R �38�

The solution of � can now be found and given by Ref. �21� as

��r,�� =
�0 · R

�

−
R

2�
·


0

2�

vr�r,��log� �R2 − 2Rr cos�� − ��� + r2�
R2 �d��

�39�

with the boundary conditions at r=R,

3�

2
− � � � �

3�

2
+ �,

��

�r
= vC

3�

2
− �2n + 2�� � � �

3�

2
− �2n�� ,

vr,n = v� cos�3�

2
− �2n + 1���, n = 0,1,2. . .

3�

2
+ � � � �

�

2
, vr = 0 �40�

Each partial derivative in Eq. �19� can be evaluated using the
definitions of �, r, and � from the above equations. The values of
all integrations in Eqs. �19� and �39� are calculated using numeri-
cal integration techniques. To validate the 2D finite-branch analy-
sis model, a comparison was made between an experimental work
in Ref. �9� carried out for a circular hole and the present 2D
finite-branch analysis model.

4.3 Dip Radius of Curvature. To include the experimental
data in the theoretical model a data reduction method was devised
so that the radius of curvature could be presented as a function of
the Froude number. The objective was to fit the data to a polyno-
mial function for each Froude number tested. With seven Froude
numbers, seven different polynomials were produced. The poly-
nomial is of the form z=C1x2+C2x+C3, where C1–C3 are the
curve fitting constants. A sample of the second order polynomial
curve fit is shown in Fig. 10 for FrC=6.92. In order to adapt this
function to the theoretical model the lowest point of the dip
should be found, this is point b in Fig. 7 or 8. Conveniently, the
lowest point can be found by searching for the location where the
slope of the curve is zero. This implies that for the polynomial
with z= f�x�

� dz

dx
�

b

= 0 �41�

The radius of curvature �ROC� of a function of the form z= f�x�
can then be found �22� as

Fig. 9 A balance of the flow across one of the imaginary
branches
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Fig. 10 Example of curve fitting the dip shape
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ROC =
�1 + � dz

dx
�2�3/2

� d2z

dx2�
�42�

and since dz /dx=0 at point b, the ROC can be found to be

ROCb = �� d2z

dx2��−1

=
1

2C1
�43�

With a second order polynomial used as the fitting function, Eq.
�42� reduces to a function of the fitting coefficient C1 in Eq. �43�.
For each of the seven Froude numbers tested the dip radius of
curvature was found by this method. The resulting values are
shown in Fig. 11.

A second relationship is now required to describe ROCb
= f�FrC� to complement the theoretical model. A data fit was again
used to establish this functional relationship and a second order
polynomial was chosen as a suitable fitting function. The polyno-
mial equation that results is

ROCb = 0.00003 � �Fr2 − 10Fr + 816.6� �44�

The number of images was typically on the order of 20, and
approximately 20–30 points were used in each image to record the
dip shape and size. The ROCb was estimated for each image in-
dividually and also for the average of all the images combined.
The process was repeated for all seven Froude numbers, and the
highest deviation in ROCb, in all cases, was found at FrC=7 with
a maximum value of 	23% from the polynomial fit in Eq. �43�.
Following the procedure outlined by Kline and McClintock �23�
an estimate of the uncertainty of HOGE /d from Eq. �14� and �29�,
with the highest deviation of ROCb, was found to be approxi-
mately 2.5%.

The polynomial in Eq. �44� is an estimate of the dip radius of
curvature for a single downward discharge installed on a curved
surface. Future studies with multiple discharges or different dis-
charge orientations will likely find a different relationship. Future
work in this area could provide a more complete picture of the dip
formation, size, and dynamics of the problem. A full examination
on the dip formation will provide significant insight into the phys-
ics of the problem, particularly at high Froude numbers where a
transient �fluctuating� dip was observed to occur. A future study to
link the dip shape, size, and transients with the three-dimensional
velocity fields is also highly desirable and would provide signifi-
cant insight. Advanced techniques such as particle image veloci-
metry could serve to develop a correlation between the dip shape
and the flow field.

4.4 The Critical Height. A computer code, written using
MAPLE Version 11, was used to solve the system of three equations
�Eqs. �14�, �19�, and �44�. The code was used to determine the
critical height �HOGE,C /d� as a function of the Froude number
�FrC�. The critical height was calculated with and without surface
tension effects. The results of the analysis are presented in Fig. 12
and are compared with experiments �9�. The dimensions and fluid
used in the theoretical analysis are similar to the experimental
study. It can be seen that without surface tension effects, the
model overpredicts the critical height and at low Froude numbers
the point-sink model begins to diverge from the experimental
data. By including the Kelvin–Laplace equation in Bernoulli’s
equation, on either fluid side, the surface tension effects were
included. The character of the new term, the modified Bond num-
ber, had a reducing effect on the critical height and demonstrates
excellent agreement with the experiments, particularly at low
Froude numbers. The three-dimensional point-sink approach, with
surface tension effects, is a reasonable method for modeling the
onset of gas entrainment in a single downward discharge.

Figure 13 shows the effect of surface tension on the critical
height using the 2D finite-branch model. From the figure, it can be
seen that the critical height decreases with the addition of surface
tension to the model. There are two heights of the water surface at
the point of OGE, H, which refers to the free air-water interface
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Fig. 11 The dip radius of curvature as a function of the dis-
charge Froude number
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Fig. 12 Predicted values of the critical height with and without
surface tension
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Fig. 13 Predicted values of the critical height with and without
surface tension with 2D finite-branch modeling
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height and its maximum value is limited by the test section geom-
etry at a physical maximum height of H�2D. The height h,
which refers to the dip bottom height and its minimum value, is
limited by the physical edge of the bottom branch at h� �R
−R cos ��. These two limits were achieved in the present 2D
finite-branch model. The analytical model results could not be
solved for a Froude number greater than FrC=30 or lower than
FrC=0.884 due to the physical limits. The disagreement between
the experimental data and the 2D analytical model is also ex-
pected since the modeled 2D flow field is quite different from the
experimental flow field, which are inherently three dimensional.
Even though there is similarity with the experimental results in the
definition of the Froude number, the flow rate and velocity distri-
bution inside the flow field are not the same, hence the disagree-
ment with the experimental data and present 2D finite-branch
model.

5 Conclusions
The model presented here is a first look at modeling the onset

of gas entrainment with surface tension effects. The Kelvin–
Laplace equation served as a useful tool but also caused a new
unknown in the model, the dip radius of curvature. By deriving an
experimental correlation to describe the dip shape, the radius of
curvature was determined. A second order polynomial was used to
describe the functional relationship between the discharge Froude
number and the dip radius of curvature. In general, the point-sink
model overpredicted the critical height when surface tension was
neglected. By including surface tension the critical height predic-
tion, at any discharge Froude number, was reduced. The reduction
resulted in better agreement with experimental data and was par-
ticularly evident at discharge Froude numbers below 1. The finite-
branch model did not have good agreement with the experimental
data and this was explained to be due to the 2D flow approxima-
tion.

The potential flow assumption was found to be valid in model-
ing the flow field at the onset of vortex-free gas entrainment. By
including surface tension an overall improvement in the prediction
was found, but with the limitation that the dip geometry needed to
be defined. The hybrid theoretical-experimental approach was
deemed a useful alternative to a purely theoretical prediction of
the dip geometry.
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Nomenclature
ab � fluid acceleration at point b �m /s2�
a � point on the interface

A1 ,A2 � discharge branches at �=90 deg and
�=270 deg

b � point on the interface located at the lowest
point of the dip

B1 ,B2 � discharge branches at �=135 deg and
�=225 deg

Bo � Bond number, Bo=� /ROCbgd��L−�G�
C � discharge branch at �=180 deg

C1 ,C2 ,C3 � radius of curvature data fitting coefficients
d � discharge diameter �m�
D � main pipe or header diameter �m�
Fr � discharge liquid Froude number,

Fr=4· ṁ /��g ·d5 ·�L ·��
g � acceleration due to gravity �m /s2�
G � gas phase
h � vertical coordinate of the lowest point of the

dip �m�

H � liquid height �m�
HOGE � critical height at the onset of gas entrainment

�m�
I1 , I2 � integral equations, see Eqs. �22� and �23�

L � liquid phase
ṁ � mass flow rate �kg/s�
n � imaginary branch number, see Eq. �40�
P � pressure �N /m2�
Q � flow rate �m3 /s�

r ,� � polar coordinates �m, rad�
R � main pipe radius �m�

Re � discharge liquid Reynolds number, Re= ṁ /�Ld
Rx ,Ry � Surface radius of curvature in the x and y di-

rections �m�
ROC � dip radius of curvature �m�

S � flow field surface area �m2�
v � fluid velocity �m/s�

v� � freestream velocity, see Eq. �37�
We � discharge liquid Weber number,

We= ṁ2 /� ·d3�L
x ,y ,z � rectangular coordinates �m�

X ,Y � separation variables, see Eq. �31�

Greek
m ,�m � integration constants in Eq. �34�, 0�m��

� � discharge orientation �deg�
� � angle occupied by half of branch �rad�

�m ,�m � integration constants in Eq. �35�, 0�m��

 � interface height above the x-y plane �m�
� � fluid viscosity �N s /m2�
� � potential function �m3 /s�
� � fluid density �kg /m3�

�� � density difference of fluid phases, ��=�L−�G
�kg /m3�

� � surface tension coefficient �N/m�
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Break-Up Length and Spreading
Angle of Liquid Sheets Formed by
Splash Plate Nozzles
An experimental investigation is conducted to determine the effect of liquid viscosity and
density, nozzle diameter, and flow velocity on the break-up length and spreading angle of
liquid sheets formed by splash plate nozzles. Various mixtures of corn syrup and water
were used to obtain viscosities in the range of 1–170 mPa s. Four different splash plate
nozzle diameters of 0.5 mm, 0.75 mm, 1 mm, and 2 mm, with a constant plate angle of 55
deg were tested. The liquid sheet angles and the break-up lengths were measured at
various operating conditions. An empirical correlation for the sheet spreading angle and
a semi-empirical correlation for the sheet break-up lengths are developed.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3026729�

1 Introduction
Splash plate nozzles are used in a wide variety of industries. In

the pulp and paper industry, splash plate nozzles are used to spray
black liquor into a Kraft recovery boiler. Black liquor is a by-
product of papermaking, which contains up to 90% solids. The
boiler performance is intimately related to the spray characteris-
tics produced by the splash plate nozzle. Splash plate nozzles or
surface impinging jets also have applications in some auto en-
gines, gas turbines, and liquid-fueled rocket engines as reported
by Inamura et al. �1,2�.

The sheet break-up length is an important parameter that de-
scribes spray properties, such as the droplet size, velocity, and
trajectory of droplets. These spray properties determine the com-
bustion time and the location where the reactions take place. If a
long uniform liquid sheet is formed by a splash plate nozzle, the
spray will be sensitive to the flue gases in the furnace or combus-
tor, which may break up the sheet more rapidly. Furthermore, the
heat radiation may affect the liquid viscosity and consequently
may have a significant effect on the break-up mechanism, which
affects the average droplet size and droplet size distribution.

In a splash plate nozzle, a jet of fluid impinges on a solid
surface �the splash plate� and spreads out radially while thinning.
The liquid sheet interacts with the surrounding gas and breaks into
small droplets. These atomizers have several advantages, such as
low injection pressure loss and high controllability of a generated
liquid sheet. The atomization characteristics of a splash plate
nozzle depends on the characteristics of the liquid sheet �film�
produced by the nozzle. For instance, thinner liquid sheets pro-
duce smaller droplets; more turbulent sheets produce wider drop-
let size distributions; and longer sheets allow for more exposure to
the hot ambient, resulting in an increased heat and mass transfer
�3–5�.

The studies on the causes of sheet instability and its breakup
have shown that the principal cause of sheet breakup is the inter-
action of the sheet with the surrounding atmosphere, whereby
rapidly growing waves are induced on the sheet. Sheet breakup
occurs when the amplitude of these waves reach a critical value.

Using a linear instability analysis, the characteristics of these
waves have been investigated for inviscid liquid sheets of uniform
thickness, as indicated by Hagerty and Shea �6�, and for viscous
liquid sheets with variation in sheet thickness, as indicated by
Dombrowski and co-workers �7,8�. It is found that viscosity re-
tards the growth of perturbations. The predicted growth rate of a
disturbance is a function of both wavelength and sheet thickness.

Based on a stationary antisymmetric wave theory, Dombrowski
and Hooper �7� developed the following correlation for the
break-up length of liquid sheets produced by fan nozzles:

Lb = 1.5�K
�

�g
ln� �o

�
��Weh

0.5�Weh − 1�
�Weh − 1�2 ��0.5

�1�

where WeL=�U2h /� is the Weber number, U is the velocity of the
liquid sheet, K is the thickness parameter for the fan spray nozzle,
� and �g are the densities of the liquid and the gas, respectively,
and �o and � are the initial disturbance and wave amplitudes,
respectively. They concluded that the break-up length increases
with increasing shear viscosity and decreases with increasing
sheet velocity.

Arai and Hashimoto �9� reported the following correlation for
the sheet break-up length of a viscous sheet:

Lb

h
=

416 Reh
0.6

h0.5Weh
0.5 �2�

The linear theories, however, do not properly predict the sheet
break-up behavior. They underpredict the break-up length by up to
50%, as reported by Ryan et al. �10�. Furthermore, the linear theo-
ries predict a decrease in sheet break-up length with increasing
Weber number. However, experimental measurements indicate
that the break-up length increases to a maximum, then decreases
with increasing Weber number �10,11�. In addition, the break-up
length is linearly proportional to the Weber number, and it in-
creases with decreasing impinging angle �more aligned with the
impinging surface� and increasing jet velocity, as reported by
Ryan et al. �10�, Huang �11�, Anderson et al. �12�, and Li and
Ashgriz �13�.

In addition to the sheet break-up lengths, other sheet character-
istics have also been investigated. These are sheet thickness dis-
tribution by Shen and Poulikakos �14� and Choo and Kang �15�;
velocity distribution within the sheet by Li and Ashgriz �13� and
Speilbauer and Adams �16�; and large scale sheets of high viscos-
ity fluids by Speilbauer and Adams �17�, Miikkulainen and co-
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workers �18,19�, and Ahmed et al. �20�. Results indicate that the
sheet thickness is independent of the jet velocity but dependent on
the jet angle, jet diameter, and liquid viscosity.

Most recently Ahmed et al. �20� experimentally investigated the
break-up mechanism for liquid sheets formed by splash plate
nozzles for different liquid viscosities, nozzle diameters, and flow
velocities. They reported that the sheet atomization process for the
range of parameters studied was governed by two different
mechanisms: Rayleigh–Plateau �R-P� and Rayleigh–Taylor �R-T�
instabilities. R-P occurs at the rim, and R-T occurs on the thin
sheet. The rim instability can be laminar or turbulent, depending
on the jet Reynolds number. The R-T instability of the sheet is
always observed at the outer edges of the radially spreading sheet,
where the sheet is the thinnest. It can also occur inside the sheet,
due to the formation of holes and ruptures.

The present study is aimed at developing correlations for the
break-up length and spreading angle of liquid sheets produced by
the splash plate nozzle. Effects of liquid viscosity, density, and
flow velocity and nozzle diameter on the break-up length and
spreading angle of liquid sheets formed by splash plate nozzles
are presented.

2 Experimental Setup and Procedures
A simple splash plate nozzle design is used in our experiments.

The cross-sectional view of this nozzle is shown in Fig. 1. This
nozzle is constructed by machining an aluminum rod of length A,
such that a pipe with an inner diameter of d is formed �this is the
nozzle diameter�. The rod is then machined through its cross sec-
tion at a 55 deg angle to clear the pipe opening. For the nozzle
with a pipe diameter of d=1.0 mm, the dimensions shown in Fig.
1 are A=40.3 mm, B=21 mm, C=8.23 mm, H=5.04 mm, and
L=15.25 mm. All other nozzles are geometrically scaled by the
pipe diameter. Four different nozzle diameters of d=0.5 mm, 0.75
mm, 1.0 mm, and 2 mm were used. The splash plate angle was
kept constant at 55 deg. Splash plate angle of 55 deg is a com-
monly used angle in recovery boilers. This angle was found to be
the optimum angle in producing the proper boiler performance. In
order to keep the number of parameters in the study manageable,
the nozzle angle was kept constant at 55 deg for all nozzles.
Nozzle angle affects the sheet thickness distribution, and it will be
the subject of a future study, along with other nozzle design pa-
rameters.

Solutions of corn syrup with water were used to obtain a wide
range of viscosities, ranging from 1.0 mPa s to 170 mPa s. Vis-
cosities were measured using a Rheometrics ARES-RFS3 me-
chanical spectrometer using 50 mm cone and plate geometry.
Corn syrup behaves like a Newtonian fluid in the range of param-
eters studied here. By knowing the density of the corn syrup at
room temperature ��=1450 kg /m3�, densities of the solutions of
corn syrup and water were calculated. In addition, the surface
tension of the solution was measured using a Kruss K100MK2
tensiometer. A high-speed video camera was used to obtain im-
ages of the liquid sheets produced by splash plate nozzles. The
flow velocities in the splash plate nozzle ranged from 5 m/s to
about 44 m/s. A rotameter was used to measure the flow rate of the

liquid from the pressurized tank to the splash plate nozzle. Two
rotameters were used to measure flows in the range of 0.1–1.8
l/min, and 2.0–7.0 l/min, respectively. For solutions of water and
corn syrup, a graded cylinder and stopwatch were used to measure
the flow rate by collecting a certain volume of solution over a
known time.

The physical properties of the corn syrup solutions used are
provided by Ahmed et al. �20�. The variation of the viscosity
versus the weight percentage for two mixtures—corn syrup and
water, and glycerol and water—is shown in Fig. 2. The values of
viscosity for the mixture of glycerol and water were obtained from
the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics �21�. The reasons behind
selecting the corn syrup for the current study are that the viscosity
of mixture of corn syrup and water at the same weight percent is
much higher than that of the mixture of glycerol and water, as
shown in Fig. 2.

The overall experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. The splash
plate nozzle is connected to a pressure tank through a flow meter.
A constant pressure supply of compressed nitrogen is used, via a
pressure regulator, to pressurize a solution of corn syrup and water
inside the tank. The break-up length and the sheet angle were
directly measured from each image. More than 50 measurements
were made to find an average value for each condition.

3 Results and Discussions
The sheet spreading angle and break-up length are measured for

a wide range of liquid viscosities, flow velocities, and nozzle di-
ameters. Furthermore, a theoretical model based on the impinge-
ment of a liquid jet on a disk is used to develop correlations for
the break-up length.

3.1 Sheet Spreading Angle. Sheet spreading angle is ob-
tained by first drawing a tangent to the tip of the splash plate at its
centerline and determining the intersection points of this tangent
with the edges of the sheet �see Fig. 4�. Then, two tangents to the
liquid sheet are drawn from the two intersection points. The angle
between the two tangent lines to the sheet is defined as the sheet
spreading angle ���. Typical images of liquid sheets produced by a
splash plate nozzle at different liquid viscosities are shown in
Figs. 5–7. These figures depict the effect of liquid viscosity on the
sheet spreading angle for different flow velocities and for the
nozzle diameters of 1 mm and 2 mm. The flow velocity is deter-
mined based on the measured flow rate and the orifice diameter.

For a liquid viscosity of �=1.0 mPa s, the sheet spreading

Fig. 1 A sectional view of the splash plate nozzle

Fig. 2 Variation of viscosity versus percent by weight for two
mixtures, corn syrup and water, and glycerol and water
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angle is �=124 deg, as shown in Fig. 5. By increasing the vis-
cosity to 80 mPa s, the spreading angle decreases to 114 deg.
Further increase in viscosity to 170 mPa s decreases the sheet
spreading angle to 98 deg. The cause of the decrease in spreading
angle with increasing viscosity is due to an increase in surface
shear on the plate. Furthermore, increasing the viscosity reduces
the nozzle flow Reynolds number. At a low viscosity of �
=1.0 mPa s, the Reynolds number is Red=24,000 and the flow is
turbulent. In this case, the sheet is thin, perturbed, and unstable
with significant surface waves. However, increasing the viscosity
to 80 mPa s and 170 mPa s, resulting in Re=300 and 140, re-
spectively, the flow becomes laminar. In this case, the sheet is
thick and stable. The liquid viscosity damps the surface waves and
limits the spreading of the liquid sheet and, consequently, the
spreading angle reduces.

Figure 6 shows the effect of the splash plate nozzle flow veloc-
ity on the sheet spreading angle at different liquid viscosities of
14 mPa s and 80 mPa s and nozzle diameters of 1 mm and 2
mm. At a nozzle diameter of 2 mm and �=14 mPa s, increasing

the flow velocity V from 8.6 m/s to 17.3 m/s, increases the sheet
spreading angle from 108 deg to 119 deg. A similar trend was
found at the nozzle diameter of 1 mm and �=80 mPa s, where
increasing the flow velocity from 16 m/s to 35 m/s increases the
sheet spreading angle from 94 deg to 128 deg. In general, by
increasing the flow velocity, the sheet spreading angle increases
due to the increase in applied flow inertia. In addition, the sheet
spreading characteristics are mainly dependent on the net resultant
driving forces on the impact region. Increasing the flow velocity
results in a high impact pressure and, consequently, the sheet
spreading angle increases.

The effect of splash plate nozzle diameter on the sheet spread-
ing angle at velocities of 13 m/s and 17 m/s and of liquid viscosi-
ties of 1 mPa s and 14 mPa s is shown in Fig. 7. Based on this
figure, at a flow velocity of 13 m/s and �=1.0 mPa s, increasing

Fig. 3 Schematic of the experimental setup

Fig. 4 Definition of spray angle �

Fig. 5 Effect of liquid viscosity on the sheet spreading angle
at a flow velocity of 24 m/s using the splash plate nozzle with a
1.0 mm diameter
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the diameter from 1 mm to 2 mm increases the sheet spreading
angle from 90 deg to 114 deg. Also, at a flow velocity of 17 m/s
and �=14 mPa s, the spreading angle increases from 110 deg to
118 deg when the nozzle diameter increases from 1 mm to 2 mm.
Clearly, increasing the nozzle diameter increases the sheet spread-

ing angle. In conclusion, the sheet spreading characteristics are
mainly dependent on the net resultant driving forces on the impact
region. Increasing the liquid viscosity tends to increase the wall
shear stress and consequently retards the flow. Since the inertia
force is constant, this will reduce the sheet spreading angle. How-
ever, increasing the flow velocity increases the inertia forces as
well as the surface shear. Consequently, the net driving force in-
creases, which increases the sheet spreading angle.

The sheet spreading angle is measured for different nozzle di-
ameters �d�, liquid viscosities ���, liquid densities ���, and flow
velocities �V�. All possible regression models that are statistically
significant at a level less than 0.01 along with the corresponding
values of coefficient of determination �R2�, and the residual mean
square �s2�, are reported in Table 1. The residual mean square �s2�
can be defined as

S2 =

	
i=1

n

�yi − ypi�2

n − 2

where yi is the measured value, ypi is the predicted value, and n is
the number of observations. Based on the values of R2 and s2, the
best regression model was selected and can be defined as follows:

� = 0.024�1.23V0.39d0.28/�0.08 �3�

This correlation has a regression coefficient of R2=0.75. The com-
parison between the predicted and measured sheet spreading
angles is shown in Fig. 8. Sheet spreading angle increases with jet
velocity, jet diameter, and liquid density, but it decreases with
liquid viscosity.

3.2 Sheet Break-Up Length. Sheet break-up length is de-
fined as the intact length of the liquid sheet, as described in Fig. 9.
The break-up lengths are found based on averaging over 50 im-
ages for each case. The manner in which the sheet breaks up into
droplets depends on the operating conditions. All possible regres-
sion models that are statistically significant at a level less than
0.01 along with the corresponding values of coefficient of deter-
mination �R2�, and the residual mean square �s2�, are reported in
Tables 2 and 3. The regression model that correlates the break-up
length with the primitive variables is shown in Fig. 10, and those
that correlate the break-up length with the dimensionless variables
are shown in Figs. 11 and 12.

Figure 10 presents the variation of the predicted versus the
measured break-up lengths. Two clear trends are observed for the
variation of break-up length with flow velocity. At low velocities,
the break-up length increases with increasing the flow velocity, as
shown in Fig. 10�a�, and the correlation for this case is

Lb = CV0.62d1.53�0.33 �4a�

where C=39,735. At higher velocities the break-up length de-
creases with increasing the flow velocity, as shown in Fig. 10�b�,
and its correlation is given by

Lb = CV−0.48d0.87�0.24 �4b�

where C=1720. The velocity at the transition from the first trend
to the second trend can be determined by equating the two corre-
lations. Figure 10�b� shows that the correlation does not properly
fit the data for the larger orifice diameter of 2 mm. The regression
coefficient for this case is R2=0.85.

Figure 11�a� presents the variation of the predicted versus mea-
sured break-up lengths based on dimensionless variables, when
the break-up length increases with increasing the flow velocity.
The correlation for this case is

Lb

d
= C

Wed
0.2

Red
0.25 �5a�

where C=126. Figure 11�b� presents the variation of the predicted
versus measured break-up lengths when the break-up length de-

Fig. 6 Effect of the splash plate nozzle flow velocity on the
sheet spreading angle at different values of nozzle diameters
and liquid viscosities. „a… Nozzle diameter=2.0 mm, �=14.0
mPa s; and „b… nozzle diameter=1.0 mm, �=80.0 mPa s.

Fig. 7 Effect of the splash plate nozzle diameter on the sheet
spreading angle at different values of flow velocities and liquid
viscosities. „a… Flow velocity=13 m/s, �=1.00 mPa s; and „b…
flow velocity=17 m/s, �=14 mPa s.
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creases with increasing the flow velocity. The correlations for this
case are

Lb

d
=

C

Wed
0.14 Red

0.22 �5b�

where C=1340. These correlations poorly fit the experimental
measurements with a very low regression coefficient of R2=0.7
and 0.75, for Figs. 11�a� and 11�b�, respectively.

The above empirical correlations with both primitive and di-
mensionless variables do not accurately represent the variation of
the break-up length over a wide range of parameters. It was found
that the data for the 2 mm nozzle diameter did not fit the devel-
oped correlation. Inspection of the corresponding images indi-
cated that the break-up regime in this case is the “perforation”

type, as shown in Fig. 6�a�, which occurred at a viscosity of
14 mPa s. However, for water the perforation regime occurs at a
much higher Reynolds number, Re�24,000.

Therefore, another attempt was made to correlate the data based
on a semi-empirical model. In this case, the analytical model for
the impingement of a liquid jet on a solid disk is used to deter-
mine the sheet velocity and thickness at the tip of the splash plate.
The break-up length is then correlated with these variables, rather
than the nozzle inlet variables.

The impinging jet theory is used to determine the viscous liquid
sheet thickness and its velocity. In general, for normal impinge-
ment of a circular jet on a flat surface, the flow quickly spreads
out uniformly in all directions, as shown in Fig. 12. The impinge-
ment of a liquid jet on a horizontal flat surface using the
boundary-layer theory was studied by Watson �22�. His theory
provides an analytical expression for the layer thickness and ve-
locity as a function of the radial location in both laminar and
turbulent flow regimes.

He found a similarity solution by assuming that the sheet ve-
locity can be written as u=U�r�f�	�, where U�r� is the velocity at
the free surface, and 	=z /h�r�. And

f�	� = 2.73 −
3.46

1 + cos�1.845�1 − 	��
�6�

where “cos” is the cosine integral defined as

Table 1 Regression models of spray angle versus controlling variables in dimensional and
nondimensional forms

Variables Regression model R2 S2

We �=22.2We0.18 0.68 0.0116
Re, We �=17.2Re0.022We0.18 0.72 0.0103
Re, We, � /�a �=4.6Re0.156We0.12�� /�a�0.14 0.74 0.0096
Re, We, � /�a �=0.0044Re0.1We0.15�� /�a�1.17 0.74 0.0097
Re, We, � /�a, � /�a �=0.031Re0.16We0.11�� /�a�0.093�� /�a�0.77 0.74 0.0095
V, d �=206.4V0.38d0.27 0.73 0.01
V, d, �, � �=0.024V0.39d0.28�1.23�−0.08 0.75 0.0095

Fig. 8 Variation of the predicted sheet spreading angle versus
the measured values

Fig. 9 The definition of the break-up length Lb

Table 2 Regression models of the break-up length versus
controlling variables in dimensional and nondimensional forms
in the case of decreasing Lb /d with increasing flow velocity

Variables Regression model R2 S2

Re Lb /d=353.2Re0.22 0.72 0.0621
Re, We Lb /d=1340Re−0.22We−0.14 0.75 0.0538
Re, We, � /�a Lb /d=17.5Re0.22We−0.37�� /�a�0.45 0.79 0.0462
Re, We, � /�a Lb /d=21.7
109Re−0.37We−0.073�� /�a�−2.35 0.76 0.0512
V, d Lb=13.7V−0.34d0.64 0.41 0.1935
V, d, � Lb=34.3
10−9V−0.42d−0.87�3.07 0.78 0.0726
V, d, � Lb=302.6V−0.48d0.87�0.219 0.85 0.05
V, d, � Lb=1720V−0.48d0.87�0.24 0.85 0.0487
�h /d�, �up /V� Lb /d=354�h /d�0.91�up /V�0.44 0.82 0.037

Table 3 Regression models of break-up length versus control-
ling variables in dimensional and nondimensional forms in the
case of increasing Lb /d with increasing flow velocity

Variables Regression model R2 S2

Re Lb /d=700Re−0.28 0.67 0.0415
Re, We Lb /d=126Re−0.25We0.2 0.73 0.036
Re, � /�a Lb /d=0.02Re0.5�� /�a�0.77 0.85 0.0196
V, d, � Lb=3460V0.63d1.53�0.3 0.95 0.0193
V, d, � Lb=39,735V0.62d1.53�0.33 0.95 0.0193
�h /d�, �up /V� Lb /d=0.387�h /d�−1.91�up /V�−2.55 0.85 0.019
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cos�z� = 0.577 + ln�z� + 	
n=1

�

�− 1�n z2n

�2n� ! 2n

For the laminar flow, he provided the following general solution:

U�r� = �27C2

8�4 �� Q2

��r3 + l3�� �7�

h�r� = � 2�2

3
3
����r3 − l3�

Qr
� �8�

where Q is the volume flow rate, l is an arbitrary constant length
given as l=0.33dRe1/3, and C=1.402. And for the turbulent flows,

U = 8.22� Q5/4

�1/4�r9/4 + l9/4�� �9�

h�r� = 0.0211� �

Q
�0.25� r2.25 + l2.25

r
� �10�

where l is a constant length given as

l9/4 = 6.065�Q

�
�1/4

d2

In order to estimate the average thickness and velocity of a
liquid sheet at the splash plate tip, only a segment of the axisym-
metric flow with a segment angle equal to the splash plate sheet
angle is considered. The total flow rate is now modified to con-

Fig. 10 Variation of the predicted break-up length versus the
measured break-up length. „a… Breakup increases with increas-
ing flow velocity, and „b… breakup decreases with increasing
flow velocity.

Fig. 11 Variation of the predicted dimensionless break-up
length versus the measured values. „a… Breakup increases with
increasing flow velocity, and „b… breakup decreases with in-
creasing flow velocity.

Fig. 12 Liquid jet impact on a horizontal surface
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sider the flow through a segment: Q=Qnx�2� /��, where Qn is the
nozzle flow rate. V �flow velocity through the splash plate nozzle�
is assumed to be the same in both the segment and the full disk
cases. Therefore, an equivalent nozzle diameter for a disk case is

obtained as d=dn

2� /�.

Assuming that similar flow conditions occur when �r /d�disk

= �r /d�segment, we get r=rn

2� /�, where rn is the radial distance

in the case of flow over a full sized disk. The tip radius of the
splash plate is r=rp. The final expression for the liquid velocity
and the sheet thickness at the nozzle tip of the splash plate for a
laminar flow is now written as

up =
V2d4�−2

C1�rp
3�−1.5 + C2d4V�−2 �11�

h = C3� �rp
2

Vd2�0.5� + C4� d2

�rp
� �12�

And for a turbulent flow,

up = C5� V1.25d2.5�−0.25�−1.25

C6rp
2.25�−1.125 + C7V0.25d2.5�−.25�−1.25� �13�

h = C8� �0.25�−0.75

rpd0.5V0.25��C6� rp
2.25

�1.125� + C7� d2.5V.25

�0.25�1.25�� �14�

where C1=15.75, C2=1.42, C3=12.13, C4=1.1, C5=55.6, C6
=7.9, C7=0.64, C8=0.09, and � is the sheet angle.

Two different trends have been observed for the variation of the
break-up length with jet velocity. In the first case, the break-up
length increases with increasing velocity, whereas; in the second
case, the break-up length decreases with increasing velocity. Then
each regime is correlated individually in terms of the sheet thick-
ness and the velocity at the splash plate tip. The dependence of
Lb /d for increasing and decreasing break-up lengths is given as
follows. For the first case, where the break-up length increases
with the nozzle velocity,

Lb

d
= 0.387�h

d
�−1.9�up

V
�−2.6

with R2 = 0.85 �15�

For the second case, where the break-up length decreases with the
nozzle velocity,

Lb

d
= 354�h

d
�0.913�up

V
�0.436

with R2 = 0.82 �16�

Based on the correlations given in Eqs. �15� and �16�, the ve-
locity at the transition from the first case to the second case can be
determined by equating Eqs. �15� and �16� and solving the result-
ing equation to obtain the transition velocity in terms of the nozzle
diameter, liquid viscosity, and density.

The comparison between experimental measurements with the
error bar at 95% confidence level and the predicted break-up
length for both cases are shown in Figs. 13�a� and 13�b�. Figure
13�a� represents the correlation between the measured and pre-
dicted dimensionless break-up lengths in the case of increasing
break-up length with flow velocity. In this case, the break-up
length increases with decreasing the dimensionless sheet thickness
and sheet velocities, as shown by correlation �15�. However, in the
case of decreasing the break-up length with increasing the flow
velocity, as shown in Fig. 13�b�, the break-up length increases
with increasing dimensionless sheet thickness and sheet velocity,
as presented by correlation �16�.

For a specific nozzle diameter, the break-up length increases
with increasing the flow velocity up to a maximum value of Vt.
Further increase in the flow velocity, beyond Vt, results in a de-
crease in the break-up length. This trend is similar to that of a
liquid jet. The break-up length of a liquid jet increases with the
velocity up to a maximum value, then after, it decreases with the
velocity. This trend is attributed to the jet transition from laminar

to turbulent flow. Similarly, for velocities beyond Vt, a liquid sheet
becomes highly turbulent with the formation of tears and perfora-
tions. Consequently, the breakup occurs earlier. Similar results are
reported for two impinging jets as well �10–12�.

In order to determine the transition velocity Vt, substituting the
values of up and h that are described by Eqs. �11� and �12� in Eqs.
�15� and �16�. Then equate Eqs. �15� and �16� and let V=Vt. The
resulting equation represents the mathematical formula to calcu-
late the value of Vt in case of laminar flow. In order to find Vt in
case of turbulent flow, repeating the same procedure by substitut-
ing the values of up and h as described by Eqs. �13� and �14� in
Eqs. �15� and �16�, and then equating both equations. The result-
ing equations for laminar and turbulent flows are to be solved in
order to determine the transition velocity, Vt, in case of both lami-
nar and turbulent flow. Each equation can be solved by using an
iterative technique such as the secant method. For instance, the
values of transition velocity �Vt� at �=1.0 mPa s and different
values of nozzle diameters are given in Table 4.

The variation of the break-up length with the velocity of the
splash plate nozzle with diameters of 0.5 mm, 0.75 mm, 1 mm,

Fig. 13 Variation of the predicted dimensionless break-up
length versus the measured values. „a… Breakup increases with
increasing flow velocity, „b… breakup decreases with increasing
flow velocity.
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and 2 mm using water is presented in Fig. 14. This figure can be
used to explain the uncertainty of the developed correlations
where the variation of the break-up length versus the flow velocity
is presented. In this figure, the values of the measured break-up
length at a 95% confidence level are presented at different values
of nozzle diameters �0.5 mm, 0.75 mm, 1 mm, and 2 mm�. It was
found that the correlation well predicts the break-up length for 1
mm and 2 mm. However, for 0.5 mm and 1 mm, the correlation
slightly overpredicts the measured values with a 95% confidence
level. Experimental measurements with a 90% confidence level
are well predicted by the correlation.

4 Conclusions
An experimental investigation was carried out to determine the

effect of liquid viscosity, as well as flow velocity and nozzle di-
ameter, on the sheet spreading angle and the break-up length of
the liquid sheet formed by splash plate nozzles. The findings can
be summarized as follows.

• The sheet spreading angle at the nozzle tip increases with
increasing nozzle diameter, flow velocity, and liquid density,
whereas it decreases with increasing liquid viscosity.

• The sheet spreading angle correlation with flow velocity,
nozzle diameter, liquid density, and viscosity shows two or-
ders of magnitude in the power differences of various vari-
ables. Therefore, it is difficult to develop a correlation based
on nondimensional parameters such as the Reynolds num-
ber.

• Two different trends for break-up length have been ob-
served. The break-up length first increases with increasing
the nozzle flow velocity and then decreases. This trend
shown by the sheet break-up process is similar to that found
by the jet breakup within a turbulent flow region and fully
developed spray region �23�.

• In both cases where the break-up length increases and then

decreases with the flow velocity, the break-up length was
found to be strongly dependent on the sheet thickness. Con-
sequently, it was correlated with the calculated sheet thick-
ness, as well as the velocity at the tip of the splash plate
nozzle, where the tip velocity is a function of nozzle diam-
eter, flow velocity, liquid kinematic viscosity, tip radius, and
sheet spreading angle.
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Nomenclature
A, B, C, H,

and L  splash plate nozzle characteristic dimensions,
as defined in Fig. 1

C1,C2, . . . ,
C8  constants
cn  cosine integral
d  nozzle diameter
h  liquid sheet thickness
K  thickness parameter for the fan spray

Lb  sheet break-up length
l  constant parameter

Q  equivalent flow rate for the splash plate con-
figuration, m3 /s

Qn  splash plate nozzle flow rate, m3 /s
rp  tip radius of the splash plate nozzle

r, z  polar cylindrical coordinate system, as defined
in Fig. 11

U  average sheet velocity
u, w  sheet velocity at the r and z directions

Vg  ambient gas velocity
V  liquid velocity through the splash plate nozzle

Red  Reynolds number based on the nozzle diam-
eter, �vd /�

Reh  Reynolds number based on the sheet thickness,
�vh /�

Wed  Weber number based on the nozzle diameter,
�v2d /�

Weh  Weber number based on the sheet thickness,
�v2h /�

Greek Letters
�  initial disturbance
�  wave amplitude
�  kinematic viscosity
�  splash plate angle
�  liquid viscosity

�g  gas viscosity
�  sheet angle, as defined in Fig. 4
�  surface tension, N/m
�  liquid density, kg /m3

�g  gas density, kg /m3

�  eddy viscosity
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A direct simulation Monte Carlo method (DSMC) solver, adapted to
the subsonic microflow, is developed under the object-conception
language (C��). Some technical details critical in these DSMC

computations are provided. The numerical simulations of gas flow
in a microchannel are carried out using the developed DSMC

solver. Streamwise velocity distributions in the slip flow regime
are compared with the analytical solution based on the Navier–
Stokes equations with the velocity slip boundary condition. Satis-
factory agreements have been achieved. Furthermore, the domain
of the validity of this continuum approach is discussed. Simula-
tions are then extended to the transitional flow regime. Streamwise
velocity distributions are also compared with the results of the
numerical solutions of the linearized Boltzmann equation. We em-
phasize the influence of the accommodation coefficient on the ve-
locity profiles and on the mass flow rate. The simulation results on
the mass flow rate are compared with the experimental data,
which allow us to validate the “experimental” technique of the
determination of the accommodation coefficient.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3026733�

1 Introduction
The progress in the fabrication technique during the past ten

years lead to the miniaturization of many devices �micropumps,
microvalves, microgas detectors, etc.�, and lead to the develop-
ment of the computational methods that allow us to simulate the
gas flows inside these devices. Due to the small characteristic
sizes of these apparatus comparable to the mean free path of the
molecules, the flow regime varies from the continuum to the tran-
sitional regime and even to the near free molecular regime. In the
transitional and the near free molecular regimes the Monte Carlo
simulations �1� are generally considered as the closest approach to
the real experimental conditions. During the past decade, several
Monte Carlo simulations were performed in gas microflows; the
most part of them dealt with supersonic flows �2–5�, which are a
traditional domain of the DSMC. However, in micro-electro-
mechanical systems �MEMS� applications the flow velocity is
usually subsonic. Therefore, two main problems appear when one

applies the DSMC method to the subsonic gas flow. When the bulk
velocity is much slower than the thermal velocity, as is typically
the case for gas flows in MEMS, many independent samples are
needed to eliminate statistical scatter and to recover the bulk flow
properties. The second problem that appears in the subsonic ap-
plication, provides the correct formulation of the inlet/outlet
boundary conditions.

Based on the ideas of Bird �1�, we developed our DSMC soft-
ware using the object oriented language C��. The following ideas
are implemented in order to adapt the DSMC technique to the sub-
sonic flow treatment.

• A high number of molecules per cell and also a large sample
size are used in order to reduce the statistical fluctuations.

• The number of real molecules represented by each simulated
molecule varies according to the cells.

• The developed software is parallelized using message pass-
ing interface �MPI� and/or OpenMP application program-
ming interfaces.

The new treatment for the inlet/outlet boundary conditions is
proposed.

In order to validate the developed DSMC solver the flow in a
rectangular microchannel is simulated. In the transitional regime
the computational results are compared with the numerical results
obtained for the flow between two parallel plates using the
Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook �BGK� kinetic model �6� and with the
numerical solution of the linearized Boltzmann equation �7�, and
in the slip flow regime, with the results of continuum modeling
�8�.

The accommodation coefficient obtained “experimentally”
from mass flow rate measurements in Ref. �9� in the slip regime
are injected into the numerical DSMC simulation in the slip and
transitional flow regimes. The results of these simulations are
compared with the measurements in order to verify the pertinence
of the experimental accommodation coefficient for the slip and
transitional flow regimes.

2 Algorithm

2.1 Computational Domain. We chose the geometry of the
simulation domain close to the experimental geometry �9�: The
microchannel is fixed between two tanks �see Fig. 1�. The gas
flows through the microchannel owing to a pressure difference
between the two tanks, where the pressures are maintained con-
stant and equal to pin and pout, respectively. The temperature is
supposed to be constant and the same in both tanks and also along
the microchannel walls, since we considered here isothermal
flows.

2.2 Collisions and Movements. The usual “no time counter”
�NTC� method �1� governs the collision pair selections. The col-
lision cross sections are calculated according to the hard sphere
�HS� model �10�; this makes it easier to compare our DSMC results
with the solution of the linearized Boltzmann equation �7� and the
BGK kinetic equation �11�, both obtained using HS molecules.

The motion of the simulated molecules during the time step is
simple because it is rectilinear. However, these rectilinear trajec-
tories may cross the different types of walls �specular or Maxwell-
ian reflective surfaces� during one time step. We developed an
algorithm that solves the problem of molecule-wall collisions in
the whole geometry and not cell by cell.

The first advantage of this algorithm, in view of the paralleliza-
tion, is that the movement of the molecules is calculated in the
whole computational domain: A processor will continue to move
the molecule within the whole geometry even if the molecule
leaves its particular computational domain. The second advantage
is the possibility to manage the multireflection of the molecule
from the wall, which allows one to calculate correctly the reflec-
tion process near a wall junction or in a tube with a small diam-
eter.
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2.3 Weighting Factor. Every cell is characterized by a lot of
data �position, size, etc.� and one of the most important data is the
number of real molecules NR represented by each simulated mol-
ecule. Inside a cell, the number of real molecules in every time
step is given through

N�t� = NS�t�NR �1�

where NS�t� is the number of simulated molecules and N�t� is the
number of real molecules in the cell at the time t. At the initial
time �t=0� NR is given by

NR =
p�t�V�t�

kT�t�NS�t�
�2�

where p�t�, T�t�, and NS�t� are, respectively, the initialization val-
ues �t=0� of the pressure, the temperature, and the number of
molecules in the cell, and V is the volume of the cell. Usually in
DSMC simulations, NR is the same for all cells �1�. However, a first
example of a radial weighting factor was introduced by Bird �1� in
axially symmetric flows, where the volume of the cells near the
axis is smaller than that far from the axis.

In our simulation we use also a NR number that varies accord-
ing to the cells, but as a function of the local density �or pressure�
of the gas in the cell, while the volume of the cell remains the
same. The main advantage of this concept is that we keep a simi-
lar number of simulated molecules NS in every cell whatever the
pressure value. Therefore, in the parallel version of the code the
MPI grid is easily determined: Each processor manages the same
number of cells and every processor works generally with a simi-
lar number of simulated molecules. But this concept also has a
shortcoming: It is necessary to follow the molecules when they
cross the cells and to correct the number of the simulated mol-
ecules. When a simulated molecule leaves cell 1 toward cell 2, it
means that NR1

molecules physically enter cell 2. But in cell 2 NR1
real molecules shall be represented by NR1

/NR2
simulated par-

ticles, therefore a correction must generally be done. The follow-
ing three cases are possible.

• NR1
=NR2

. We just have to affect the new cell and subcell
numbers to the entering simulated molecules.

• NR1
�NR2

. Some of the entering simulated molecules have a
probability to be destroyed through the rejection procedure.

• NR1
�NR2

. All entering molecules fill the subcells of cell 2,
and the entering molecules have a probability to be dupli-
cated. Thus, some extra molecules are created in these sub-
cells with the same momentum as the entering molecules.

This kind of correction must be done in each time step. It en-
sures the conservation of the mean values of the number of real
molecules, momentum, and energy when a molecule crosses the
cell’s boundary �12�.

The concept of a variable weighting factor �number of real
molecules represented by each simulated molecule NR� can be
used to adapt the splitting of the computational domain in various
cells depending on the physical parameter, of which we want to
evaluate the mean value. Thus a variable grid structure may be
generated, which may become finer and finer, according to the
various calculation domains.

2.4 Boundary Conditions

2.4.1 Inlet/Outlet Boundary Conditions (Tanks). As it was
mentioned in the Introduction, there are many ways to determine
the subsonic constant pressure boundary conditions. Here we
simulate the “real” inlet and outlet tanks. The sizes of these tanks
are proportional to the characteristic dimensions. When Kn�1,
the mean free path is the characteristic dimension and is the one
that determines the tank size; when Kn�1, the channel height is
the characteristic dimension. Different sizes were tested for the
tanks, and finally the minimal optimal size was found as follows.
The height and the length of the tanks are equal to ten times the
characteristic dimension, when Kn�1, and five times, when Kn
�1. Moreover, the width of the tanks is equal to the width of the
microchannel.

Steady conditions in the tanks are guaranteed by the following
physical features. We suppose that, at the beginning of the numeri-
cal simulation, the gas is in the thermodynamic equilibrium state
at temperature T�0�=T and is macroscopically at rest. Initially the
number of simulated molecules NS is fixed in both tanks and NR;
the number of real molecules represented by each simulated mol-
ecule is obtained from Eq. �2�, where p= �pin or pout� and V
= �Vin or Vout� are the pressure in the tank and the volume of the
tank, respectively. In order to maintain the pressure constant in
each tank, we keep the initial number of simulated molecules
constant in the tank during the calculation. After each time step
we count the number of simulated molecules in the tank. If this
number is different from its initial value, we will create or delete
the molecules in order to keep the same number of simulated
molecules. Creation or destruction is carried out in the first cell of
the inlet tank and in the last cell of the outlet tank. The new
molecules created in the tank are initialized again with a peculiar
velocity equal to the mean quadratic thermal velocity �no macro-
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of the channel
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scopic velocity�. Globally it may be proved that the temperature,
pressure, and total energy are maintained in each tank during the
time.

2.4.2 Molecules/Wall Interaction. The interaction of the mol-
ecules on the wall is described by the specular-diffuse Maxwell
scattering kernel, the same as on the wall of the channel. The
channel and the tank walls are considered as quasidiffuse, except
for the walls perpendicular to the z axis, which are considered as
specular walls �in order to simulate a quite large system�.

3 Comparisons and Comments
Velocity profiles. First, the streamwise velocity profiles obtained

from the present DSMC code are compared with the solutions de-
rived from the linearized Boltzmann equation �7�, under the full
accommodation assumption, and for a Knudsen number equal to
0.1, which certainly corresponds to the slip regime. Ohwada et al.
�7� supposed that the nondimensional pressure gradient �
= �H / p��dp /dx� is small compared with 1 and also that the pres-
sure gradient is uniform. But, in fact, in the considered flow re-
gime the pressure gradient is nonuniform �see Fig. 2�. According
to the continuum modeling, the pressure distribution in the slip
regime is proportional to the square root of the distance along the
channel �13,8�. Therefore, comparing here the normalized profiles
�the velocity profiles are given in Ref. �7� only in nondimensional
form �u /��2RT�� for the same local Knudsen number we test the
dependence of the velocity profiles only on the transversal vari-
able y �not at all the pertinence of the DSMC modeling along the
channel axis�. Figure 3 represents the velocity profiles normalized
by the velocity on the channel axis, so the dependence on the
pressure gradient is eliminated, and the agreement is very good.

The velocity profiles obtained from the Navier–Stokes equa-
tions with the first order boundary condition �8� are plotted in Fig.
4 for the same Knudsen number, Kn=0.1 and for different theo-
retical values of the velocity slip coefficient calculated under the
full accommodation assumption; the velocity slip coefficient ob-
tained by Maxwell �14� �p=�� /2 �near 0.886� using a force bal-
ance �and thus neglecting the Knudsen layer effect� and the ve-
locity slip coefficient calculated in Ref. �15�, �p=1.016, taking
into account the influence of the Knudsen layer. The continuum
dimensional velocities are compared with the results of the DSMC

simulation. The Navier–Stokes �NS� velocity profile calculated

with the velocity slip coefficient derived from the kinetic theory
�15� ��p=1.016� gives an excellent agreement with the DSMC

simulation anywhere in the channel except in the Knudsen layer
zone near the wall of thickness �� /2. In this zone a direct evalu-
ation of the real slip velocity at the wall was obtained in Ref. �16�
by the resolution of the linearized Boltzmann equation for the
Kramers problem in the case of the full accommodation. This
value of the real slip velocity at the wall �the real gas velocity�
may be expressed as a function of the fictitious slip velocity us
�15�, generally used as the boundary condition for the Navier–
Stokes equations. In the case where the molecules are completely
accommodated in the state of the wall, we have �16� ugas

= �us /�2�p��0.696us. Thus, for Kn=0.1, we can estimate the real
gas velocity at the wall from the fictitious slip velocity us and
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obtain ugas=3.3 m /s. The DSMC modeling gives a similar value of
gas velocity, i.e., 3.6 m/s. The value of this velocity is important,
for example, in order to know the friction factor.

From the mass flow rate measurements and using the analytical
expression of the mass flow rate �8� obtained in the frame of the
first order continuum modeling, the value of the real velocity slip
coefficient �p=1.204 was derived in Ref. �9� for the helium flow
in a silicon rectangular channel. However, the notion of the slip
coefficient is introduced only in the slip regime, so for the simu-
lation of the flow in transitional or free molecular regimes we
need to use directly the accommodation coefficient. Loyalka �6�
proposes a very simple relation between the velocity slip and the
accommodation coefficients obtained from the numerical solution
of the BGK kinetic equation �i.e., taking into account the Knudsen
layer effects� using the Maxwellian diffuse-specular scattering
kernel at the wall

�p��� =
2 − �

�
��p�� = 1� − 0.1211�1 − ��� �3�

From this relation we can also derive the experimental accommo-
dation coefficient, and we found �=0.91 for helium �9� and use
this value in DSMC simulations. The continuum velocity profile �8�
calculated with this experimental velocity slip coefficient �p
=1.204 and the results of the DSMC simulation fulfilled for �=1
and �=0.91 are plotted in Fig. 5. It is to note that the accommo-
dation coefficient influences the whole zone of the channel flow
and not only the vicinity of the wall, so when the accommodation
coefficient changes the velocity on the symmetry axis changes.
Indeed, in Fig. 5 the DSMC curve, plotted for �=0.91, and its
associated continuum curve plotted for �p=1.204 �indeed the val-
ues �=0.91 and �p=1.204 are physically consistent �11�� are in
perfect agreement. Contrarily, a departure exists with the DSMC

full diffusive curve.
Then the same kind of comparison was also carried out for a

Knudsen number equal to 0.2. The velocity profile obtained from
the continuum modeling using the experimental velocity slip co-
efficient �p=1.204 is plotted in Fig. 6 and compared with the
results of the DSMC simulation corresponding, respectively, to �
=1 and �=0.91. The continuum velocity profile presents a shape
slightly but clearly different from the DSMC shape, even when the
experimental velocity slip coefficient is used. Finally, the case
Kn=0.3 is calculated. The difference between the continuum and

the DSMC modeling still increases. Thus, for Kn=0.3, the limit of
validity of the continuum modeling is probably reached.

Then the normalized velocity profiles obtained by DSMC calcu-
lations in the transitional regime for Kn=1.1 and the solution of
the linearized Boltzmann equation �13� are plotted in Fig. 7. The
agreement is very good and in this case, the uniformity of the
pressure gradient is respected �see Fig. 8�. Figure 9 represents the
DSMC results for two different values of the accommodation coef-
ficient. From these different figures, the following are observed.

• For the Knudsen numbers under consideration �slip and
transitional regimes�, when the accommodation coefficient
decreases the streamwise velocity increases not only near
the wall, but also on the symmetry axis.

• When the Knudsen number increases the slip velocity in-
creases but the velocity on the symmetry axis decreases, and
so the velocity profile becomes flatter.
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Pressure profiles. We also compared the pressure distribution
given by the continuum modeling �8� with the results of the DSMC

simulation �see Fig. 2� for a Knudsen number equal to 0.1. The
pressure profile is nonlinear as predicted by the continuum ap-
proach and depends slightly on the accommodation coefficient.
The agreement between the continuum and DSMC results is good.
In the transitional flow regime the DSMC pressure distribution be-
comes linear along the channel and does not depend on the ac-
commodation coefficient �Fig. 8�.

It is necessary to add that the proposed inlet and outlet bound-
ary conditions for the DSMC simulation are very convenient: thus
the pressures are kept constant in the reservoirs and there is only
a small pressure jump ��3%�, physically justified �17�, between
the inlet reservoir and the channel.

Mass flow rate. The DSMC calculations are developed for differ-
ent regimes, slip regime, transitional, and near free molecular re-
gimes, so the rarefaction parameter 	= ��� /2Kn� varies from 0.1
to 10 �0.088�Kn�8.86�, which corresponds to experimental
conditions from Ref. �9�. We supposed the Maxwellian diffuse-
specular reflection of the molecules on the surface and we used
the values of the accommodation coefficient �=0.91 obtained
from the measurements of the mass flow rate in the hydrodynamic
and slip regimes, in the 0.003–0.3 Knudsen number range. The
results of the DSMC calculations are presented in Fig. 10 in a
nondimensional form G �18� as a function of the rarefaction pa-
rameter 	 and compared with the experimental points from Ref.
�9�. The agreement is very good everywhere except in the zone
1.5�	�4.5. The difference between the DSMC and the experi-
ment is close to the experimental error bar �near 
4.5%�. Thus,
the accommodation coefficient equal to 0.91 may be considered as
a good approximation reliable for all regimes, in spite of this
small departure observed for 	� �1.5–4.5�.

We compared our results with the solutions of the BGK kinetic
equation associated with the Maxwellian diffuse-specular reflec-
tion, calculated in Ref. �11� for different accommodation coeffi-
cients �=0.92, 0.96, 1. The mass flow rate given in Ref. �11� are
recalculated according to Ref. �19� and presented in Fig. 11. The
results of the DSMC simulation obtained with an accommodation
coefficient equal to 0.91 are everywhere close to the BGK curve
plotted using �=0.96 over all regimes.

Globally, we can consider that the use of the Maxwell diffuse-
specular scattering kernel with an accommodation coefficient that
is practically constant for the all flow regimes, gives satisfactory
results for the mass flow rates derived from the DSMC simulation
in all the considered regimes. However, the discrepancy observed
for 	� �1.5–4.5� or Kn� �0.17–0.5� between “almost all” the
various models and the experiments is not completely explained.
Therefore it will be interesting to implement other scattering ker-
nels in order to try to improve the modeling in this Knudsen zone.
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Fig. 10 Experimental and numerical dimensionless mass flow
rates in a microchannel using He gas

Fig. 11 Experimental and numerical dimensionless mass flow
rates in a microchannel using He gas
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4 Conclusions
An efficient DSMC solver is developed under the object-

conception language �C���. An algorithm for management of the
molecular movement and of the molecule-wall collisions working
in the whole computational domain and not cell by cell is pro-
posed. Moreover, the concept of a varying NR, the number of real
molecules represented by a simulated molecule, as a function of
the local pressure allowed us to keep the same number of the
simulated molecules everywhere and to have a very good effi-
ciency when using the parallel version of the developed code.

The results of the DSMC simulation brought a notable contribu-
tion for defining the validity domain of the slip regime modeling.
The DSMC profiles are in excellent agreement with the continuum
profiles for Knudsen numbers of up to 0.1. For Knudsen numbers
comprised between 0.2 and 0.3 some disagreements appear be-
tween the shapes of the respective modelings. Nevertheless, if
disregarding a zone very close to the wall �� /2� where the con-
tinuum profiles �based on a slip velocity at the wall� are com-
pletely fictitious, we observe that the continuum approach under-
estimates the velocity by about 4.5% for Kn=0.2 and less than
10% for Kn=0.3, which is still a reasonable agreement.

Moreover, the DSMC calculations of the mass flow rates show
that the accommodation coefficient extraction method proposed in
Ref. �9� is globally justified: the Maxwell diffuse-specular scatter-
ing kernel may be used as a boundary condition for the DSMC

simulations with an accommodation coefficient value practically
the same for all the flow regimes. However, considering the dis-
crepancies observed above for Kn� �0.17–0.5�, we intend to im-
prove the modeling, introducing other scattering kernels at the
wall �20,21�.
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